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Lockheed Martin’s F-35 Lightning II 
programme passed another milestone 
on November 3 when a US Navy F-35C 
made the � rst ever arrested landing on an 
aircraft carrier.  The aircraft, development 
F-35C CF-03 ‘SD-73’ from Air Test and 
Evaluation Squadron 23 (VX-23) ‘The Salty 
Dogs’ at Naval Air Station Patuxent River, 
Maryland, touched down at 12:18 on the 
USS Nimitz (CVN 68) off the coast of San 
Diego, California.  US Navy test pilot Cmdr 
Tony ‘Brick’ Wilson was at the controls for 
the landing, which is part of an initial at-sea 
Developmental Testing I (DT-I) for the F-35C.

“Today is a landmark event in the 
development of the F-35C,” said Cmdr 
Wilson, a test pilot with VX-23.  “It is the 
culmination of many years of hard work by a 
talented team of thousands.  I’m very excited 
to see America’s newest aircraft on the � ight 
deck of her oldest aircraft carrier, the USS 
Nimitz.”  Commander, Naval Air Forces, 
Vice Adm David H Buss, was aboard the 
Nimitz to witness the � rst landing.  “With the 
� rst traps of the F-35C Lightning II aboard 
an aircraft carrier, we begin the integration 
of the next generation of war � ghting 

capability into our carrier-based air wings,” 
he said.  “This important milestone is yet 
another indicator of naval aviation’s ongoing 
evolution to meet future threats and remain 
central to our future navy and National 
Defence Strategy.”  

A second VX-23 F-35C, CF-05 ‘SD-75’, 
� own by Lt Cmdr Ted ‘Dutch’ Brickman, 
was also involved in the trials and landed 
on the carrier soon after CF-03.  DT-I is the 
� rst of three at-sea test phases planned 
for the F-35C during which the team from 
the F-35 Lightning II Pax River Integrated 
Test Force (ITF) will put the two F-35C test 
aircraft through a variety of operational 
manoeuvres, including various catapult take-
offs and arrested landings.  ITF � ight trials 
also include general maintenance and � t 
tests for the aircraft and support equipment, 
as well as simulated maintenance tasks.  

The purpose of DT-I is to collect 
environmental data, through added 

instrumentation, to measure the F-35C’s 
integration to � ight deck operations.  The 
ITF team will then analyse data, conduct a 
thorough assessment of F-35C operations in 
the shipboard environment, and advise the 
navy to make any necessary adjustments 
to ensure the � fth-generation � ghter is fully 
capable and ready to deploy with the � eet 
in 2018.  

In other F-35 news, UK defence secretary 
Michael Fallon has con� rmed the Ministry 
of Defence (MoD) has agreed in principle 
a deal for the � rst production batch of four 
F-35Bs.  A formal contract is expected to 
be in place within weeks and forms part of 
MoD plans to purchase an initial 14 F-35s 
over the next � ve years.  These aircraft will 
be part of the � rst UK-based squadron of 
F-35s at RAF Marham in 2018.  The UK has 
already taken delivery of three F-35Bs which 
are currently being used for testing and 
evaluation in the US.
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Alitalia and Etihad Promote 
Expo Milano 2015

Alitalia and Etihad Airways have each painted an Airbus A330-200 in a 
special livery to mark their co-sponsorship of the universal exposition 
Expo Milano 2015, which takes place from May 1 to October 31 next 
year.  Alitalia has applied the scheme to EI-EJM (pictured) with Etihad 
painting A6-EYH.  Alitalia

F-35C Makes First Carrier Landing

Above:  US Navy F-35C Lightning II CF-03 ‘SD-73’ approaches the USS Nimitz during initial 
at-sea developmental testing.  US Navy photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin/Andy Wolfe

Inset: Lightning II CF-03 ‘SD-73’ completes the type’s � rst arrested landing onboard a carrier.  
US Navy/Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class William Cousins
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Virgin Galactic Crash
Air safety officials investigating the crash 
of the Virgin Galactic SpaceShipTwo 
spacecraft are probing the early deployment 
of an onboard safety device.  National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 
investigators say the spaceship’s rotating 
‘feathers’ activated prematurely and without 
a command from the pilots, shortly before it 
broke apart in mid-air.  The accident occurred 
over the Mojave Desert, California on October 
31, killing co-pilot Michael Alsbury and 
leaving the pilot, Peter Siebold, with serious 
injuries.

The feathers are a key safety feature on 
SpaceShipTwo, acting as drag brakes to help 
slow the spaceship down on its re-entry from 
space.  Though designed to deploy at Mach 
1.4, investigators found the feathers activated 
at Mach 1.0 prior to the crash.  A statement 
on the Virgin Galactic website read: “The 
NTSB indicated that the lock-unlock lever 
was pulled prematurely based on recorded 
speed at the time, and they have suggested 
that subsequent aerodynamic forces then 
deployed the feathering mechanism, which 
resulted in the in-� ight separation of the wings 
and vehicle.”

NTSB’s acting chairman Christopher Hart 
told a news conference that SpaceShipTwo’s 
fuel tanks and engines showed no signs of 

fault.  The NTSB is using video footage from 
the cockpit and telemetry data to try to piece 
together what happened in the build-up to the 
crash.  “What I’m about to say is a statement 
of fact and not a statement of cause,” Hart 
explained.  “We are a long way from � nding 
cause, we still have months and months of 
investigation; there’s a lot that we don’t know.”  
He continued: “The spaceship was released 
normally, and shortly after it was released 
[from the WhiteKnightTwo carrier jet], the 
rocket engine ignited.  About nine seconds 
after the engine ignited, the telemetry data 
told us the feather parameters changed from 
locked to unlocked.”  

Hart explained that two actions were 
required for feathering to occur.  “One is, 
the lock-unlock handle must be moved from 
locked to unlocked and number two is, the 
feathering handle must be moved to the 
feather position,” he said.  “Approximately 
two seconds after the feathering parameters 
indicated that the lock-unlock lever was 
moved from lock to unlock, the feathers 
moved towards the extended position, 
the deploy position, even though the 
feather handle itself had not been moved.  
This occurred at a speed just above 
approximately Mach 1.0.  

“The engine burn was normal up until 

the extension of the feathers,” Hart added.  
“There’s a camera in the cockpit mounted 
on the ceiling that looks forward and shows 
the actions of the pilots and the instruments.  
And review of that camera is consistent 
with telemetry data and shows that the 
feather lock-unlock lever was moved by the 
co-pilot from the lock position to the unlock 
position.  Normal launch procedures are 
that after the release, ignition of the rocket 
and acceleration, that the feathering devices 
are not to be moved, the lock-unlock lever 
is not to be moved into the unlock position, 
until the acceleration is up to Mach 1.4.  As 
I indicated, that occurred at approximately 
Mach 1.0.”  

Despite the accident Virgin Galactic 
intends to continue with the project.  “While 
this has been a tragic setback, we are 
moving forward and will do so deliberately 
and with determination,” a company 
statement said.  “With the guidance of the 
NTSB and the assurance of a safe path 
forward, we intend to move ahead with our 
testing programme and have not lost sight 
of our mission to make space accessible for 
all.  We owe it to all of those who have risked 
and given so much to stay the course and 
deliver on the promise of creating the � rst 
commercial spaceline.”

Belgian carrier VLM Airlines has been 
purchased by its management team from 
parent company Intro Aviation.  Under its new 
ownership VLM will continue to � y aircraft, 
crew, maintenance and insurance (ACMI) 
and charter services as well as resuming 
scheduled operations. 

Intro Aviation acquired CityJet and VLM 
earlier this year from Air France-KLM and 
had been planning to turn the Belgian carrier 
into an exclusive ACMI provider.  But VLM 
management submitted an offer to purchase 
it outright from the German turnaround 
specialists, and it was a � gure that, according 
to Intro Aviation’s MD, Peter Oncken, “we felt 
we could not refuse”. 

VLM has been evaluating replacements 
for its current � eet of 12 Fokker 50s and 
signed a letter of intent with Ilyushin Finance 

Co on October 29 that will see it become the 
� rst European carrier to � y the long-range 
Sukhoi Superjet 100LR regional jet.  VLM will 
take delivery of two SSJ100LRs in April 2015 
under 12-year leases, with options for two 
more and purchase rights for another ten. 

The carrier said it had evaluated aircraft 
types in the 100-seat range for the best 
passenger experience, � exibility in short-to-
medium range destinations and low operating 
costs, and the SSJ100LR “won hands 
down”.  The jets will be used to spearhead 
the company’s launch of regional scheduled 
services in 2015.

5www.aviation-news.co.uk

Following a management buy-out, VLM has 
signed a letter of intent with Ilyushin Finance 
that will see it become the � rst European 
operator of the long-range Sukhoi Superjet 
100LR.  VLM Airlines

VLM Opts for Superjets
Aviation News is delighted to welcome 
James Ronayne to the editorial team as the 
new Assistant Editor.  
James has three 
years’ experience in 
journalism and also 
brings a wealth of 
aviation knowledge.  
He’s been interested in 
aviation from a young 
age and has travelled 
extensively in pursuit of 
his passion. 

Those who buy the magazine in the UK and 
Republic of Ireland, as well as subscribers 
worldwide, will � nd the ‘UK & Irish Passenger 
Airlines 2015’ poster within this issue.  
Purchasers elsewhere can receive a copy by 
sending an email to the address below and 
putting ‘Poster Request’ in the subject line or 
writing to our general enquiries address (see 
page 82), marking it ‘For the Editor’s Attention’.  
We can post you a copy (while stocks last) or 
send a pdf of it by e-mail.

We hope you enjoy the magazine.

Dino Carrara
Editor
dino.carrara@keypublishing.com

EDITORIAL
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Air China has taken delivery of its � rst Boeing 
747-8 Intercontinental.  The aircraft, B-2485 
(c/n 41191), was handed over at the US 
manufacturer’s Everett facility on September 29 
and makes Air China the second airline, and 
Asia’s � rst, to operate the passenger version 
of the latest variant of the jumbo jet.  The new 
aircraft is the � rst of seven the airline has on 
order.

Air China introduced the 366-seat 747-8I 
into service on October 11 on routes from its 
Beijing hub to the domestic destinations of 
Chengdu, Guangzhou and Shanghai.  Long-
haul � ights to Frankfurt are due to start by the 
end of the year with Los Angeles and New 
York expected to be served by the type in 2015.  

The airline has installed a four-class cabin in 
its new jumbos, with 12 seats in First Class, 
52 in Business, 36 in Premium Economy and 
266 in Economy.  The new jets will replace Air 
China’s remaining � eet of four 747-400s, which 
the carrier has con� rmed will all be retired by 
the end of 2015.
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New Aircraft for Thomson
Thomson Airways will receive an additional 
two Boeing 787 Dreamliners and 47 new 
737 MAXs as part of upgrades to its 
operating strategy.

The details were revealed by David 
Burling, the UK and Ireland Managing 
Director of the carrier’s parent TUI Group, 
during a press trip in October on board one 
of the airline’s new Dreamliners – which 
include a family booth (with facing seats 

and a table) and an onboard ‘Beach Bar’.  
The airline was originally due to take 

delivery of eight of the 13 Dreamliners 
ordered by the TUI Group but will now take 
ten of an expanded order for 15.  It will also 
receive 47 new 737 MAXs by 2020 – of 
the 60 ordered by TUI in 2013 – as part 
of its “� ve-year vision to change the face 
of holiday � ying”, Burling said.  “This will 
give us an average � eet age of � ve years 

and the Dreamliners will also give us the 
ability to add new destinations to our route 
structure,” he added.

The � rst, due to start in November 2015, 
will be the only direct � ight from the UK to 
Costa Rica.  

The carrier is also planning to expand 
operations in the eastern Caribbean and 
the Antilles.  Destinations in Vietnam and 
Malaysia are also under consideration.

Viking Net 
Scotland Deal

Viking Air has agreed a contract with 
Highlands and Islands Airport Limited 
(HIAL) of Inverness for two Twin Otter 
Series 400 aircraft.  The pair, scheduled for 
delivery from mid-2015, will be con� gured 
in a standard 19-seat layout and based at 
Glasgow International Airport, from where 
they will provide public service obligation 
(PSO) � ights on routes to Campbeltown, 
Barra and Tiree off the west coast of 
Scotland.

The Series 400 was selected by HIAL 
for its robust design, short take-off and 
landing (STOL) performance and reliability, 
all prerequisites for � ying into and out of 
Barra’s short beach landing strip.  Provisions 
for � ight and maintenance training are also 
included in the contract and will be provided 
through Flightsafety International in Toronto 
and Viking’s sister company, Paci� c Sky 
Aviation in Victoria, Canada.

Air China Receives its First 747-8I

Air China is the second airline to operate the passenger variant of the Boeing 747-8I.  Boeing

First Aircraft for Quick Duck Airlines

Slovakian start-up Quick Duck Airlines has taken delivery of its � rst aircraft, ATR 72-600 OM-
AQD (c/n 1162).  The Bratislava-based airline plans to market it for aircraft, crew, maintenance 
and insurance (ACMI) operations or charter contracts from November 1.  AirTeamImages.com/
Jonathan Zaninger
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Floridian start-up Eastern Air Lines has placed 
an order for 20 Mitsubishi MRJ90 regional 
aircraft.  The deal, which also includes purchase 
rights for an additional 20 examples, follows a 
memorandum of understanding signed at the 
Farnborough International Airshow in July 2014.   

“We are honoured to partner with Mitsubishi 
Aircraft on this next-generation regional aircraft, 
which will deliver best-in-class operating 
economics, customer comfort and baggage 
capabilities,” Eastern’s President and CEO, 
Edward J Wegel, commented.  “[The MRJ] will 
proudly join our � eet starting in 2019 and will be 
christened the Eastern Whisperjet.”

The deal increases total commitments for 
the Japanese jet to 375, including 191 � rm 
orders, 160 options and 24 purchase rights.

7www.aviation-news.co.uk

WestJet Launches 
Glasgow Service

WestJet has con� rmed plans to launch a new 
daily service between Halifax, Nova Scotia, and 
Glasgow.  The � ights will begin in May and will 
make Glasgow the Canadian low-cost carrier’s 
second European destination following the 
introduction of � ights to Dublin earlier this year. 

WestJet Executive Vice-President, Sales, 
Marketing and Guest Experience, Bob 
Cummings, remarked: “This year’s launch of 
services to Dublin has proved popular, thanks 
to market growth driven by drastically reduced 
fares.  Fares to Glasgow will be as much as 
50% cheaper than existing prices, so we’ll once 
again grow the market.”  

WestJet will initially use its Boeing 737-700s 
on the route, the eastbound trip taking 5h 
15mins.

Monarch Under New Ownership
Monarch Airlines is under new ownership 
after its parent company, Monarch Holdings, 
was sold to private investment � rm Greybull 
Capital, which has acquired 90% of the 
group from the Mantegazza family.  The 
remaining 10% will be used to shore up 
Monarch’s pension fund.  The new owner is 
also providing Monarch with secured access 
to £125m in fresh capital.

Under the leadership of its recently 
appointed CEO, Andrew Swaffield, Monarch 

undertook a strategic review which, aiming 
to create an optimum structure for the future, 
led to the deal with Greybull.  The airline 
will downsize its � eet from 42 to 34 jets and 
renegotiate lease agreements with lessors 
on ten aircraft.

Meanwhile the new � nance will 
help secure an order for 30 737 MAX 
8s it committed to at the Farnborough 
International Airshow in July this year, with 
deliveries due between 2018 and 2020.

Monarch will drop its long-haul and 
charter operations from April 2015, 
converting to a new low-cost business 
model, and focus on short-haul leisure 
routes from � ve UK bases: Birmingham, 
Leeds-Bradford, Gatwick, Luton and 
Manchester.  Helping the airline achieve its 
aims, concessions agreed with employees 
will see 700 jobs cut – two thirds through 
voluntary redundancy – and a reduction in 
salaries of up to 30%.

Spirit Goes Yellow

Spirit Airlines is the latest US operator to adopt a new livery repainting Airbus A319-132, 
N534NK (c/n 3395), in an eye-catching all-yellow colour scheme.  The aircraft carries ‘Home of 
the Bare Fare’ titles on the engine nacelles.  AirTeamImages.com/Andy Martin

Eastern Confi rms MRJ Order Eastern Air Lines has placed an order for 20 
Mitsubishi MRJ90 regional aircraft.  Mitsubishi

FlySafair Begins Operations
New South African low-cost carrier FlySafair officially began 
operations on October 16, initially � ying multiple daily services 
between Cape Town and Johannesburg with a pair of Boeing 737-
400s – but it plans to introduce a new route to Port Elizabeth soon.  

The carrier’s launch has been delayed almost 12 months 
after rivals Comair and SkyWise successfully claimed to the 
North Gauteng High Court that FlySafair did not meet the legal 
requirement of 75% local ownership.  The airline has since 
undertaken a substantial restructuring. 

AIRLINE ORDERS
Airline/Operator Aircraft Number Order Placed Notes
Air Algerie A330-200 3 25-09-14  
Alaska Airlines 737-900ER 10 06-10-14  
FedEx Express 767-300F 4 29-09-14  
Garuda Indonesia 737 MAX 8 50 12-10-14 Includes 4 converted 

from existing 737-
800 order

Kunming Airlines 737-700/737 MAX 4/6 23-10-14  
SF Airlines 767-300BCF Undisclosed 23-10-14  
VIP Customer Boeing 737BBJ 2 30-09-14  
Z/C Aviation 
Partners One

A319ceo 4 24-09-14  
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Mid-size Jets Debut at NBAA Convention
The National Business Aviation Association 
(NBAA) Convention in Orlando included the 
debut of three new business jets.  

Cessna brought one of four Citation 
Latitude development aircraft (N682A) which 
will complete certi� cation in mid-2015.  The 
Latitude is based on the Citation Sovereign 
but has a redesigned fuselage giving a 
wider, 6ft (1.8m) stand-up cabin, and the 
� ight deck uses the new Garmin G5000 
avionics system.  Cessna says it will have 

better short � eld performance and will � y 
further than expected, following recent � ight 
test results.  

Also appearing for the � rst time was 
Bombardier’s new Learjet 85 prototype 
(N851LJ) which � rst � ew on April 9, 2014 and 
has now completed more than 60 test � ights 
from its Wichita base.  The type represents 
Bombardier’s � rst move into all-composite 
construction but its development has suffered 
from pressure of development work on the 

C-Series airliner, the Challenger 350 and 
650 and the new Global 7000 and 8000.  As 
a result the company has yet to announce a 
targeted certi� cation date for the aircraft.  

The third new model on static display at 
Orlando was Embraer’s mid-size Legacy 
450 (PT-ZIJ) which � rst � ew on December 
28, 2013.  It is the short-fuselage version of 
the Legacy 500, certi� ed on August 12.  The 
� rst Legacy 500 delivery was to a Brazilian 
customer on October 10.  Rod Simpson

VietJetAir A320 Makes 
Maiden Flight

Cimber to End 
Operations

Danish airline Cimber has announced it will 
cease all operations in April 2015 following a 
decision by SAS to end its partnership with 
the airline.  SAS informed Cimber it did not 
want to continue the agreement that had 
seen Cimber operating three Bombardier 
CRJ200s and an ATR 72-202 on its behalf.

Cimber’s management said it had no 
alternative but to shut the carrier down, 
making all 130 employees redundant.  It was 
formed in 1950 as Cimber Air and in 2008 
bought parts of the bankrupt Sterling Airlines, 
changing its name to Cimber Sterling.  
Four years later, Cimber Sterling itself was 
declared bankrupt before being given a 
lifeline through an aircraft, crew, maintenance 
and insurance (ACMI) contract with SAS.

VietJetAir Airbus A320 F-WWBP (c/n 6341) made its � rst � ight from Toulouse, France on 
October 29.  It is the � rst of up to 100 A320s due to be acquired by VietJetAir under a 
deal � nalised in February.  The order includes � rm orders with Airbus for 63 aircraft, plus 
30 purchase rights, while the airline will lease seven more from third party lessors.  The 
Vietnamese low-cost carrier currently leases a � eet of 16 A320s operated on domestic and 
regional services.  AIRBUS S.A.S 2014 photo by master fi lms/H GOUSSÉ

AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS’ FAIRS
City Venue Date Contact/Website
Mönchengladbach Airport Bistro Winkens November 22 mgl-convention@arcor.de
Zürich Grosse Halle der bxa-Anlage in 

Bassersdorf
November 30 www.aviatikboerse.ch

Dublin Carlton Hotel, Dublin Airport November 30 aviationfair.wix.com/aviationfair
Long Beach, California Holiday Inn Long Beach Airport January 24, 2015 www.laxairlinerexpo.com
Honolulu, Hawaii Sheraton Waikiki, 2255 Kalakaua 

Ave, Honolulu
March 7, 2015 scott.merrell@hughesairwest.com

Munich Verwaltungskantine Nordallee, 
Munich Airport

March 7, 2015 chris.witt@t-online.de

Shanghai Shanghai International Airport 
Hotel

March 28 & 29, 
2015

eastchinaairliners@163.com

Vienna Vienna International Airport, 
Terminal 2, Market Plaza

May 30, 2015 www.fl ughafenfreunde.at
obmann@fl ughafenfreunde.at

Paris Paris CDG Airport Marriott Hotel June 6, 2015 frochcwajg@aol.com
Atlanta, Georgia Delta Flight Museum June 17-20, 2015 www.AI2015ATL.com
Manchester Aviation Viewing Park July 11, 2015 davidmackereth01@gmail.com
Long Beach, California Holiday Inn Long Beach Airport August 8, 2015 www.laxairlinerexpo.com

Hovercraft to 
be Reinstated

A new hovercraft service in the North West 
of England will feature a route to Liverpool 
John Lennon Airport – making it the world’s 
only airport hovercraft shuttle.

Hoverlink (NW) has won the backing of 
the Department of Transport to reinstate 
hovercraft operations between Rhyl and 
Llandudno in North Wales, Wirral and 
Liverpool after the link was discontinued 
in the 1960s.  The company hopes to be 
operational next year.  Keith Crowden

Qantas Introduces A380 on World’s Longest Flight

Qantas marked the launch of Airbus A380 services from Sydney, Australia, to Dallas/Ft Worth, 
Texas, by applying a ten-gallon hat and neckerchief design to the tail logo on VH-OQL for the 
inaugural service.  The route is currently the world’s longest, at 8,577 miles (13,804km), and 
takes 15hr 30mins.  The special markings have since been removed.  Richard Vandervord

Your favourite magazine 
is also available digitally. 

See www.pocketmags.com 
for more details.

You can also � nd us on:

        Search Aviation News Magazine

         Search @AvNewsMag
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Air is the latest book
from photo legend Sam
Chui, featuring
helicopter photoshoots
including Miami, LAX,
Sydney, and London
Heathrow; and aviation
safaris in North Korea,
Iran, Bangladesh and
Somalia.

Charles Kennedy
contributes detailed
essays on the subjects
of Sam’s lens, making
Air3 a unique
perspective on today’s
global mass transit.

Shipping now!

When Biman Bangladesh Airlines retired
the last DC-10 from passenger service,
filmmaker Brian Wiklem was there for the
farewell flights operated out of BHX in
February 2014, on the tarmac, onboard,
and even for the final ferry flight back to
Dhaka. This feature-length documentary
is the result - shipping in November.www.theairlineboutique.com

The Airline Boutique is a newonline shop selling
the products of Astral Horizon Aviation and
other carefully chosen items, such as safety
cards, stationery, DVDs, books. Also, participate
in a unique opportunity to restore a DC-8
simulator for a newmuseum.

3

Custom re-prints of features available for use as:
l Press Pack Inserts l Sales Promotions

l Company Reports and more…
Tailored to your specific needs, re-prints can

showcase your company, products or services in
association with the leading civil aviation magazine.

RE-PRINTS
For further information call Andy Mason:

Tel. +44 (0) 1780 755131
E-mail: andy.mason@keypublishing.com
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IN BRIEF
LIVINGSTON COMPAGNIA AEREA (also known 
as New Livingston) has had its Air Operator 
Certi� cate suspended by the Italian Civil Aviation 
Authority at the request of the airline’s owners.  
The carrier ceased all services on October 
6, saying it was due to the difficult operating 
environment in North Africa and the Middle 
East and the reduction in demand for � ights to 
Russia.  Livingston is returning its three Airbus 
A320s to their lessors.  Marco Finelli

Slovenian carrier ADRIA AIRWAYS has completed 
the phasing out of its Airbus A320-200 � eet after 
the last, S5-AAS (c/n 444), returned to its lessor 
on October 21.  The carrier now has two A319-
100s, six Bombardier CRJ900s and two CRJ200s 
in service; the latter will leave the � eet in early 
2015 and be replaced by additional CRJ900s. 

AVANTI AIR has acquired two former OLT 
Express Germany Fokker 100s for use on 
wet-lease operations and charter � ights.  The 
aircraft are currently in storage at Saarbrücken 
and while D-AOLG (c/n 11452) will undergo 
full refurbishment, sister ship D-AOLH (c/n 
11265) will be used for spare parts.  The type is 
scheduled to enter service with the Siegerland 
Airport-based carrier in January.

The � rst of three Boeing 767-300s for La Paz-
based BOLIVIANA DE AVIACIÓN (BOA) was 
introduced into service in late October.  The jet, 
CP-2881 (c/n 27377), took over from a leased 
Omni Air International example and will be 
employed on long-haul services to Madrid and 
Miami.  The Bolivian carrier’s other 767-300s are 
undergoing pre-delivery maintenance in Mexico 
City and Cochabamba.

DELTA AIR LINES’ � eet of 13 Boeing 747-400s will 
be retired by 2017, according to CEO Richard 
Anderson.  The aircraft currently � y on the 
airline’s high-density domestic routes as well 
as to Manila, Nagoya, Seoul, Shanghai, Tokyo, 
Osaka, and Tel Aviv.  Anderson said that phasing 
out the 747 would be accelerated as part of 
Delta’s “Paci� c network restructuring”, adding 
that lost capacity would be replaced by its 
incoming � eet of Airbus A330-300s.

QinetiQ and Llanbedr Air� eld Estates (LAE) 
have officially reopened LLANBEDR AIRFIELD 
in support of test � ight operations of 
remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS).  The 
announcement comes following the completion 
of infrastructure refurbishment and the 
successful integration of air traffic management 
and air� eld services as required by Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) regulations.  Flying is scheduled 
to start in early 2015, subject to a 90-day notice 
period for establishing the segregated airspace 
required to re-link Llanbedr Air� eld to the 
existing test range over Cardigan Bay.

NEW ROUTES (SELECTIVE)
Airline Route Frequency Begins Notes
Air France Paris CDG - Vancouver 3 per week 29-03-15 777-200
Air Transat Toronto - Montreal - Budapest Weekly 17-06-15 A330
Air Transat St John's - Gatwick 2 per week 17-06-15 737-800
Alitalia Milan Linate - Berlin Tegel Daily 15-12-14 E175
Alitalia Milan Linate - Düsseldorf Daily 15-12-14 E175
American Airlines Los Angeles - Atlanta 3 times daily 05-03-15 737-800
Austrian Innsbruck - Kos 1 per week 18-05-15 A320
Brussels Airlines Brussels - Billund 12 per week 29-03-15 DHC8-Q400
Brussels Airlines Brussels - St Petersburg 3 per week 30-03-15 A319
Ethiopian Airlines Addis Ababa - Dammam - Doha 3 per week 02-12-14 737-800
Indonesia Air Asia X Denpasar - Melbourne 5 per week 26-12-14 A330
KLM Amsterdam - Edmonton 3 per week 05-05-15 A330-200
LAN Airlines Santiago - Easter Island 3 per week 01-10-15 787-8
Norwegian Madrid - Malta Weekly 04-04-15 737-800
TAME Ecuador Guayaquil - Fort Lauderdale 3 per week 20-11-14 A320
Thomas Cook Airlines Manchester - Ilha do Sal Weekly 05-11-14 757-200
Thomas Cook Airlines London Gatwick - Ilha do Sal Weekly 03-11-14 757-200
Turkish Airlines Istanbul Ataturk - Luanda 2 per week 23-11-14 737-800
United Newark - Newcastle 5 per week 23-05-15 757-200
Volaris Guadalajara - Orlando 2 per week 17-11-14 A320
Volaris Guadalajara - Chicago 2 per week 19-11-14 A319
Volaris Cancun - Las Vegas 2 per week 18-12-14 A320
WOW air Kefl avik - Boston 5 per week 27-03-15 A321
WOW air Kefl avik - Baltimore/Washington 4 per week 04-06-15 A321

The � rst Bombardier Dash 8-Q400 (c/n 4474) 
for Air Côte d’Ivoire was seen on a test � ight 
in early October at Toronto/Downsview – 
wearing the temporary registration C-GZDV.  
The Ivorian carrier’s � rst new aircraft, it is 
con� gured in a two-class layout and, after 
delivery, will be used on domestic � ights to 

Bouaké, Korhogo, Man and San Pédro.
Air Côte d’Ivoire’s order for two Q400s 

plus two options was � rst announced during 
the 2013 Dubai Airshow.  The airline operates 
three leased Airbus A319s, acquired in 
October 2012, and a single Embraer 170, 
which will be replaced by the Q400.

ATR Delivered to TransNusa

First Q400 for Air Côte d’Ivoire 

TransNusa will operate its ATRs on FIFO charter work.  ATR

Indonesian carrier TransNusa Aviation Mandiri 
received its � rst new-generation ATR 42-600, 
PK-TNJ (c/n 1015) on September 25.  The 
aircraft will be used to develop the carrier’s 
� y-in, � y-out (FIFO) charter business following 
the recent award of a � ve-year contract from 

one of Indonesia’s largest oil producers.  It was 
due to enter service in November with its � rst 
FIFO rotation departing Jakarta’s Halim Airport 
to Matak Airport on Natuna Island, offering 
six return � ights per week.  TransNusa’s has 
options for three more ATR 42-600s.

Aerofl ot Names New 
Low-cost Airline

Aero� ot has announced it will call its new low-
cost carrier Pobeda (Victory).

The Russian national airline’s previous 
LCC, Dobrolet (Good Flight), was suspended 
in August just two months after its maiden 
� ight when its lease agreement for Boeing 
aircraft was cancelled under European 
Union sanctions levied at Russia following its 
annexation of Crimea.  Pobeda is expected to 
begin � ights by the middle of November � ying 
from Moscow to eight Russian cities.

Air Côte d’Ivoire’s � rst Bombardier Dash 8-Q400 made a test � ight from Toronto/Downsview in 
early October.  Andrew Cline
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Models Roundup
Aviation News incorporating Classic Aircraft reviews the latest models on the market.

Sponsored by
SRF Trading Ltd, Unit 1, Bexwell, Downham Market, Norfolk PE38 9LT 
Tel: 44 (0)1366 380662 ukorders@geminijets.com Available from 
specialist model aviation outlets and stockists throughout the UK.

McDonnell Douglas MD-11F UPS N278UP, 1:400  
Item No GJUPS1377.  Price £33.00.  Gemini Jets
McDonnell Douglas MD-11F, N278UP, is one of 38 in the UPS fleet and is represented here in 
the standard colour scheme of a mainly white fuselage with a Pullman brown aft separated by 
a gold line.  This is a fine model of an aircraft that operates mainly at night and has probably 
carried a parcel for many of us somewhere in the world. 
www.isca-models.co.uk   www.airspotters.com   www.aviationretaildirect.com

Airbus A330-300 US Airways N280AY, 1:400  
Item No GJUSA1125.  Price £33.00.  Gemini Jets
US Airways is the largest operator of Airbus aircraft in the world and has a fleet of 15 A330s, 
with this one being built in 2009.  The model is shown in the final US Airways scheme prior 
to the merger with American Airlines, featuring a mainly white body with a blue underside 
and tail, the latter also bearing a stylised US flag.  This is a good model of an airline that is 
gradually vanishing from our skies after the merger.  
www.isca-models.co.uk   www.airspotters.com   www.aviationretaildirect.com

Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner Air Canada C-GHPT, 1:400  
Item No GJACA1441.  Price £35.00.  Gemini Jets
C-GHPT was built in 2014 and is one of 15 787s that Air Canada has ordered to replace its 
767-300ERs.  This model is shown in the latest silver-blue scheme with the ‘frosted’ red Maple 
leaf on the tail.  Accurate, down to the upswept wings and saw-tooth engine nacelles, this 
model will grace any collection. 
www.isca-models.co.uk   www.airspotters.com   www.aviationretaildirect.com

Airbus A319 British Airways G-EUPB, 1:400  
Item No GBAW1403.  Price £27.00.  Gemini Jets
British Airways’ fleet of 44 Airbus A319s operate on the airline’s short-haul routes.  Built in 
1999, G-EUPB is shown in BA’s current red, white and blue scheme.  This is a small model to 
add to your collection but a must for BA fans. 
www.isca-models.co.uk   www.airspotters.com   www.aviationretaildirect.com

Fokker F-27 Hughes Airwest N2773R, 1:200  
Item No G2HAW492.  Price £51.00.  Gemini Jets
Hughes Airwest had 34 Fokker F-27s in its fleet before the airline vanished in 1980 having 
been bought by Republic Airlines.  Presented in the banana yellow that was synonymous 
with the carrier and featuring the triple blue diamond logo on the tail, this newly tooled 
model (complete with stand) will look great on any shelf.  The F-27 proved to be a very 
popular design from the Dutch aircraft manufacturer.
www.isca-models.co.uk   www.airspotters.com   www.aviationretaildirect.com

Boeing 777F FedEx Express N883FD, 1:200  
Item No G2FDX504.  Price £102.00. Gemini Jets
Eventually FedEx Express will have 43 777Fs in its fleet – this example having been delivered 
in 2010.  The 777F is becoming a workhorse of the parcel fleet and is depicted here in the 
current colours of predominately white with a purple tail and purple and orange titles on the 
fuselage and tail.  The model comes with a stand and magnetic undercarriage for gear up or 
down display options. 
www.isca-models.co.uk   www.airspotters.com   www.aviationretaildirect.com
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Peruvian Navy Acquires RNZAF SH-2Gs
Peru’s Aviación Naval has agreed to 
purchase all � ve of the Royal New Zealand 
Air Force (RNZAF) Kaman SH-2G(NZ) 
Super Seasprite helicopters in a deal via 
Canada. 

A government-to-government contract 
for purchase of the helicopters was signed 
between Peru and Canada on October 
9.  The Seasprites, which are still currently 
in RNZAF service, will � rst be delivered 
to Canada, where General Dynamics will 

refurbish and adapt them to Peruvian 
requirements before delivery.

Equipped with new sensors and 
weapons, the helicopters will be operated 
from Peruvian Navy Lupo-class frigates on 
anti-submarine and anti-surface warfare 
missions.  Currently, AB212ASWs and Sea 
Kings are being � own from these vessels.  
The acquisition of the Seasprites forms 
part of the continuing efforts to rebuild and 
modernise the Peruvian Navy.  

The RNZAF’s 6 Sqn currently � ies the 
SH-2G(NZ)s on behalf of the navy, but is 
replacing them with eight ex-Royal Australian 
Navy SH-2G(I) Super Seasprites.  The 
� rst of these returned to the skies after 
refurbishment by the manufacturer on 
April 10, 2014, and the � rst three are due 
for delivery by the year-end, with all eight 
expected to be in service by mid-2015.  

A timescale for delivery of the ex-RNZAF 
SH-2G(NZ)s to Peru has not been announced.
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Embraer’s � rst KC-390 tanker transport 
was rolled out at the manufacturer’s Gavião 
Peixoto, São Paulo factory on October 21.  Embraer

First Embraer KC-390 Unveiled

Embraer rolled out the � rst prototype of 
the KC-390 military transport from the 
production hangar at Gavião Peixoto, São 
Paulo, Brazil on October 21.

The aircraft, carrying test registration 
PT-ZNF, was unveiled to members of 
the press and representatives from over 
32 countries, including Brazil’s Defence 
Minister, Celso Amorim and Commander of 

the Força Aérea Brasileira (FAB – Brazilian 
Air Force), Tenente-Brigadeiro-do-Ar Juniti 
Saito, plus the ministers of defence of 
Argentina and Portugal.  The aircraft is the 
� rst of two prototypes that will be used in 
the development programme.

It is the largest aircraft ever developed 
and built in Brazil.  The aircraft’s maiden 
� ight is anticipated before the year-end, 

with � rst delivery to the FAB planned 
for the end of 2016.  The FAB signed a 
production order for the KC-390 on May 
20, 2014, and will acquire 28 of the type.  
Commitments are held by other countries 
for a total of 32 KC-390s, comprising 
six for Argentina, six for Chile, 12 for 
Colombia, two for the Czech Republic and 
six for Portugal.

The repainting of former Ariana Afghan Airlines Boeing 727-228 Adv YA-FAY (c/n 22289) in Afghan 
Air Force (AAF) colours has now been completed at Kabul.  It is the � rst of three former Ariana 
727s being transferred to the AAF with 727-221 Adv YA-FAT (c/n 22542), and cargo-con� gured 
727-227F Adv YA-FAN (c/n 21245) set to follow.  Although they will be owned by the AAF, they will 
be � own by Ariana personnel, as they already have the experience in operating the type.

Afghan Air Force 727 Fully Painted Italy Retires 
the Pelican

The Aeronautica Militare Italiana (AMI – 
Italian Air Force) has retired the Sikorsky 
HH-3F Pelican, bringing to an end 37 years 
of operations with the type.

A ceremony to mark the occasion was 
held at Pratica di Mare on September 26.  
The HH-3F has � own more than 185,000 
hours in AMI service and been involved in 
the rescue of over 7,000 people.  The Pelican 
had also been used in many overseas 
operations, including service in Albania, Iraq, 
Kosovo, Somalia and the former Yugoslavia.  
The type is now being replaced in the search 
and rescue role by the new AgustaWestland 
HH-139A.
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South American Progress for Gripen NG
Brazil and Saab has signed a deal for 36 
Gripen NG fighters to meet the Força Aérea 
Brasileira (FAB – Brazilian Air Force) F-X2 
fighter requirement, while Argentina has 
signalled its intent to purchase 24 Gripens.

The Brazilian Federal Government’s 
Ministry of Defense, through its Comando 
de Aeronáutica (COMAER – Aeronautics 
Command), finalised the deal for 28 single-seat 
JAS39E and eight two-seat JAS39F Gripen 
NGs, plus related systems and equipment 
with the Swedish manufacturer on October 
24.  The total order is valued at approximately 
SEK 39.3bn ($5.43bn) and the aircraft will be 
assembled in Brazil by Embraer.

The first FAB unit to receive the new Gripen 
NGs will be 1 Grupo de Defensa Aérea/1 
Esquadrão ‘Jaguares’ at Anápolis.  The unit 
has been without aircraft since it retired its 

Mirage F-2000s in December 2013 and as a 
stop-gap, FAB F-5EMs have taken over the 
role of the F-2000s.  However, negotiations are 
continuing between the FAB and Sweden for 
the temporary lease of older model Swedish 
Air Force Gripen C/Ds that would be used until 
the new NGs are delivered.

The Argentinean deal for 24 Brazilian 
assembled Gripens was announced by 
Argentine Defence Minister Agustín Rossi at 
Embraer’s Gavião Peixoto facility in São Paulo, 
Brazil, which he was visiting for the Embraer 
KC-390 roll-out ceremony.

Rossi signed an Aliança Estratégica em 
Indústria Aeronáutica (AEIA – Strategic 
Alliance in Aircraft Industry) with his Brazilian 
counterpart, Celso Amorim which covered the 
manufacture of 24 Gripens by Embraer for the 
Fuerza Aérea Argentina (Argentine Air Force).

13www.aviation-news.co.uk

Angolan Air Force Yak-40K T-450 was a welcome visitor to Malta International Airport on 
October 10.  The 1978-built aircraft had been registered as D2-MAS but has since reverted to its 
original military serial.  Andre Abela

Angolan Yak Visits Malta

Zambia Air Force (ZAF) HS748 Srs 2A AF-602 (c/n 1688) was photographed on September 22 at 
Rand Airport in South Africa where it is currently undergoing maintenance.  The aircraft is the 
sole remaining example in service with the ZAF and is flown by 22 Sqn from Lusaka-Kenneth 
Kuanda International Airport.  Dr Andreas Zeitler

Zambian HS748 at Rand

Wildcat Squadron Commissioned
The Fleet Air Arm’s 825 Naval Air Squadron 
(NAS) was formally commissioned at Royal 
Naval Air Station Yeovilton on October 10.  

The squadron, which flies the new Wildcat 
HMA2, takes over the duties of 700W NAS 
which was decommissioned at Yeovilton on 
July 30.  

It will be tasked with training air and 

ground crew to fly and maintain the new 
helicopter, while also providing helicopters 
for ships’ flights.  The Commanding Officer of 
825 NAS, Commander Glyn Owen, said: “As 
a squadron we will be focused on developing 
the full range of capabilities and ultimately 
the deployment of these aircraft to frontline 
operations in early 2015.”

Affinity is 
UK MFTS 
Preferred 

Bidder
A new fleet of Grob 120TPs, Embraer 
Phenom 100s and Beechcraft T-6C Texan 
IIs will be introduced to provide fixed-wing 
training as part of the UK Military Flying 
Training System (UK MFTS) programme.

Ascent Flying Training, the UK Ministry 
of Defence’s Training System Partner 
on MFTS, announced on October 24, 
that Affinity has been selected as the 
preferred bidder in the Aircraft Service 
Provider (ASP) competition for the Fixed-
Wing element of MFTS

The fixed-wing programme is intended 
to replace the elementary, multi-engine 
and basic flying training with a new fully 
integrated solution that provides state-
of-the-art training aircraft, ground-based 
training devices and courseware, all 
derived from the holistic training design 
developed by Ascent.

Elementary flying training at RAF 
Barkston Heath and Cranwell, both in 
Lincolnshire, will use the Grob 120TP, 
which will replace the Grob G115 Tutor 
T1 currently fulfilling the role at these 
bases.  Basic flying training will take 
place at RAF Valley, Anglesey, on the 
T-6C Texan II, which replaces the Tucano 
T1s currently being used for this purpose 
at RAF Linton-on-Ouse, North Yorkshire.  
Multi-engined training will be at RAF 
Cranwell using the Embraer Phenom 100, 
which will replace the leased Beechcraft 
King Air 200s in this role.  The number 
of aircraft of each of the three types that 
will be provided for UK MFTS was not 
disclosed.

The programme includes the provision 
of instruction, infrastructure and full 
life support through to the contract end 
date for UK MFTS in May 2033.  Ascent 
had issued a Request for Proposals on 
December 10, 2012, for the requirement 
to provide elementary, basic, multi-engine 
and fixed-wing rear crew training for the 
Royal Air Force, Royal Navy and Army 
Air Corps.  In addition to Affinity, there 
were two other bidders: a BAE Systems-
led team that included Babcock, Gama 
Aviation and Pilatus, plus a consortium 
called Team C3, comprising Cassidian Air 
Systems, Cobham Aviation Services and 
CAE UK.  

Although no timescales for deliveries 
have been announced, previous reports 
have indicated a plan to start introducing 
the new aircraft in 2017, beginning with 
the G120TP, followed by the Phenom 100 
and then finally the T-6C Texan II.  
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Mexican Navy 
Orders Two 
More C295s

The Armada de México (Mexican Navy) 
has signed a contract with Airbus Defence 
and Space for two additional Airbus C295 
medium transport aircraft. 

The Armada de México already 
operates four C295s alongside six CN235s 
and two C212s.  They will use the two new 
aircraft on a diverse range of transport 
missions for military, civil protection and 
humanitarian purposes.
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MILITARY AIRCRAFT ORDERS
Air Arm Company Number and Type Contract Date Delivery Date and Notes
Slovak Air Force Alenia Aermacchi 2 x C-27J October 29 The fi rst is due in 

2016 with the second 
following in 2017

Mexican Navy Airbus Defence 
and Space

2 x C295 October 29 

Brazilian Air Force Saab 28 x JAS39E and eight 
JAS39F

October 24 2019-2024

US Army Airbus Defence 
and Space

17 x UH-72A October 22 Completion date 
January 31, 2016

US Federal Bureau 
of Investigation

Sikorsky 2 x UH-60M October 6 Contract completion 
by September 30, 2015

Royal Thai Air Force Piaggio Industries 1 x P180 Avanti II September 30 Not announced
Airbus Helicopters 2 x EC725s 2014 2017

Royal Jordanian 
Air Force

Robinson 
Helicopters

8 x Robinson R44 2014 Four before year-end, 
four in early 2015

First Luftwaffe A400M Takes Flight
Airbus A400M 54+01 (c/n 018), wearing temporary test registration 
EC-408, took off from Seville, Spain, on October 14, at 14:30 local 
time and landed back on site 4hr 58mins later.  The aircraft is the � rst 
of 53 ordered by the Luftwaffe (German Air Force) and will be known 
in service as the A400M Atlas.  The second A400M Atlas for the RAF, 
ZM401/EC-406 (c/n 0016), made its maiden � ight on October 23.

The � rst Airbus A400M for the German Air Force has made its maiden 
� ight.  Airbus Defence and Space

The Hellenic Air Force (HAF) retired the 
Vought A-7 Corsair II from service on October 
17, with an official retirement ceremony held 
at Araxos to mark the occasion.  

The HAF was the last operator of 
the type which was latterly � own by 116 

Pteriga Makhis (Combat Wing)/336 Mira 
Vomvardsmou (Fighter-Bomber Squadron) 
‘Olympus’ at Araxos.  

The HAF painted A-7E 159648 in a special 
colour scheme to mark the end of 39 years of 
operations with the type by the air force.

Greek A-7s Bow Out

HAF A-7E 159648 was painted in this special scheme to mark the retirement of the Vought A-7 
Corsair II.  Rene Köhler

A Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner for the Fuerza Aérea Mexicana (FAM – Mexican Air Force) has 
arrived at Dallas-Love Field, Texas, where it will have a VIP interior � tted.  The aircraft, TP-01/XC-
MEX (c/n 40695, ex N787ZA), already painted in full FAM colours, arrived on October 9 and is 
the � rst 787 to be sold to a military operator.  Mark Davies/www.freebirddb.com

Mexican Presidential 787 Last USMC CH-46 
A redesignation ceremony for the � nal 
operational US Marine Corps CH-46E Sea 
Knight unit has marked its transition to the 
MV-22B Osprey.  Held at Marine Corps Air 
Station Camp Pendleton, California, the 
event on October 9 saw Marine Medium 
Helicopter Squadron 364 (HMM-364) 
‘Purple Foxes’ become Marine Medium 
Tiltrotor Squadron 364 (VMM-364).  The 
unit had operated the CH-46E for 47 years.

 RAF Supports 
Afghan Withdrawal

Five RAF Hercules and two Chinooks were 
used to carry the last UK troops from Camp 
Bastion to Kandahar Air� eld en route back to 
the UK.  These were the last British combat 
troops in Afghanistan, the move taking place 
two months earlier than originally planned as it 
was felt Afghan forces were sufficiently robust 
to allow the early withdrawal.  

The UK’s departure from Helmand Province 
on October 27 coincided with the United 
States’ withdrawal from the neighbouring 
Camp Leatherneck.  The RAF assets, together 
with four USMC CH-53E Super Stallions and 
two UH-1Y Venoms, began transporting 950 
US and UK personnel out of the Bastion-
Leatherneck complex at dawn, with six AH-64 
Apache gunships providing close air support 
during the operation.  

The base, comprising the UK’s Camp 
Bastion, US Marine Corps’ Camp Leatherneck 
and ANA’s Camp Shorabak, is now the 
responsibility of the Afghan National Army.
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ORDERHOTLINE 01895 231 707 WWW.AVIATIONRETAILDIRECT.COM

Aviation Retail Direct, 10 Sutton Court Rd., Hillingdon, Middx. UB10 9HP, Tel: 01895 231707, Fax: 01895 236707
Aviation Retail Direct, The Heathrow Academy, Newall Road, Heathrow Airport 'North Side', Middlesex TW6 2AP

Membership is optional. The cost is £10.00 for 12 months and you can join any time during the year. (* pre-order)

High quality
1:200 scale
collectables

Join the ARD discount club for cheaper model prices
For just £10 a year, join our club and receive a minimum 10%
discount on all items bought on-line or in our retail outlets at

Heathrow Airport and in Hillingdon!
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American Airlines CV-990 9900414P
£79.95 (members *£67.96)

Cunard Eagle 707-400 70740714BP
£79.95 (members £71.95)

House Colours A350 IF3500514D
£84.95 (members £76.45)

H/C 'Qatar' A350 Launch Cust. 3500714
£84.95 (members *£72.21)

Airbus 'Carbon' A350 IF3500814
£84.95 (members *£72.21)

Swissair DC-10 o/c IFDC100614PB
£109.95 (members £98.95)

Spantax CV-990 EC-BQA IF9900714P
£79.95 (members £71.95)

Swissair CV-990 HB-ICE IF9900614P
£79.95 (members £71.95)

KLM DC-9-30 'Striped tail' IF9320614P
£59.95 (members £53.95)

Austrian DC-9-30 OE-LDD 9320814P
£59.95 (members £53.95)

Monarch DC-10 G-DMCA IF2P1002
£109.95 (members £98.95)

SAS DC-10 OY-KDA 'Viking' DC100714P
£109.95 (members £98.95)

Air UK Leisure 737-200 ARD2006
£49.95 (members £44.95)

Britannia 737-200 G-AVRM ARD2004
£49.95 (members £44.95)

Monarch 737-200 G-BMON ARD2003
£49.95 (members £44.95)

British Midland 737-200 ARD2002
£49.95 (members £44.95)

Dan Air London 737-200 ARD2001
£49.95 (members £44.95)

Laker DC-10-10 G-AZZD ARD2009
£99.95 (members £89.95)

Iberia Convair CV-990 EC-BJC ARD2010
£79.95 (members £71.95)

Laker DC-10-10 G-AZZC ARD2007
£99.95 (members £89.95)

BCAL DC-10-30 G-BEBM ARD2008
£99.95 (members £89.95)

Air Europe 737-200 G-BMOR ARD2005
£49.95 (members £44.95)

Cathay Pacific CV-880 VR-HFS BXCX880
£79.95 (members £71.95)

BEA Airtours 707-400 IF70740314P
£79.95 (members £71.95)

Transavia 737-800 PH-HZW 2738001
£69.95 (members £62.95)

Libyan Arab 707-300 5A-DIX 2707003
£89.95 (members £80.95)

Luxair 707-300 LX-LGU SM2707009
£89.95 (members £80.95)

Nigeria Airways 707-300 2707001
£89.95 (members £80.95)

Bangladesh 707-300 SM2707004
£89.95 (members £80.95)

BOAC Avro Tudor 1 G-AGRF SC217
£149.95 (members £134.95)

Sabena BAC-111-500 G-OBWD SC213
£129.95 (members £116.95)

Air Charter of London Tudor 4 SC219
£149.95 (members £134.95)

BSAA Avro Tudor 4 G-AHNJ SC218
£149.95 (members £134.95)

Dan Air London BAC-111-500 SC192
£129.95 (members £116.95)

Monarch BAC-111-500 G-BCXR SC191
£129.95 (members £116.95)

BEA BAC-111-500 'Super-one-11' PB001
£129.95 (members £116.95)
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Above and left: For a short period of time 7/JG 26 was joined in

Sicily by Bf 109E-equipped III/JG 27, one of whose Bf 109E-3s,

‘Yellow 10’, is seen here being fitted with a 500kg bomb at Gela

in May 1941. Of interest is the early-style canopy used by this

variant, the starting handle on the right-hand side of the nose

cowling which is thought to be painted white, and, scarcely

apparent, the plated-over mg ports inboard of each cannon.

Frederick Galea

Above: Improved Macchi MC.200s with semi-enclosed cock-

pits from 91a Squadriglia, 10o Gruppo, 4o Stormo at Trapani,

Sicily in 1941. This example, coded 91-6, features the famous

‘prancing horse’ insignia on the white theatre band while the

pilot’s cumbersome parachute pack sits on the wingtip. Unlike

British seat-type parachutes, Italian fighter pilots had to wear

their parachutes on their back and proved very uncomfortable

and impractical. The camouflage is an intricately sprayed

three-coloured mottle scheme of Giallo Mimetico 4, Bruno

Mimetico and Verde Mimetico 2 (as often applied to aircraft

built by the Breda company under contract), with Grigio

Mimetico undersides. Italian official image

Below: Chalked in German on this bomb located under the

centre section of a III/JG 27, Bf 109E is the legend (which trans-

lated reads)‘Malta, Malta, you vanished and took with you my

happiness’ taken from Act III of the Opera ‘Martha’ replacing

the name Martha with Malta. Frederick Galea
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proceed largely unmolested for most of this day, the last

that it lay within range of Sicilian-based air attack. A few

night torpedo strikes were attempted by the Italians but

these were warded off by intense anti-aircraft fire and the

convoy reached Alexandria on 12th May having success-

fully battled its way through the Mediterranean. Although

one had been lost, the remaining four merchantmen deliv-

ered their crucial loads intact including 43 crated

Hurricanes, thousands of troops for the Western Desert,

238 tanks and 180 other vehicles with which to refit the 7th

Armoured Division that had lost most of its tanks during

Operation Compass the previous February. The tanks were

urgently required for Operation Battleaxe which was to

commence in June 1941 and which was intended to retake

eastern Cyrenaica and relieve Tobruk, thus forcing the

Germans onto the defensive for the first time since the war

had begun.
Once the Tiger convoy had been shepherded beyond the

range of Sicilian airpower, the Beaufighters continued to

operate from Malta for some time and regularly flew escort

to Malta’s Blenheims during their anti-shipping strikes,

often employing their heavy armament of four 20mm can-

non and six .303in machine guns in the flak suppression

role. Such an operation occurred on 7th May when three

Beaufighters, flown by S/Ldr Yaxley, F/Lt Riley and naval

pilot S/Lt Fraser escorted five 21 Squadron Blenheims

against a convoy off Lampedusa. En route, the

Beaufighters shot down an Italian trimotor transport

which they came upon, then, having located the convoy, a

Blenheim flown by P/O Dennis scored direct hits on a

5,000 ton transport which later foundered while another,

flown by Sgt Osborne, bombed a destroyer which also later

sank. Both Blenheim pilots went on to score direct hits in

the course of two further strikes in as many days and were

recommended for decorations as a result – receiving the

DFC and DFM respectively. Having proved the concept of

conducting Blenheim operations from Malta – by mount-

ing six sorties for the loss of only a single aircraft – 21

Squadron’s detachment returned to Britain in early May

and preparations were put in hand to mount a continuous

series of future detachments up to full squadron strength.

In the event, Squadron Leader Atkinson’s detachment

proved to be the only one to return to the UK with its air-

craft however.

‘MALTESE GRIFFONS’
A NEW HURRICANE UNIT IS FORMED

By early May 1941, 261 Squadron had over 50 Hurricanes

on charge spread between Hal Far, Takali and Luqa, so it

was decided that a new unit would be formed using C

Flight as its nucleus. The new unit, 185 Squadron, was

reformed on 12th May 1941 (having previously been dis-

banded in 1940) at Hal Far under S/Ldr ‘Boy’ Mould DFC,

who had been promoted to take command. The Squadron’s

aircrew were a mix of veterans and newcomers, one of

whom designed the unit badge consisting of a Maltese

Cross superimposed by a winged griffin and bearing the

motto (in Maltese) Ara fejn hu which, translated, means

‘Look where it is.’ Most of the ground crew on the other

hand came from the recently disbanded 1430 (Army Co-

Operation) Flight which had previously been based at

Khartoum in the Sudan flying Gloster Gauntlet and

Vickers Vincent biplanes during the East African cam-

paign. They were joined by the nucleus of what was origi-

nally intended to have become 251 Squadron, but when the

formation of this Squadron stalled in Palestine, those per-

sonnel already in situ were redeployed to join the ex-1430

Flight men aboard the fleet transport Breconshire bound

for Malta where they docked on 9th May.

By the time 185 Squadron reformed, just one airworthy

Sea Gladiator was left in Malta and although it had been

on the charge of the Hal Far Station Flight since the depar-

ture of 806 NAS, the biplane now became the property of

185 Squadron which also assumed responsibility for the

daily early morning meteorological flights. The Sea

Gladiator concerned was N5520 which, according to Sgt

FG Sheppard RAAF of 185 Squadron, was by now doped

in a scheme similar to the Hurricanes but with ‘Royal

Navy’ titles above its serial numbers. As most Hurricanes

were camouflaged using Dark Green and Dark Earth the

same colours were probably applied to N5520 following

repair work to fix serious damage inflicted upon it follow-

ing a ground loop, which occurred soon after it reverted to

RAF control. During its meteorological flights N5520

occasionally encountered enemy aircraft and, in an earlier

incident, at least three Bf 109Es tried to shoot it down.

However, the unknown pilot at the controls managed to

survive unscathed by using the biplane’s excellent manoeu-

vrability to coolly turn inside each attack until they finally

gave up and left, although Sgt Jim Pickering of 261

Squadron who had been monitoring the radio on the

ground commented that the pilot was far from cool and

that his transmissions ‘graphically described his distress at

their attentions.’
The first operational sortie by the new squadron

occurred on 13th May when four Hurricanes provided top

cover for 261 Squadron, but they were ‘bounced’ by a pair

of Bf 109s from III/JG 27 and although they managed to

break away before receiving the full brunt of the attack,

Hurricane IIa Z2837, flown by F/Lt Innes Westmacott was

hit – wounding the pilot in the elbow, despite which he

managed to bail out. Hurricane I, V7115, of 261 Squadron

was also shot down and unfortunately its pilot, P/O

Thompson, was killed. Over the next few days repeat per-

formances followed with 185 Squadron providing top

cover for 261 Squadron in which a Hurricane was lost each

time including Hurricane IIb, Z2901, flown by P/O
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This aircraft, a -7N sub-type with no filter over the air intake, was flown

by the unit’s CO, Oberleutnant Joachim Muncheberg, one of

Germany’s leading aces in 1941. On arrival in Sicily in February 1941

he had already amassed 23 kills over Poland, France and England and

scored 19 more over Malta. Muncheberg continued to score (both in

the West and for a time in the East) until killed on 23rd March 1943 over

Tunisia when his 135th victim, a USAAF Spitfire, exploded directly in

front of him bringing his own aircraft down too and although

Muncheberg managed to bail out, he soon died of his injuries. His final

tally was 135 kills: 102 against the Western allies and 33 against the

Soviets. During operations over Malta, Muncheberg usually flew ‘White

12’, his personal aircraft, which, like the other aircraft in the Staffeln

had a yellow nose containing his personal red love heart, while the

Jagdegeschwader motif, a stylised ‘S’ inside a white shield, appeared

under the windscreen. Deciding what constituted the precise colour

scheme for Bf 109Es of this period can prove a contentious issue as

they were then undergoing changes and the correct colour combina-

tion may never be known. Some reputable sources state that 7/JG 26’s

aircraft still wore a Battle of Britain era scheme of RLM 02 Grau and

71 Dunkelgrun on upper surfaces with RLM 65 Hellblau on the sides

and undersides. Others, equally reputable, state they were finished in

RLM 74 Dunkelgrau, 75 Mittelgrau and 76 Lichtblau, even though this

scheme was only officially introduced later in 1941. Another theory is

that field-mixed greys were applied to these aircraft on top of the first

scheme in an approximation of the second, before the latter became

official. Without positive proof to the contrary, any one of the three

options may be considered viable. A division of opinion also exists as

to whether ‘White 12’ wore a vertical white bar marking behind the

fuselage cross or a white theatre band instead; perhaps both explana-

tions are correct inasmuch that the theatre marking applied at a later

date may have concealed the bar, who knows? This Bf 109E also had

a triangular metal pennant attached to the radio mast.

MESSERSCHMITT Bf 109E-7N ‘WHITE 12’, 7/JG 26. FLOWN BY JOACHIM MUNCHEBERG, SICILY, FEBRUARY 1941
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Lockheed C-60A Lodestar 42-55918 Classy 
Chassy was delivered to the Air Mobility 
Command (AMC) Museum in Dover, 
Delaware, on October 6.  

The aircraft had previously been on display 
at the Museum of Aviation at Robins Air Force 
Base in Georgia, and was delivered to its new 
home inside a C-5M Super Galaxy.

The 436th Airlift Wing provided the C-5M 
transport as part of its aircrew training 
programme.  The entire fuselage of the 
Lodestar, complete with both engines and the 
inboard wing, was successfully stowed within 

the C-5M’s massive cargo compartment.  
Only a handful of C-60s are � ying today, 

and 42-55918 is one of only four known 
to exist in museums.  The aircraft will be 
reassembled at its new home and should be 
ready for display by the end of November.  It 
will be on view at the museum while work is 
in progress.  www.amcmuseum.org

Top Prizes on Offer in Vulcan Raffl e
Some superb prizes are up for grabs in the 
Vulcan XH558 Winter Raffle, including a 
� ight in the Canadian Warplane Heritage 
Museum’s Avro Lancaster Mk X ‘VeRA’.  The 
raffle is organised by the Vulcan to the Sky 
Trust (VTST) and all pro� ts will help to care 
for XH558.

The � rst prize is the � ight in ‘VeRA’, which 
comes as part of a luxury seven-day holiday 
for two to Toronto, Canada.  It includes a 
VIP visit to the Canadian Warplane Heritage 
Museum in Hamilton where the winner will 
be given an exclusive tour of the collection 

before taking to the skies in the Lancaster.  
The trip includes all expenses, transfers and 
luxury hotel accommodation.

The second prize provides the 
opportunity to ride in a Supermarine Spit� re 
alongside XH558, and the third prize is a 
� ight in one of The Blades’ Extra EA-300s, 
also in formation with the Vulcan. 

Fourth prize is a pair of ladies and gents 
TAG Heuer watches, which will be � own in 
XH558 and supplied with a photograph of 
them in the cockpit, signed by the pilot.  Fifth 
prize is a VIP tour for two of XH558 in the 

Cold War hangar she calls home at Robin 
Hood Airport Doncaster Sheffield, followed 
by an overnight stay at a new spa hotel 
including dinner and a range of treatments.

To obtain tickets, which are £2 each and 
available in books of � ve, please call the 
VTST office on 0845 5046558 or to buy 
online please visit www.vulcanxh558raffle.
co.uk

You can also request additional entry 
ticket books by visiting the VTST website 
raffle homepage and then clicking on the 
tickets tab.
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Super Galaxy Carries 
Lodestar to New Home

Classy Chassy with her Lockheed C-5M Super 
Galaxy transporter.  AMC Museum

‘Battle of Britain’ 
Film Aircraft Bought

Supermarine Spit� re Mk.IX MH415 and 
several Hispano Buchóns that � ew in 
the 1969 � lm Battle of Britain have been 
purchased by a European collector.  

The 1943-built Spit� re, which also 
appeared in 1962’s The Longest Day 
and last � ew in 1973, fetched nearly £4m 
($6.46m).  The Buchóns � ew with the 
Spanish Air Force until 1965 when they 
were acquired by the � lm’s producers 
to portray Messerschmitt Bf 109s.  The 
Hispanos have remained in storage ever 
since.  The buyer plans to restore several 
of the aircraft and will sell some of the 
others on.

Avro Shackleton MR.3 WR974 has a new home after being transported from the Gatwick Air 
Museum to Bruntingthorpe where it will join the Cold War-themed collection.  The nose section 
arrived on October 2 and work has already begun on re-assembling the aircraft.  Jamie Ewan

Shackleton MR.3 Moves to Bruntingthorpe

ADVERTORIAL
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The Shipping and Airlines Collection at Biggin Hill 
has bought de Havilland DH.90 Dragonfly G-AEDU 
from previous owner Sir Torquil Norman.  

It is one of only two surviving examples of the 
elegant 1930s twin-engined biplane.  A total of 66 
production examples of the four-seat Dragonfly were 
built by de Havilland at Hatfield between 1935 and 
1938.  The only other survivor, ZK-AYR, currently 
resides in New Zealand, and is also maintained in 
airworthy condition.  

The Dragonfly joins Shipping and Airlines’ eclectic 
stable of airworthy pre-war classics (including a 
DH.87B Hornet Moth, Miles Messenger and Rearwin 
Sportster), which are often seen at fly-ins and events 
across southern England during the summer.  The 
Dragonfly was recently displayed by Dan Griffith at 
the RAFA Shoreham Airshow in late August.  www.
shippingandairlines.co.uk Mike Shreeve

The Qantas Founders Museum located in 
Queensland, Australia, has acquired Lockheed 
C-121J Super Constellation N4247K Winky’s 
Fish after winning an auction organised by the 
Manila International Airport Authority.  

The aircraft has been grounded in the 
Philippines since 1988, having previously 
been used by World Fish and Agriculture to 
carry cargo.  Due to its condition, the Super 
Constellation will not be restored to fly but will 

be transported by ship to Australia and then by 
road to Longreach, where it will be placed on 
static display at the museum.

The Constellation was the aircraft that 
enabled Qantas to establish long-range 
overseas air services and was used on the 
Qantas Kangaroo route between Sydney and 
London from 1947.  The Super Constellation 
flew the first of the airline’s transpacific 
operations in 1954.  

Museum boss Tony Martin described it as 
an iconic part of Qantas’ history and hoped its 
addition would boost the number of visitors to 
the attraction.  www.qfom.com.au
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Newark Air Museum welcomed 
Hawker Siddeley Dominie T.1 XS726 
to its collection on September 24 
after purchasing it from Everett Aero 
of Sproughton, Suffolk, with the help 
of funding donated by long-standing 
museum members Mike and Kathy 
Smith.

The airframe was delivered 
by an Everett Aero team to the 
Nottinghamshire museum and the 
wings were refitted on site.  The Dominie 
fills a gap in the museum’s themed 
display of training aircraft.  The type was used 
to teach systems management, air leadership, 

decision-making and teamwork to 
various aircrew including weapon 
systems officers and air engineers.  

Newark’s Dominie retains its original 
configuration and markings, and will 
be put on display inside Hangar 2 
alongside several other training types.  
It was originally delivered to the RAF 
on October 25, 1965, and served 
at RAF Cranwell, Lincolnshire, with 
both 3 and 6 Flying Training School.  
Its final role was as an instructional 
airframe at Cosford from June 1997.  

It was moved to Sproughton in 2007.  www.
newarkairmuseum.org Howard Heeley

Lockheed C-121J Super Constellation 
N4247K at Manila.  Courtesy QFOMSuper ‘Connie’ for Qantas Museum

Dominie Arrives at Newark

Hawker Siddeley Dominie T.1 XS726 is unloaded 
at Newark on September 24.  Howard Heeley

New Owner for Rare Dragonfly
De Havilland DH.90 Dragonfly G-AEDU is now at 
Biggin Hill.  Mike Shreeve

Lightning in Cornwall
English Electric Lightning F.53 ZF580 has been 
added to the Classic Air Force (CAF) collection 
at Newquay, Cornwall.  It was built in 1967 for the 
Royal Saudi Air Force as 53-672 and last flew in 
the 1980s.  The jet spent two decades serving as 
a gate guardian at BAE Samlesbury, Lancashire, 
but was removed when the elements began to 
take their toll on its condition.  

It was then transported to St Mawgan in 
Cornwall, and from there the Gate Guardians 

Company produced fibre glass moulds to 
create a replica Lightning to place on the 
gate at Samlesbury.  After the moulds were 
completed, ZF580 was acquired by The CAF 
and transported to its hangar.  

The aircraft will now be reconstructed, with 
work undertaken to address its many years of 
deterioration.  The CAF is currently seeking a 
main undercarriage assembly for the jet.  www.
classicairforce.com Richard Hall

Bangladesh Receives 
Indian C-47

The Indian Air Force has donated Douglas 
C-47 Skytrain IJ817 from its museum to the 
Bangladesh Air Force Museum in Dhaka.  
The C-47 was handed over to Bangladesh 
air chief AM Enamul Bari on September 18 
by AM SS Soman at Palam, India.  It used 
to fly with India’s Communication Flight.
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New Zealand-based Supermarine 
Spit� re Mk.XIVe NH799 has 
entered the � nal stages of 
restoration and has targeted 
Omaka’s Classic Fighters Airshow 
next Easter for its public debut.

The aircraft is being restored 
by Ardmore’s Avspecs Ltd and is 
part of the Chariots of Fire Fighter 
Collection, which also owns a 
FlugWerk-built Focke-Wulf Fw 
190 and a Sopwith Pup.  All of the 
rebuild work has been carried out 
by AvSpecs, while the Rolls-Royce Griffon 
engine has been overhauled in California by 
Vintage V-12s.  The propeller is being worked 

on by the Safe Air Propshop in 
Blenheim.

In order to get NH799 � ying 
again within the desired time 
frame, AvSpecs’ boss Warren 
Denholm has enlisted Metalspin 
to work on the spinner, with 
most paint work being carried 
out by Airspray Ardmore.  
Various tasks are also being 
performed by Pioneer Aero.  On 
completion, the Spit� re (New 
Zealand’s only Mk.XIVe) will 

be based permanently at Omaka.  www.
warbirdrestoration.co.nz Dave McDonald – 
Classic Fighters Airshow
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Goose Joins Collings Foundation
The Collings Foundation has acquired 
Grumman G-21A Goose N985R.  The 
1942-built amphibian was ferried from 
Anchorage, Alaska to Stow, Massachusetts 

earlier this year.  After a short period of US 
Navy service, it underwent a very long career 
in civilian hands, � nally retiring from Alaska’s 
PenAir on December 21, 2012.

Vulcan Wedding

Avro Vulcan B.2 XH558 provided a unique backdrop for the wedding of Andrew and Kirsty Biddulph 
on October 11.  The happy couple were the � rst to get married alongside the famous V-Bomber, and 
the Vulcan to the Sky Trust will now provide the opportunity for other couples to exchange or renew 
their vows in front of the world's only airworthy Vulcan.  To obtain information about holding your 
wedding in this unique venue please call the Vulcan Team on 0845 1247285.  Keith Campbell

Supermarine Spit� re Mk.XIVe NH799 is being 
restored by Avspecs in New Zealand.  Classic 
Fighters Airshow via Avspecs

Spitfi re to Fly Soon in New Zealand

Cold War Warriors – A new magazine special from Key Publishing
As well as intercontinental ballistic missiles 
and high-tech warfare the ‘Cold War’ brought 
about some of the most advanced and 
much-loved aircraft since World War Two. 
Types that spring to mind include the Avro 
Vulcan, the Boeing B-47 Stratojet, English 
Electric Lightning, the MiG-25 Foxbat and 
the awesome Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird. All 
of these and many more are featured in this 
100-page special publication from the team 
behind FlyPast magazine. 

The background to the clash of ideologies is explained, along with 
the days of the ‘hot’ war in the skies over Korea and the time when 
the world held its breath during the Cuban Missile Crisis. Britain’s 
fourth V-bomber is revealed, Vietnam’s radio ‘spooks’ uncovered, 
Strategic Air Command’s long-reaching air � eets probed and much 
more -  All backed with contemporary photos and artwork. 

Available now for just £5.99 from WHSmith, Sainsbury’s and 
leading newsagents. Alternatively, order your copy from www.
keypublishing.com/shop

Key magazine subscriber? Call 01780 480404 to claim your £1 
special discount.

As well as intercontinental ballistic missiles 
and high-tech warfare the ‘Cold War’ brought 
about some of the most advanced and 
much-loved aircraft since World War Two. 
Types that spring to mind include the Avro 
Vulcan, the Boeing B-47 Stratojet, English 
Electric Lightning, the MiG-25 Foxbat and 
the awesome Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird. All 
of these and many more are featured in this 
100-page special publication from the team 

Roadside B-17 
Removed for 
Restoration

A Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress has been 
removed from the roadside display position it 
has occupied for the past 67 years with the aim 
of returning it to � ying condition.  

Flying Fortress 44-85790 had become a 
familiar landmark in Milwaukie, near Portland, 
Oregon, and has been removed for restoration 
by the B-17 Alliance Group.  It plans to 
dismantle the bomber and transfer it to a 
hangar at nearby Aurora, where the work can 
take place.  The rebuild to � ying condition is 
expected to cost around $4m (£2.46m).  

The aircraft was originally purchased by Art 
Lacey from a surplus sale at Altus Army Air Field 
in Oklahoma in 1947 and � own to Troutdale, 
Oregon, from where it was transported by road 
and mounted on pylons atop his gas station 
on McLoughlin Boulevard, Milwaukie.  Known 
as ‘Lacey Lady’, the bomber had gradually 
deteriorated due to exposure to the elements 
over the intervening years.  The gas station 
has since closed, but the B-17 remained as a 
landmark above the forecourt of the Bomber 
Restaurant on the same site.  A few years ago 
the nose section was taken away for restoration, 
and in 2012 the four engines were also removed.  
A small museum on the site displays some 
restored parts and tells the story of the bomber.  
www.b17alliancegroup.com Mike Shreeve
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L
ife at Virgin Atlantic Airways is seldom 
dull, even after 30 years.  Take, for 
example, a few of the events over the 
last couple of months: on September 

3 a route network re-structure was revealed; 
on October 6 it was announced the UK 
domestic operation would be shut down 
and on October 10 it took delivery of its � rst 
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner.

In the space of a single working week 
the airline had good and bad news proving 
that the Virgin Atlantic rollercoaster ride that 
began in 1984 – the year of the miners’ strike 
and Band Aid – is still ‘rocking and rolling’.  

The airline’s � rst 787-9, G-VNEW, touched 
down in the UK at London Gatwick at the 
end of its delivery � ight.  It has been named 
Birthday Girl to mark the 30th anniversary 
of Virgin Atlantic’s formation.  “We expect it 
to be transformative for our business,” Joe 
Thompson, Virgin’s Director of Network and 
Alliances, told Aviation News.  “We’re looking 
forward to showing the world what we can do 
with this aircraft.”  The airline has opted for a 
264-seat con� guration in three classes – 31 

in Upper Class, 35 in Premium Economy and 
198 in Economy.  

“Its operating costs, particularly on the 
fuel burn, are signi� cantly lower than the 
types it’ll be replacing and so we expect a 
big improvement in terms of unit costs and 
improvements to our bottom line.”  

Thompson then added: “From a customer 
perspective, what the aircraft will offer on 
board will be really exciting.”  The airline 
says its Upper Class passengers can expect 
some new features: “There will be a more 
sophisticated look using new dynamic mood 
lighting, especially around our bar area.  Not 
only will this be a place to mingle and have a 
drink, but it will also be a space to eat, relax 
and work.”

There is a “refreshed” Premium Economy 
cabin with more comfortable seats and a 
social space – Virgin calls it the Wander Wall – 
in which passengers can stretch their legs and 
“mingle”.  Recaro seating is used in Economy 
but incorporating what the airline describes as 
“nifty space-saving solutions to give you more 
room to stretch out and enjoy your � ight.” 

The airline has looked at ways of 
improving its in-� ight entertainment 
package.  Dave Bulman, Director of 
Technology commented: “We have been 
working really hard with our partners at 
Boeing and Panasonic to bring connectivity 
across all our cabins as well as updating 
our revolutionary touch screen in-� ight 
entertainment.”  On the 787 Virgin Atlantic 
is offering all customers Wi-Fi.  Passengers 
with a laptop, tablet or mobile phone will be 
able to connect their devices to the wireless 
onboard internet and surf the web.  The 
cost of internet access is £14.99 for the 
duration of a � ight.  Passengers can update 
Facebook free of charge in the air using a 
bespoke application.  The app will allow one 
message per person, and to continue the 
access the aforementioned Wi-Fi can be 
purchased.  Virgin Atlantic is also developing 
sel� e spots in the cabin “to offer customers 
the chance to take the perfect sel� e onboard 
and share their experience”.  These new 
elements of in-� ight entertainment are due 
to be rolled out across the � eet.

VIRGIN ATLANTIC’SVIRGIN ATLANTIC’S
DREAMLINER DEBUT
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Bruce Hales-Dutton reports 
on the recent delivery of Virgin 
Atlantic Airways’ fi rst Boeing 
787-9 Dreamliner as well as 
other recent developments 

at this innovative airline.

VIRGIN ATLANTIC’SVIRGIN ATLANTIC’S
DREAMLINER DEBUT

21www.aviation-news.co.uk

Above: Virgin 
Atlantic became 
the � rst European 
operator of the 
Boeing 787-9 
Dreamliner when 
it took delivery 
of G-VNEW on 
October 10.  
Introducing the 
Dreamliner to its 
� eet is regarded 
as an important 
part of Virgin’s 
plans to return 
to a period 
of sustained 
pro� tability.  Karl 
Nixon

Right: Virgin 
named G-VNEW 
Birthday Girl to 
mark the carrier’s 
30th anniversary.  
Adan Gasson/
Virgin Atlantic
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Left: The new Boeing 
787-9 features a 
31-seat Upper Class 
section.  All photos 
Virgin Atlantic unless 
stated

Right: Upper Class 
passengers will be 
able to relax at the 
bar.  

Middle: The Premium 
Economy cabin has 
been ‘refreshed’ and 
features a social 
space that Virgin is 
calling the Wander 
Wall. 

Bottom right: 
Virgin has worked 
with Boeing and 
Panasonic to update 
the carrier’s on-
board entertainment 
offering.  This is 
the Upper Class 
entertainment 
system.  Key-Craig 
West

Bottom left: Recaro 
seating is used in 
the Economy cabin, 
utilising space-
saving solutions 
to give passengers 
more room.

Below: The � rst route 
for Virgin’s Boeing 
787-9 Dreamliners 
is Boston, 
Massachusetts.  
Other services will 
follow as the � eet is 
built up.  Nik French
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It won’t be just the passengers and the 
company’s accountants who’ll appreciate the 
787.  Joe Thompson said: “Its ability to transfer 
information to the ground will enable our 
engineering teams to have parts on site, to be 
able to repair faults and implement � xes in a 
much more timely and efficient way.  That’s just 
one of the examples of where the 787 is going 
to improve the operational performance.” 

The aircraft has visited a number of 
UK airports undertaking crew training and 
then on October 23 � ew from Gatwick to 
Atlanta on what the airline called a ‘special 
celebration � ight’ for the type entering service 
with the carrier.  VIP guests, press and 
competition winners were on board to see 
bands Rudimental and Gorgon City perform 
the � rst ever gigs to be streamed live from 
over the Atlantic Ocean.

The 787 was � rst deployed to Boston, 
Massachusetts from Heathrow from October 
28.  This destination was speci� cally chosen, 
Thompson explained that the shorter US 
East Coast � ights “really help us with training 
and building up the pilot establishment”.  This 

will act as a lead-in to the 787’s deployment 
on longer routes, which is where the aircraft’s 
fuel performance “really starts to add value”.  
Thompson added: “If you burn less fuel 
you carry less weight over those longer 
distances.”  As more aircraft are delivered they 
will � y initially to New York’s JFK, Newark and 
Washington, while Delhi and Shanghai have 
also been revealed with more to follow.

The airline had 16 Dreamliners on order 
with another � ve options, which on October 
24 were converted into � rm orders.  All 21 
aircraft will be delivered by the end of 2018.  
The Dreamliners will be used to replace the 
four-engined Airbus A340s.  The remaining 
A340-300s are expected to leave the Virgin 
� eet in early 2015 and the A340-600s won’t 
be too far behind.  

Virgin’s seven-strong Boeing 747-400 � eet 
was the subject of a major investment two 
years ago in which the cabins received new 
seats and in-� ight entertainment systems.  
According to Thompson, that represented 
the start of what he calls “a really signi� cant, 
and in the context of airline � eet rollover, 

very rapid upgrading of our � eet”.  The 
type is now mainly operated on what the 
airline has designated as primarily leisure-
oriented routes from Gatwick, Manchester 
and Glasgow.  In July this year it was also 
announced that the airline would � y from 
Belfast International Airport to Orlando once 
a week in June and July 2015 using a 747-
400.  

The � rst of its ten A330-300s was 
delivered in February 2011.  With regard to 
the Airbus A380, Virgin Atlantic told Aviation 
News: “We have six A380s on order and 
are currently due to take delivery from 2018.  
However, we are continually keeping the 
order under review as we assess our � eet.” 

DELTA CONNECTION
The 787 is a major element of the carrier’s 
recovery programme which is intended to 
help reverse three years of � nancial losses.  
For 2013 the airline group made a pre-tax 
loss of £51m, an improvement of 50% 
on the calendar year ending December 
2012 (£102m pre-tax loss).  Turnover 
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Airbus A340-642 G-VEIL departing from 
London Heathrow.  Virgin is to slowly 

replace its Airbus A340 � eet with the more 
economical Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner.  

AirTeamImages.com/Steve Flint

VIRGIN ATLANTIC AIRWAYS FLEET 
Registration Name Type C/n
G-VEIL Queen of the Skies Airbus A340-642 575

G-VSSH Sweet Dreamer Airbus A340-642 615

G-VNAP Sleeping Beauty Airbus A340-642 622

G-VGAS Varga Girl Airbus A340-642 639

G-VWKD Miss Behavin’ Airbus A340-642 706

G-VBLU Soul Sister Airbus A340-642 723

G-VWIN Lady Luck Airbus A340-642 736

G-VFIT Dancing Queen Airbus A340-642 753

G-VFIZ Bubbles Airbus A340-642 764

G-VYOU Emmeline Heaney Airbus A340-642 765

G-VRED Scarlet Lady Airbus A340-642 768

G-VWEB Surfer Girl Airbus A340-642 787

G-VBUG Lady Bird Airbus A340-642 804

G-VSUN Rainbow Lady Airbus A340-313 114

G-VELD African Queen Airbus A340-313E 214

G-VSXY Beauty Queen Airbus A330-343 1195

G-VKSS Mademoiselle Rouge Airbus A330-343 1201

G-VLUV Lady Love Airbus A330-343 1206

G-VGEM Diamond Girl Airbus A330-343 1215

G-VINE Champagne Belle Airbus A330-343 1231

G-VRAY Miss Sunshine Airbus A330-343 1296

G-VNYC Uptown Girl Airbus A330-343 1315

Registration Name Type C/n
G-VGBR Golden Girl Airbus A330-343 1329

G-VWAG Miss England Airbus A330-343 1341

G-VUFO Lady Stardust Airbus A330-343 1352

G-VFAB Lady Penelope Boeing 747-4Q8 24958

G-VHOT Tubular Belle Boeing 747-4Q8  26326

G-VBIG Tinker Bell Boeing 747-4Q8 26255

G-VAST Ladybird Boeing 747-41R 28757

G-VXLG Ruby Tuesday Boeing 747-41R 29405

G-VROS English Rose Boeing 747-443 30885

G-VGAL Jersey Girl Boeing 747-443 22337

G-VLIP Hot Lips Boeing 747-443  32338

G-VROM Barbarella Boeing 747-443 32339

G-VROY Pretty Woman Boeing 747-443 32340

G-VWOW Cosmic Girl Boeing 747-41R 32745

G-VROC Mustang Sally Boeing 747-41R 32746

G-VNEW Birthday Girl Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner 40956

EI-DEI Maggie May Airbus A320-214 2374

EI-DEO Queen Of The Cobbles Airbus A320-214 2486

EI-EZV Tartan Lassie Airbus A320-214 2001

EI-EZW Rosie Lee Airbus A320-214 1983

 
Note: The four Airbus A320s are leased from Aer Lingus.
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increased by 4.9%.  Virgin Atlantic’s Chief 
Executive Officer Craig Kreeger told The 
Wall Street Journal in September 2013 
that he blames the losses on the global 
recession, reduced air travel into London 
during the 2012 London Olympic Games and 
a lack of modern fuel-efficient aircraft.  

A major part of the plan to the return to 
pro� tability is the partnership with Delta Air 
Lines.  Kreeger is clearly expecting much 
from the tie-up.  “The strength of our brand, 
with Delta’s distribution heft, that’s a great 
combination.”  He added that the airline’s blend 
of product and style was still unique: “We have 
to keep doing things to make people proud to 
tell their friends and family they � ew on Virgin.”

In December 2012 the Atlanta-based carrier 
bought the 49% stake in Virgin that Singapore 
Airlines had owned since 1999.  The joint 
venture with the American giant began with the 
two partners aligning their schedules to and 
from London’s Heathrow Airport to capitalise 
on the British airline’s brand and local 
presence and Delta’s extensive US network.  

Kreeger, who had spent the previous 27 
years with American Airlines, joined Virgin in 
February 2013.  That same year he unveiled 
a two-year recovery plan which he hopes will 
see Virgin back in the black by 2015.  One 
of his � rst acts was the removal of a layer 
of management.  “We had a pretty urgent 
need for change,” he said in The Wall Street 
Journal.  In September 2014, however, Virgin 

announced it was on target to deliver an 
annual pro� t by the end of the year.  

It said it was now focussing on positioning 
the business to sustain that pro� tability.  That 
involved re-balancing the route network 
to return the emphasis to services to 
North America.  As a result, the airline will 
withdraw from Tokyo Narita and Mumbai in 
2015.  Furthermore seasonal operations to 
Vancouver and Cape Town will not be renewed 
once the current programmes � nish.  

On the other hand, Virgin says it has 
identi� ed opportunities for investment in 
its transatlantic schedule as it seeks to 
maximise the arrangement with Delta.  Its 
planned network changes will deliver up to 
� ve new daily transatlantic � ights and see 
over 500 more Virgin Atlantic � ights operate 
in summer 2015 compared with 2014.  “Our 
transatlantic routes from Heathrow have 
always been a very strong part of our 
network,” acknowledges Thompson.  He 
explained that the aircraft re-deployed from 
Cape Town, Mumbai and Tokyo operations 
early next year will � y a new daily service 
between Heathrow and Detroit, additional 
daily services to New York JFK and Los 
Angeles as well as daily summer � ights to 
Atlanta and winter operations to Miami.  An 
additional � ve times weekly service to San 
Francisco will be launched as well.

The network changes will also include 
route swaps with Delta.  The US carrier will 

take over the daily Heathrow-Newark service, 
while Virgin will � y the Manchester-Atlanta 
route.  Delta will launch daily � ights between 
Manchester and JFK next summer.  

Thompson provided an insight into the 
network review.  “We didn’t set out to push into 
North America, but rather to determine the 
best way to deploy our aircraft.  The conclusion 
was that a shift towards the North Atlantic was 
the right way to go.  And, of course, as we think 
about network development we’ll be evaluating 
opportunities across the Atlantic and in the rest 
of the world.”  

He added: “It’s very important to us that 
we have a strong and relevant network in the 
US.  We’ve identi� ed what’s always been a 
strength of our business and we are stronger 
there today than we’ve ever been.  We have 
a very strong partner in that amazing North 
American network [of Delta].  This is a plan 
that absolutely works for Virgin Atlantic.  We 
have to look at route performance objectively 
and ask if they’re performing, if we can make 
them pro� table, if there’s a better way to 
deploy the aircraft and if they’re strategic to 
the core capacity of our business.”

The airline hasn’t been neglecting its 
ground facilities.  Virgin Atlantic Clubhouses 

BOEING 787-9 
DREAMLINERS ON ORDER 
Due for delivery November 2014-2018

Registration Name c/n

G-VAHH Dream Girl 37967

G-VOOH Miss Chief 37968

G-VZIG Dream Jeannie 37969

G-VYUM Ruby Murray 37970

G-VWHO Mystery Girl 37971

G-VCRU Olivia Rae 37972

G-VSPY Miss Moneypenny 37973

G-VOWS Maid Marion 37974

G-VDIA Lucy in the Sky 37975

G-VBZZ Queen Bee 37976

G-VMAP West End Girl 37977

G-VFAN Pin Up Girl 37978

G-VBOW Pearly Queen 37979

G-VBEL Show Girl 37980

G-VNYL Penny Lane 37981

Plus the fi ve new fi rm orders from October 24.

In October Virgin announced that its Little Red domestic operation would end in 2015.  Little 
Red has been using four A320s leased from Aer Lingus.

Virgin still operates two A340-313s, including G-VELD, but these are 
expected to leave the � eet in early 2015.  AirTeamImages.com/Steve Flint
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are available at ten airports, including 
Heathrow and Gatwick.  Reserved for Upper 
Class passengers and Flying Club Gold 
members, they are, the airline claims, “the 
perfect place to relax before your � ight” 
because “they feel like a private members’ 
club with service to match.”  For arriving 
passengers there’s the Revivals Lounge at 
Heathrow’s Terminal 3, less than � ve minutes’ 
walk from Customs.  Excitement coupled with 
style is still at the heart of Virgin Atlantic’s offer, 
along with innovation.  

LITTLE RED
New opportunities were opened up by British 
Airways’ acquisition of BMI from Lufthansa.  
With BA gaining a greater share of slots at 
Heathrow through the deal, it was required 
by the European Commission to give some 
of them up.  The additional slots enabled 
Virgin to launch a domestic operation: Little 
Red.  Services between Heathrow and 
Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Manchester were 
launched.  Virgin said this operation would 
provide renewed choice for connections to its 
long-haul network.  It used four Airbus A320s 
leased from Irish carrier Aer Lingus.  

But 18 months later, Virgin Atlantic 
announced that an operation that had 
carried well over a million passengers and 
had “excellent customer feedback” is to be 
shutdown.  Most of the demand has come 
from point-to-point customers rather than the 
expected connecting passengers.  

Although Virgin declines to talk about load 
factors on any of its services, official � gures 
reveal the situation.  Civil Aviation Authority 
statistics show that Little Red’s average load 
factor for 2013 was 37.6%.  They also reveal 
that the � gures were on the rise during the � rst 
half of 2014, with the best being 56.2% which 
was achieved in June, the last month for which 
� gures are available.

The airline blames its failure to make the 

operation a success on the small number of 
slots it was allocated.  Virgin Atlantic founder 
and President Sir Richard Branson explained: 
“When the competition authorities allowed 
British Airways to take over British Midland 
and all of its slots, we feared there was little 
we could do to challenge BA’s huge domestic 
and European network built through decades 
of dominance.”  To remedy this, Branson said: 
“We were offered a meagre package of slots 
with a number of constraints on how to use 
them and we decided to lease a few ’planes 
on a short-term basis to give it our best shot.  
The odds were stacked against us and, sadly, 
we just couldn’t attract enough corporate 
business on these routes.  We will stop � ying 
the Little Red services between Manchester 
and London at the end of March 2015 and the 
Aberdeen and Edinburgh services at the end 
of September 2015.”

According to Kreeger, the number of 
slots made available by the European 
Commission was “totally inadequate even 
when supplemented by our own slots to 
� y between Heathrow and Manchester”.  
The chief executive explains: “The time lag 

between the takeover of BMI and our entering 
the market also meant Little Red initially 
faced an uphill battle to win recognition and 
convert customers to its services.  While this 
challenged environment meant Little Red 
ultimately did not deliver the results we had 
hoped, this certainly will not dampen our 
enthusiasm to try new things in the future.” 

Although Virgin’s � nancial position improved 
in 2013 it’s believed that Little Red played a 
signi� cant part in its losses for the year.  

Virgin Atlantic’s ambition now is to return 
to a period of sustained pro� tability by 
2018.  Craig Kreeger is con� dent that will be 
achieved.  He insists: “Our results to this point 
show we are delivering against our plan.”  

Virgin Atlantic Airways has survived ups 
and downs in the airline industry since it 
was formed 30 years ago.  A signi� cant 
factor in attracting passengers has been 
through innovation, such as � atbed seats in 
Upper Class and seat-back video screens.  
The bene� ts the Dreamliner will bring, the 
continuing drive for innovation, along with its 
heavyweight US partner in Delta mean it is 
well-placed for success in the future.
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Virgin’s � eet of Boeing 747-400s is mainly used on leisure-oriented routes from Gatwick, 
Manchester and Glasgow.  AirTeamImages.com/HAMFive

Airbus A330-343 G-VGBR lifts off from London Heathrow.  Virgin 
operates a � eet of ten Airbus A330s.  AirTeamImages.com/Alex Peake
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Britain At War is dedicated to 
exploring every aspect of Britain's 
involvement in confl icts from the 
turn of the 20th century through 
to modern day. From World War 
1 to the Falklands, World War 11 
to Iraq, readers are able to re-live 
decisive moments in Britain's 
history through fascinating 
insight combined with rare and 
previously unseen photography.

THE UK'S BEST SELLING MILITARY HISTORY TITLE

THE HANDS ON MAGAZINE FOR MODELLERS OF ALL AGES

Hornby Magazine goes back to 
the heart of railway modelling. 
Its mix of inspirational and 
shows-you-how features, 
coupled with the best model 
railway photography and latest 
product reviews is essential 
reading for beginners and 
those returning to the hobby.

THE HANDS ON MAGAZINE FOR MODELLERS OF ALL AGES

AirForces Monthly is the 
world’s leading modern 
military aviation magazine 
featuring the world’s 
air forces, their confl icts, 
weaponry and exercises. 
It includes the hottest world 

news, superb photography 
and in-depth reporting.

1 MILITARY AVIATION MAGAZINE

THE HANDS ON MAGAZINE FOR MODELLERS OF ALL AGESTHE MONTHLY FOR ALL SCALE MODELLERS
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THE GLOBAL AIRLINE SCENE
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OVER
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TODAY'S GATEWAYS TO THE WORLD

Airports of the World 
covers all the latest news 
and features on the global 
airport scene. Reporting 
on airports large and small 
around the world, it includes 
articles on both major city 
hubs and smaller regional 
airports plus leisure and low 
cost airports. 

With thought-provoking 
opinion pieces, detailed 
information and rare 
archive imagery, Combat 
Aircraft is your one-stop-
source of military aviation 
news and features from 
across the globe.

With thought-provoking 
opinion pieces, detailed 
information and rare 
archive imagery, Combat 
Aircraft is your one-stop-
source of military aviation 
news and features from 

From the most detailed 
instrument-only simulator 
to fast-paced combat sims 
and everything in between, 
PC Pilot is your one-stop 
shop for Flight Simulation! 
Each issue includes a FREE 
CD featuring demos, 
movies, freeware and 
much more!

NORTH AMERICA’S BEST-SELLING MILITARY AVIATION MAGAZINE

instrument-only simulator 
to fast-paced combat sims 
and everything in between, 

THE WORLD'S NO1 FLIGHT SIMULATION MAGAZINE

shop for Flight Simulation! 
Each issue includes a FREE 
CD featuring demos, 
movies, freeware and 
much more!

shop for Flight Simulation! 

CD featuring demos, 
movies, freeware and 
much more!
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around the world, it includes around the world, it includes 
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I
f you were following the UK airshow 
season this summer, there was really one 
headline act.  The Mynarski Memorial 
Lancaster’s near two-month visit to 

Britain led to sell-outs at every all-ticket event 
it participated in and propelled its owner’s 
kudos levels into the stratosphere.  

The Canadian Warplane Heritage 
Museum (CWHM) is now famous in the 
UK for its airworthy Lanc but back home at 
Hamilton Airport, Ontario, it is much more 
than a ‘one trick pony’.  

BACKGROUND
The CWHM was formed in 1972 from a 
friendship between two pilots and now 
comprises more than 45 aircraft which have 
a strong link with Canada’s rich aviation 
heritage.  It all began when Dennis Bradley 
and Alan Ness decided to try and preserve 
examples of Canadian service types.  An ex-

Royal Australian Navy Fairey Fire� y, WD901, 
was located as a suitable � rst airframe.  The 
two pilots approached friends, Peter Matthews 
and John Weir, to form a partnership and the 
team set-up the � edgling organisation in a 
corner of Hamilton Airport’s hangar 4.  A North 
American Harvard IV was purchased while 
the naval � ghter was under restoration to 
airworthy condition.  

More types followed in quick succession 
with a strong desire to preserve training 
machines, alongside front-line service 
aircraft.  A Supermarine Sea� re; Goodyear-
built Corsair and a de Havilland Canada-
built Chipmunk and Tiger Moth were soon 
acquired.  As the collection outgrew the 
space available, the team was able to buy the 
adjacent hangar 3.  At this stage the partners 
successfully applied for charitable status and, 
what we now know as the CWHM, was born.  
In 1975 a Cessna Crane, North American 

B-25 Mitchell and a Westland Lysander joined 
the rapidly-expanding collection.  At this 
time, with an increasing number of aircraft 
enthusiasts avidly following developments, 
a membership scheme was created that 
has developed into a key element of the 
museum’s current operations.  

Tragically, joint-founder Alan Ness and 
the CWHM’s original Fire� y were lost in 
a September 1977 crash.  A replacement 
airframe was acquired but the signi� cance 
of that � rst acquisition and the memory of 
one of its founding fathers lives on through 
the CWHM’s corporate logo and the annual 
award of the Alan Ness trophy to a deserving 
museum member. 

Its most challenging project to date was 
to obtain a Lancaster and return it to � ying 
condition.  A suitable airframe, Mk.X/FM213, 
was acquired in 1977.  Two years later it 
was ‘� own’ into the museum under a Royal 

CANADA’S FLYING MUSEUM

The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum has achieved 
publicity levels others can only dream of, thanks to its Lancaster’s 

UK tour.  Tom Allett reports what the museum has to offer.
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Canadian Air Force Chinook helicopter.  An 
intensive rebuild, requiring parts taken from 
several other Lancasters, lasted almost ten 
years.  Some 20,000 people gathered to see 
the bomber’s � rst post-restoration � ight on 

September 24, 1988.  At a public ceremony 
the aircraft was dedicated to the memory 
of the Canadian Victoria Cross winner and 
Lancaster air-gunner, Andrew Mynarski.  The 
CWHM has referred to its star exhibit as the 

Mynarski Memorial Lancaster ever since.  
Disaster struck in February 1993 when � re 

ripped through part of the museum’s hangar 
3.  Five aircraft were destroyed: an Auster, 
Grumman Avenger, Hawker Hurricane, 
Stinson and a Supermarine Spit� re.  The 
administration offices and its engineering 
records were also lost.  Fortunately, the 
Lancaster, which was sitting on jacks, along 
with two major restoration projects – a Bristol 
Bolingbroke and a Fleet Finch – survived.  If 
anything good can be said to have come from 
the � re, it was the 1996 move to the superb 
building which houses the collection today.  

TODAY’S OPERATION
The Canadian national government has 
contributed funds towards the restoration 
of what it recognises as ‘signi� cant’ 
aircraft and the Government of Ontario 
occasionally provides grants to the museum.  
A membership scheme, donations and 
sponsorship provides the majority of funding.  
The bottom line is that the museum would 
not exist without the general public’s � nancial 
support and a large volunteer ‘army’.

It is impossible to detail the museum’s 
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CANADA’S FLYING MUSEUM

The Mynarski Memorial 
Lancaster is the CWHM’s 
star exhibit.  Doug Fisher

A Phoenix from the � ames.  Following a 
serious � re at its original hangar location 
the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum 
moved to a spectacular new building in 
1996.  Key-Tom Allett
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numerous airframe purchases and trades 
throughout its 40-year history in an article 
of this length.  The key point about today’s 
CWHM is that it works hard to enable people 
to experience the incredible sights, sounds 
and smells of warbird flying.  It calls itself 
Canada’s Flying Museum for a good reason.  
There are several ‘living museums’ where 
famous vintage aircraft take to the skies 
and entertain the crowd but how many give 
enthusiasts the chance to experience the 
thrill of flying in a 2,000hp fighter and a four-
engined bomber on the same day? 

Want to fly in a warbird?  The museum 
operates a membership scheme which 
can facilitate this.  There are a number of 
membership options, for an adult under 65 
it is CAN$125/ £68.70.  Membership also 
provides free entry to the museum and 
other benefits such as shop 
discounts.  For those wanting 
to fly, it can be upgraded to 
enable flights on a choice of 

historic aircraft ranging in size from a Tiger 
Moth through to the – now internationally 
famous – Lancaster.  The latter is just one of 
the unique opportunities available.  Where else 
could you fly in a Fairey Firefly and a Westland 
Lysander?  Operating these types of aircraft 
is an expensive business, so, membership 
upgrade opportunities range from around 
CAN$600 (£330) for the Lysander up to 
CAN$2,500 (£1,380) for the Lancaster.  Make 
no mistake, these really are the experiences 
of a lifetime.  Also available to members via 
the upgrade scheme are trips in a Beech 18 
Expeditor at around CAN$60/£34; Douglas 
C-47 Dakota (CAN$60/£34); de Havilland 
Chipmunk (CAN$180/£100); Fairchild 
Cornell (CAN$180/£100); Boeing Stearman 
(CAN$275/£152); North American Harvard 
(CAN$275/£152) and North American B-25 
(CAN$450/£250).  Periodically, the museum’s 

Consolidated PBY-5A Canso flying 
boat, painted to represent the aircraft 

of posthumous VC winner David 

Above: The museum’s CF-101B originally 
served with the USAF’s 49th and 60th Fighter 
Interceptor Squadrons before being retired 
in 1968.  It served with the Canadian Armed 
Forces from 1970 to 1984 before being mounted 
upon a pylon at Uplands Airport, Ottawa.  It was 
transferred to the CWHM in 2004.  Key-Tom Allett

Below: The CWHM’s Consolidated Canso is 
currently having a new side door and new 
electronic equipment fitted but is scheduled to 
fly again in the spring of 2015.  The museum’s 
aircraft was built by Canadian Vickers in May 
1944 and served with the RCAF over the 
country’s west coast.  At the end of the war it 
was put in storage at Trenton air force base until 
converted for air-sea rescue duties in the 1950s.  
In the early 1960s it was reconfigured as a water 
bomber and sold to the Government of Quebec 
where it served until the mid-1990s.  It was sold 
to Conifair, but never flown before two CWHM 
members purchased and donated it to the 
museum.  Since 2000 it has flown in the colours 
of 162 Squadron’s Mary K, the aircraft in which 
David Hornell won the Victoria Cross on June 24, 
1944.  Doug Fisher
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Nornell, also offers members � ights.  Prices – 
and the exchange rates – are likely to change 
before the May to November 2015 season 
begins, so contact the museum for updates if 
you want to plan a visit.  It is also important to 
remember old aircraft are sometimes subject 
to technical problems.  If you are planning to 
travel a long way to take a membership � ight, 
allow yourself several days in the area to give 
� exibility against potential serviceability issues.  
Another important consideration is that � ights 
in the Lancaster are especially popular and 

need to be booked well in advance.   
If � ying isn’t for you, there is plenty to 

see on the ground.  During World War Two 
Canada was a vital component of the British 
Commonwealth Air Training Programme 
(BCATP).  It was created to supply a steady 
stream of new aircrew for the war effort and 
BCATP employed a wide range of training 
aircraft.  Hamilton was among the many � ying 
schools pressed into service and makes the 
perfect home for what must surely be among 
the world’s best collections of such BCATP 
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Hamilton has a number of extremely rare aircraft 
types including the world’s only airworthy Fleet 
Fort.  Only 101 Forts were built as the RCAF’s 
changing requirements meant it was superseded 
by other types.  However, it did see signi� cant 
service as a radio-training aircraft.  Rick Radell

The CWHM’s Fairey Fire� y is an ex-Royal Australian Navy example but 
carries the markings of an 825 Squadron aircraft of the Royal Canadian 
Navy which � ew from HMCS Magni� cent in 1949-50.  Doug Fisher

Above left: The museum’s Bristol Bolingbroke 
was salvaged from Manitoba in the mid-
1980s.  When the long restoration process is 
complete, the aircraft will be painted in the 
colours and markings of RCAF No 119 Sqn 
City of Hamilton.  Key-Tom Allett 

Above right: The museum’s F-86 Sabre 6 � ew 
with the RCAF’s Golden Hawks display team 
during its 1962 airshow season.  Transparent 
panels are inserted in the port side of its 
fuselage to give visitors the rare opportunity to 
see inside a jet � ghter’s interior.  Key-Tom Allett
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aircraft.  In addition to the airworthy examples 
of BCATP stalwarts such as the Avro Anson, 
Beechcraft C-45 Expeditor, North American’s 
Harvard and Yale, Stearman Kaydet and 
Tiger Moth, Hamilton is also home to far-rarer 
sights including a Cessna Crane, Fairchild 
PT-26 Cornell, Fleet Finch II, Fleet 21K and 
Fleet 60K Fort. 

The opposite end of the scale – the fast 
jet – is also well represented.  On the ramp 
directly outside the museum, there is a line-
up comprising a CF-5A Freedom Fighter, CT-
133 Silver Star, de Havilland DH-100 Vampire, 
CF-101B Voodoo, CF-104 Star� ghter, and a 
CT-114 Tutor.  Inside the hangar, a beautiful 
Canadair F-86 Sabre 6 wears the colours 
from its 1963 � ying season with RCAF’s 
Golden Hawks display team.  Perspex panels 
inserted along its left-hand side provide an 
insight into the � ghter’s inner workings.  

Among the largest static exhibits is a de 
Havilland Canada DHC-5 Buffalo.  Painted 
in United Nations markings, it represents a 
RCAF aircraft shot down during UN peace 
keeping duties over Syria in 1974.  Visitors 
can take a seat in the Buffalo’s cockpit and 

fuselage.  The latter contains displays 
detailing the RCAF’s service and sacri� ce on 
behalf of the UN.  Another airframe to catch 
the eye is a Grumman TBM AS 3 Avenger.  
The anti-submarine aircraft served with the 
US Navy until the mid-1950s before � nding 
a new lease of life carrying out various water 
and chemical spraying duties which kept it 
active until 1992.  It is now being restored to 
� ying condition and will carry the markings 
of a Royal Canadian Navy aircraft.  An 
example of its younger sibling, the Grumman/
de Havilland Canada CS2F-2 Tracker, is 
also here.  After being retired from the Royal 

Canadian Navy, it spent 23 years as an 
instructional airframe before being acquired 
by the museum in 1997.  It intends to restore it 
to � ying condition.  

LONG-TERM PROJECTS
Long-term projects will inevitably keep the 
museum’s momentum going.  Its mainly 
volunteer workforce undertakes many duties, 
but it takes a special kind of discipline to 
undertake such enduring unpaid tasks.  A � ne 
example is the museum’s Bristol Bolingbroke 
rebuild.  It is a variant of the Bristol Blenheim, 
built under licence by Fairchild Canada.  The 
CWHM’s example, an Mk IVT trainer, is being 
created from the remains of eight aircraft.  
Volunteer Wayne Ready, driven by his love 
of vintage aircraft and his father’s World War 
Two service, has already led the restoration 
of the twin-engined bomber for over a decade 
and expects to labour on for several more 
years before it is ready to � y again.  

Such dedication will allow future CWHM 
members to � y in another extremely rare 
vintage aircraft and add to the location’s 
overall ‘magic’.
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CWHM FACTS
Opening times: 9am to 5pm, daily except 
Christmas Day and New Year’s Day. 

Group tours are available for parties of 20 or 
more.  Parking is free. 

Address: 9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, 
Ontario, Canada L0R 1W0

Tel: 001-906-673-4183

Email: museum@warplane.com

Website: www.warplane.com

No other organisation offers enthusiasts the chance to � y in a 
Lancaster – and you may also get to see Niagara Falls as well.  
Brian Clohissey

At � rst glance this exhibit is sometimes mistaken for a RCAF CC-137 
but, in fact, it the nose section of a former FedEx Express Boeing 
727.  The aircraft was donated to the CWHM but, after spending years 
outdoors it was eventually scrapped. The forward fuselage section was 
saved and painted in RCAF colours.  Key-Tom Allett

The museum’s Westland Lysander was built at Malton, Ontario in June 1942.  After being retired 
from RCAF service in 1946 it was sold to a Prairie farmer.  It was donated to the museum 
by the CWHM’s ‘founding fathers’ Dennis Bradley and Alan Ness in 1975.  After a 
long-term restoration it made its � rst � ight for more than 60 years in 2009.  
Today, CWHM members can purchase � ights on it.  Rick Radell
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THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO 
MODELLING THE F-4 PHANTOM

Produced by the Airfix Model World team, 
Scale Modelling F-4 Phantom is a new 100-page guide, vital for 
anyone contemplating scale kit builds. Fascinating history text, 
reference photos and colour illustrations accompany five fantastic 
model builds, in 1/72, 1/48 and 1/32 scales.
 
Features Include:
Tamiya 1/32 F-4J  -  This is built as an RAF F-4J (UK), with accompanying text by former 
Phantom navigator Ian Black.
 

Academy 1/48 F-4C  -  Our expert uses this recent kit to portray a MiG-killer in later US 
Air National Guard colours.
 

Hasegawa 1/48 F-4J  -  This ageing kit is backdated to QF-4B status and wears eye-
popping ‘drone’ colours.
 
There are also 1/48 scale colour weapons drawings, after-market product listings, a paint scheme 
reference chart and much more!
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T
he combination of Byzantine churches, 
medieval villages and traditional Greek tavernas 
– not to mention sunshine – have made 
the Greek island of Corfu a popular tourist 

destination for people from all over Europe and ensures 
the island’s Ioannis Kapodistrias International Airport 
receives a variety of airliners.

While Corfu does not enjoy the same volume of 
movements as other European tourist hotspots, it appeals 
to aviation enthusiasts because of the interesting Russian 
visitors it attracts from operators such as Orenair, Yamal 
Airlines and NordStar Airlines.  Most of the traffic is made up 

of Boeing 737NGs and Airbus A319/320/321s with Monarch 
Airlines’ weekly A330 service the biggest aircraft to visit.  
Bizjets, predominantly from Europe and the Middle East, 
also use the airport and domestic services to the mainland 
are provided courtesy of Aegean Airlines and Olympic Air.

Corfu handled over 13,000 � ights and nearly two 
million passengers in 2013 according to official � gures 
from the Hellenic Civil Aviation Authority.  The airport has 
a single 7,792ft (2,375m) runway with no parallel taxiway, 
so aircraft have to use a turning circle at the 35 end to 
line up.  The airport’s busiest period comes during the 
summer holiday season from May to September, with a 

signi� cant number of � ights 
in July and August.  Outside 
of this period the airport is 
relatively quiet.

AIRPORT:   IOANNIS KAPODISTRIAS 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

HOTEL:  AEGLI HOTEL

Joe Pries reports from the Aegli Hotel, 
which offers unobstructed views 
over Corfu airport’s runway.CORFU

Above: Transaero 
Boeing 767-36NER 
EI-RUU, photographed 
from the Aegli Hotel on 
approach to Runway 35 
at 70mm.  All photos Joe 
Pries unless stated

Inset: The hotel’s 
exterior.  Aegli Hotel

Below left: Blu-express 
Boeing 737-300 I-BPAM 
photographed from the 
hotel at 200mm.

Below: A Twin Room 
with Sea View at the 
hotel.  Aegli Hotel
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STUNNING VIEWS
The Aegli Hotel is located 4 miles (7km) from 
the terminal by road, a journey that takes 
around 15 minutes.  The family-run hotel 
overlooks the Ionian Sea and Mouse Island, 
and boasts its own private beach, garden and 
terrace.  It has 44 air-conditioned rooms which 
each contain a TV, fridge and telephone.  A 
breakfast buffet is provided (a surcharge 
applies if not included in room rate), and light 
bites and drinks are served at the snack bar 
throughout the day.  On-site car parking is 
available and is free for guests.

Corfu Town and Port are 5 miles (7.5km) 
from the hotel and the popular Benitses 
Beach is 3 miles (5km) away.

Most rooms open out onto a furnished 
balcony, with those facing the sea on the third 
and fourth � oors providing the best views 
of the action. Some rooms on the third � oor 
are obstructed by a tree.  Excellent approach 
shots can be taken from the balcony of 

arrivals on Runway 35, with the picturesque 
Albanian mountains and Ionian Sea providing 
the backdrop.  Photos of aircraft departing 
from Runway 17, although distant, are also 
possible.  Aircraft parked on the terminal are 
visible from the room, although they are some 
distance from the hotel.  

A 70-200mm lens is sufficient for most 
traffic arriving on Runway 35, with a Boeing 
737-800 requiring 105mm.  For bizjets 
300mm+ is needed.  Photography is best in 
the afternoon, and during August the light is 
ideal between 4pm and sundown, at around 
8pm.  For some very early morning arrivals, 
it is possible to shoot some atmospheric 
silhouette photos of landing traffic as the sun 
rises over the mountains across the water.

With its elevated position overlooking 
the approach to Runway 35 the Aegli Hotel 
provides an ideal option for any enthusiast 
looking for some sun, interesting aircraft and 
unobstructed photographic opportunities.

HOTEL DETAILS
Address: Perama Gastouriou, Perama, 49084, 
Greece 

Floors: 9

Rooms: 44

Rating: 2 Stars

Connection with airport: No shuttle bus. Taxi takes 
about 15 minutes from the airport.

Internet: Free Wi-Fi in public areas

Car parking: Free for guests 

Website: None

Telephone: 0030 26610 43000 
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HOTEL IS HERE

Right: The Ionian 
Sea and Albanian 
mountains provide a 
stunning backdrop to 
aircraft on approach 
to Runway 35.  Ten 
Airways McDonnell 
Douglas MD-83 YR-
OTH, photographed 
from the Aegli Hotel at 
110mm.

Left: The location of 
the hotel is marked on 
this map.  ©Pete West 
2014

Right: The furnished 
balconies of the 
Aegli Hotel provide 
a good spot from 
which to watch the 
proceedings at Corfu 
airport.  

Below: A Corendon 
Boeing 737-800 
departs from Runway 
17.  From the Aegli 
Hotel it is possible to 
see aircraft parked at 
the terminal, albeit at 
a distance.
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F
or those � ghter pilots who get the 
chance to command a squadron it is 
usually the highpoint of their careers, 
leading it into combat is a bonus.  

For 14 months I was granted the honour and 
privilege of commanding the 32nd Fighter 
Squadron (FS) ‘Wolfhounds’ at Soesterberg 
Air Base (AB) in the Netherlands, which 
� ew the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle.  
The aircraft had the tailcode ‘CR’ which 
was derived from letters in Camp New 
Amsterdam, which was the American portion 
of the Royal Netherlands Air Force base.

Prior to this I had accrued 678 F-15 � ying 
hours, mostly as a � ight commander in the 
53rd Tactical Fighter Squadron (TFS                                      – which 
the USAF changed to Fighter Squadron [FS] 
in November 1991) ‘Tigers’ at Bitburg AB, 
West Germany, and after that did a couple 
of ground tours – � rstly at the Armed Forces 

Staff College at Norfolk naval base in Virginia 
and then at Allied Air Forces Central Europe 
(AAFCE), conducting air defence Tac Evals 
(Tactical Evaluations).  In my logbook were 
also 1,808 hours as a Northrop AT/T-38 Talon 
instructor, so when my next assignment came 
round I was extremely lucky to return to the 
Eagle community.  

TAKING COMMAND
I was sent to Soesterberg AB in April 1991 to 
be the ‘chief of safety’ for the 32nd Tactical 
Fighter Group (TFG – later FG) – which was 
the parent unit of the sole American � ying 
squadron at the base, the Wolfhounds – and 
once again � y the F-15.  The 32nd TFS was 
going through some very tough times as six 
months earlier the US Department of State 
gave half of the unit’s 24 F-15Cs to the Royal 
Saudi Air Force following Saddam Hussein’s 

occupation of Kuwait.  Then, for Operation 
Desert Storm (ODS) to free Kuwait, the 
squadron deployed its ‘better half’ – six jets 
and the ten most experienced pilots, all but 
two of them � ight leaders – to Incirlik AB, 
Turkey, pairing with Bitburg’s 525th TFS 
‘Bulldogs’ to provide offensive counter air for 
the coalition’s northern front against Iraq.  

In the meantime, at Soesterberg, the 
Wolfhounds maintained ‘Zulu’ alert (quick 
reaction alert, QRA – the term Zulu came 
from the letter ‘z’ that was at the end of the 
NATO designation for the peacetime air 
defence plan for that part of Europe).  Two 
F-15Cs were on � ve-minute alert to launch, 
armed with four AIM-7 Sparrow air-to-air 
missiles, four AIM-9 Sidewinders and 940 
rounds of 20mm ammunition for the M61A1 
multi-barrel internal gun and also carrying 
one external fuel tank.
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EAGLE BOSS

Colonel Douglas C (‘Disco’) Dildy (USAF Ret) describes his time 
as the commander of the 32nd Fighter Squadron at Soesterberg 

Air Base in the Netherlands, which fl ew the F-15 Eagle.
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At that time at 
Soesterberg there was 
only one instructor 
pilot, two � ight leaders 
and seven newly-
arrived lieutenant 
wingmen to � y them.  
With maintenance 
generally taking place 
on two other jets for 
scheduled inspections 
and various repairs, 
this left only two aircraft 
for training sorties.

To make matters worse, with the fall of the 
Berlin Wall and the demise of the Soviet Union, 
HQ USAF planned to close the squadron, 
so when the pilots at Incirlik returned, half 
of them – including the unit’s only weapons 
instructor – received orders to return to the 
US, hamstringing the planned efforts 
to improve the situation.  

With so few sorties being 
� own, morale was low as were the 
unit’s capabilities.  Fortunately, 
well before I took command 
of the squadron on July 
13, 1992, things were 
already beginning to 
change for the better. The 
Dutch Government, as a 
message to the recently 
reuni� ed Germany, lobbied 
the US for the Wolfhounds 
to stay operational.  Such 
was this desire that the 
Dutch offered to pay the 

operational costs, such as for fuel and the 
running of the base, so that the US only paid 
the salaries of the personnel there.  

This change of plan led to HQ USAF 
transferring 21 upgraded F-15A/Bs from 
the 49th Fighter Wing at Holloman AFB, 
New Mexico, which was converting to the 
Lockheed F-117 Nighthawk.  We also got 
two ‘freshly-minted’ Fighter Weapons School 
graduates to teach us how to use them.

Half of the ‘new old jets’ had arrived by the 
time of my change of command ceremony, 
allowing me to put a positive spin on our 
squadron’s prospects during my speech: 
its conclusion was based on the 1986 hit 
song by Timbuk3 when I said “our future’s so 
bright, we gotta wear shades!” 

UPGRADED EAGLES
The ‘new’ jets’ were � scal year 1977 F-15As 

that had recently undergone the 
Multi-Stage Improvement Program 
(MSIP, pronounced ‘missup’).  This 

included a powerful new and very 
fast IBM CP-1075 central computer, 

improved AN/APG-63 radar and 
expanded sensor suite, AWG-

20 programmable armament 
control and weapons 
management system, a 
9g-limit overload warning 
system, more powerful 
F100-PW-220 afterburning 

turbofans and the AIM-120 
AMRAAM (Advanced 
Medium-Range Air-to-Air 
Missile, colloquially known 
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Above: To mark the disbandment of the 
Wolfhounds, a Dutch F-16 escorts the 
32nd FG � agship on a � ying tour of the 
Netherlands to say ‘tot ziens’ (goodbye) to 
each of the Royal Netherlands Air Force 
bases.  RNLAF

Left: The author, ready to launch on ‘dawn patrol’ from Incirlik AB, 
to enforce the northern ‘No Fly Zone’ in Iraq.  Author’s Collection

Above: By virtue of the close association with the Royal Netherlands Air Force, the 32nd TFS/
FS was the only USAF squadron ever authorised to have its patch adorned with a royal wreath 
and crown – from the House of Orange, the Dutch Royal Family.  The unit’s motto translated as 
‘Honour, Courage, Vigilance’.  Author’s Collection

Below: The 32nd Tactical Fighter Squadron, September 1991.  At this time the squadron consisted of 
20 pilots (those wearing the � ying suits), 14 operations and life support specialists, and one pure-
blood Russian wolfhound.  When this photo was taken the author (the last pilot on the right of the 
back row) was among the six group staff pilots attached to the squadron.  Author’s Collection
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as ‘the Slammer’).
While replacing F-15Cs with A-models 

seemed to many – on the face of it – a step 
backwards, the fact that 27 of the Eagle’s 
34 ‘kills’ in ODS were by MSIP-modi� ed 
F-15s was strong testimony to the increased 
capabilities provided by the upgrade.

Since the � rst Eagle squadron achieved 
operational status in 1976, the F-15 reigned 
supreme as the world’s best all-round jet 
� ghter.  Its powerful, improved pulse Doppler 
(PD) radar could � nd a small MiG-21-size 
target at long range, even looking ‘down in 
the weeds’, and the improved BVR (beyond 
visual range) AIM-7M had much greater 
reliability and effectiveness, especially in the 
‘look down’ mode.  And the new AIM-9M, with 
its enhanced � are-rejection capability, was a 
formidable missile should any adversary get 
into a turning � ght with an Eagle.  Until the 
arrival of the F-16 Fighting Falcon – and much 

later the Rafale and Typhoon – the F-15 was 
the consummate dog� ghter, with thrust to 
spare, a tight turning circle and high nose rate 
(the ability to pull the nose sharply onto the 
target in the turn), especially at its new 9g limit.  

This jet could stand on its tail and 
accelerate straight up and yet, for such a large 
� ghter, the F-15 is nimble, light on the controls 
and responded instantly to the pilot’s inputs.  It 
was a viscerally exhilarating aeroplane to � y!

TRAINING DEPLOYMENTS
Shortly before I took command, a USAF-
wide reorganisation led to the squadron’s 20 
pilots and 12 operations support troops being 
joined by 216 additional individuals as we 
incorporated our own � ight-line maintenance 
force (which had previously been under 
control of a separate maintennce squadron).  

This brought numerous additional duties and 
personnel issues to the commander’s job, but 
it had the advantage of enabling closer co-
ordination and engendered more enthusiastic 
support of operational priorities – which is to 
say, ‘mine’!

With the poor training the junior pilots 
– unofficially known as the 32nd LPA 
(‘lieutenants’ protection association’, a kind 
of ‘junior pilot union’) – had received over 
the previous year, our new and improved 
Eagles would have been only so much ‘easy 
meat’, so the � rst order of business, on my 
watch, was to upgrade those best quali� ed 
to assume � ight leader responsibilities – 
even if it meant fast-tracking some of them 
ahead of earlier arrivals to the unit, and 
involving ourselves in as many exercises and 
deployments as possible.
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Above: A pair of Wolfhounds hunting for trade in Low Fly Area 3 in 
West Germany.  Author’s Collection

Right: The Eagle was a stimulating and richly gratifying jet to � y.  
Supremely manoeuvrable, blessed with a powerful long-range radar 
and armed with eight missiles and a Gatling gun.  USAF

A pair of Wolfhounds’ Eagles � y over windmills in the Dutch countryside.  Author’s Collection
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Knowing that the best cure for poor morale 
on a squadron is a training deployment, one 
of my � rst actions as ‘boss’ was to take a � ight 
leader and three lieutenant wingmen with four 
jets (three F-15As and a two-seat B model) 
for a week of low-altitude intercept practice at 
Aalborg, Denmark, where the most oft-stated 
phrase by the LPA – after “Fox Two kill the 
F-16 headed east at 500ft!” – was “I’ll take the 
blonde!”  We were de� nitely off to a good start!

The successful Aalborg deployment was 
followed by a NATO squadron exchange in 
the summer of 1992, � rst hosting the RAF’s 
208 Squadron and its Buccaneers for a week 
then sending eight Eagles and a dozen 
pilots – most of them former ‘have nots’ – to 
RAF Lossiemouth, Moray, for an exhilarating 
reciprocal visit.

For a week in September we attended 
Tactical Air Meet ’92 hosted by Wittmund 
(JG 71 ‘Richthofen’ with F-4Fs) and Jever 
(JaboG 38 ‘Friesland’ with the Tornado IDS), 
during which four of our MSIP-As were joined 
by a similar number of RAF Tornado F.3s 
(two each from 5 and 29 Squadrons at RAF 

Coningsby) plus Dutch and Belgian F-16s 
and Canadian CF-188 Hornets.  

From Monday to Friday this impressive 
multinational force would launch in two 
opposing waves and � y large Red Flag/
AAFCE TLP (Tactical Leadership Programme)-
type scenarios, with the Eagles and F.3s 
alternating as the PD-equipped, BVR-shooting 
‘good guys’ and ‘bad guys’, the F-16s playing 
supporting roles and German Tornados and 
Canadian Hornets in the bomber role.

The graduation exercise involved our 
Eagles sweeping ahead of Jever Tornados 
escorted by Wittmund Phantoms, the whole 
gaggle heading west across the North Sea.  
The British Tornados, augmented by Dutch 
F-16s and supported by an RAF Sentry 
AEW.1, mounted a spirited defence but the 
F.3 was no Spit� re.

The culminating deployment of the year 
involved � ying ten F-15s to Tyndall AFB, Florida, 
to shoot missiles in the Weapon System 
Evaluation Program (WSEP).  We then went to 
Nellis AFB, Nevada, for an intense two-week 
Red Flag exercise.  By the time we returned to 
Soesterberg, we were � nally on top of our game 
and had at last returned to our former combat 
capability.  This was good timing because 
during our unit’s traditional Thanksgiving Dinner 
in the Officers’ Mess I received a call from HQ 
USAFE giving me a heads-up that in a week’s 
time we had to have six Eagles at Incirlik to 

enforce the UN-mandated ‘No Fly Zone’ (NFZ) 
over northern Iraq in support of Operation 
Provide Comfort (OPC).

OPERATION PROVIDE 
COMFORT/NORTHERN WATCH
Loaded with ‘wall-to-wall missiles’ and two 
external fuel tanks, eight F-15s blasted off 
on the drizzly, misty morning of December 
3, 1992 en route to Incirlik.  Too busy with 
other crises to co-ordinate tanker support, 
HQ USAFE told us to “go � nd your own”, 
so we placed a squadron-to-squadron 
telephone call to an Air National Guard (ANG) 
detachment at RAF Mildenhall and arranged 
a rendezvous over Sicily.  Four-and-a-half 
hours later we landed at ‘the Lik’ (Incirlik) to 
establish the 32nd FS/Detachment 1.

The Turks shackled their fellow NATO 
members with a restriction on the number of 
aircraft that could be on the ground overnight 
at Incirlik on Operation Provide Comfort (OPC) 
deployments (in our case, six aircraft), so the 
two airspares were quickly turned around by 
our ‘advon’ (maintenance’s ‘advanced echelon’) 
and headed back to Soesterberg.  The C-130s 
with our spares and another 132 maintainers 
began arriving the next day when we began 
� ying combat air patrol (CAP) over northern 
Iraq, enforcing the 36th parallel No Fly Line 
(NFL).  We joined a tri-national Combat Task 
Force (CTF) operation which included the 
French Air Force’s ER 1/33 ‘Belfort’ � ying 
Mirage F.1CRs on reconnaissance missions; 
RAF Jaguars; and USAF F-111Es from Upper 
Heyford for offensive strikes (if and when 
needed) plus two Wild Weasel F-4G/F-16C 
‘hunter-killer’ pairs from the 23rd FS/52nd 
Fighter Wing, Spangdahlem AB, Germany, to 
suppress Iraqi surface-to-air missiles (SAMs).

HQ CTF/7440th Composite Wing’s 
intelligence officers briefed us that several 
Iraqi SAM sites were still active in our area 
of operations (AOR) – and while ODS had 
reduced the Iraqi Air Force (IrAF) to just a 
few Mirage F.1EQs, MiG-23 Floggers and 
MiG-29 Fulcrums, ever since the 1992 US 
Presidential elections – won by Democrat Bill 
Clinton – Saddam had ordered his IrAF to step 
up operations, taunting the Americans and 
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Above: The Wolfhounds’ primary mission was 
quick reaction alert.  Two fully-armed Eagles 
stand ready in the Zulu Barn at Soesterberg 
AB within � ve minutes of being ordered to 
launch.  USAF

Above right: A two-seat F-15D of the 32nd TFS 
at the unit’s home base.  Kees van der Mark

The author, � ying F-15A s/n 77-0106, 
approaches a KC-10 tanker high over 
southern Turkey during the Wolfhounds’ 
159-day deployment to enforce the NFZ over 
northern Iraq.  For missions over Iraq four 
AIM-120 AMRAAMs, two AIM-7s and a pair of 
AIM-9s were carried, as well as two external 
fuel tanks.  Author’s Collection
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attempting to embarrass out-going President 
George H W Bush.  Consequently, the 
Weasels were frequently � ring AGM-88 HARM 
missiles at SAM sites that had illuminated a 
CTF aircraft with a tracking radar (a ‘hostile 
act’, according to the rules of engagement).

After a few such incidents, Bush directed the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff to order a series of night 
strikes designed to destroy Saddam’s SAM 
storage depots in the NFZ.  While the Weasels 
provided SAM suppression, we Wolfhounds 
swept the AOR and mounted CAPs so the 
F-111s could do their job without interference.  

During this period, on rare occasions an 
IrAF � ghter would take off from Qayyarah 
West (‘Q-west’, only 14nm south of the NFL) 
and attempt to enter the NFZ.  In one instance 
a Flogger took off from Q-west, � red an Atoll 
air-to-air missile into the NFZ, then turned and 
� ed to Baghdad with the goal of trying to lure 
any pursuing � ghters into a SAM trap south of 
the line.  Our Eagles played a cat-and-mouse 
sort of ‘radar tag’ with these challengers, but 
their ground control intercept (GCI) controllers 
kept them just outside AMRAAM range.  

After an hour en route from ‘the Lik’ to the 
AOR, our time on CAP was two hours.  We 
would air-to-air refuel over Turkey before 
entering Iraqi airspace and halfway through 
the time on CAP.  When we were on the tanker, 

the 23rd FS Weasels (both the Phantom and 
Fighting Falcon possessed a respectable air-
to-air capability) would assume responsibility 
for enforcing the NFZ.

On January 17, my wingman and I had just 
departed the AOR after playing ‘radar tag’ with 
a Fulcrum, and our replacement F-15s were 
topping up from the tanker, when Iraqi GCI 
attempted to take advantage of our absence 
and launched a Flogger into the NFZ.  In the 
AOR at the time was a Wild Weasel F-4G/F-16 
team.  The Fulcrum targeted the larger contact, 
the F-4, which made a defensive turn to one 
side while the F-16 descended straight ahead, 
locking up the bandit with a clear ‘blue sky/
can’t miss’ background, and � red an AMRAAM.  
In the ground clutter, Iraqi GCI apparently 

lost track of the F-16 and failed to warn the 
Fulcrum pilot whose aircraft was destroyed by 
the missile.

On Inauguration Day of the new US 
President (January 20), Saddam Hussein 
ceased his warlike actions as an ‘olive 
branch’ to Clinton, hoping to elicit a favourable 
response from the newly elected Democrat.  
No further entanglements with Iraqi forces 
took place during the rest of that deployment.

ZULU WARRIORS
Every Wolfhounds social event – and the 
1992 Thanksgiving Dinner at Soesterberg 
was no exception – invariably began with a 
prayer, singing ‘God Bless America’ and a 
toast to ‘Alpha Kilo 01’ and ‘02’, the two pilots 
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Left: Two Wolfhounds’ F-15s in a Zulu Alert 
con� guration each carrying four AIM-7 
Sparrows, four AIM-9 Sidewinders and a 
single external fuel tank.  USAF

Below: The 32nd TFG � agship 79-0032 leads 
three other F-15Cs.  USAF

Right: An airborne ‘change of command’ with 
the departing 32nd Fighter Group � agship 
(F-15C s/n 79-0020) leading the newly arrived 
F-15A MSIP � agship (77-0132) on a pass over 
Soesterberg to commemorate the conversion 
from C-models to MSIP-As.  USAF

Two 32nd FS Eagles taxi in at Soesterberg after a training sortie.  The lead F-15, s/n 77-0100, was the 
author’s personally assigned aircraft when he was the commanding officer.  Meneer Eric Tammer
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missing the event because they were ful� lling 
the squadron’s primary mission: the main 
reason we were stationed away from our 
native land – Zulu Alert.

From the arrival of the � rst two ‘CR’-coded 
F-15As on September 13, 1978, pairs of 
Eagles stood ready to scramble at the � rst 
sign of an intruder approaching 
from the east.  Most famous was 
the Fourth of July 1989 ‘Alpha’ 
(actual) scramble during which 
a pilotless MiG-23 (the Soviet 
pilot had ejected during take-off 
believing he was experiencing 
engine failure) was intercepted 
over Osnabrück, Germany, by the 
32nd TFS.

Far more frequent – 
sometimes as much as three times a week 
– were ‘Tango’ (training) scrambles which 
were launched to hone the skills of our pilots 
and Dutch and German GCI controllers in 
handling fully-armed � ghters in demanding 
low-altitude and high-altitude intercepts.

With the fall of the Berlin Wall in November 
1989 the Warsaw Pact threat to Western 

Europe evaporated and with it the need for 
spending so much time and investing such 
huge resources in maintaining the QRA 
posture.  However, it took years before this 
realisation was � nally accepted by the NATO 
nations and our HQs, AAFCE � nally ordering a 
stand-down from Zulu alert on June 18, 1993.

END OF AN ERA
On May 11, 1993, we were � nally allowed 
to return to Soesterberg, having � own 763 
sorties in the six months we were at ‘the 
‘Lik’, suffering only nine air aborts due to 
maintenance issues.  I led the squadron 
back to the Netherlands in the unit � agship, 
77-100, the ‘Queen of the Silver Dollar’.  

Within a week, however, we were noti�  ed 
that the ongoing USAF-wide post-Cold 
War drawdown had � nally claimed the 
Wolfhounds – no amount of Dutch appeals 
or guilders could keep the American � ghter 
squadron at Soesterberg.  

Despite the fact that for many of the 32nd 
FS members Soesterberg had been the 
best assignment of our careers, the men 
and women of the squadron responded 
professionally, preparing the MSIP-As for 
transfer to the Massachusetts Air National 
Guard’s 101st FS, closing down various 
squadron functions and tending to their 
families and personal needs during their 
reassignments.  I was promoted to be the 
32nd FG vice commander in September 
1993 and handed over the squadron to 
Lt Col Chris ‘Toper’ Tope who had the 
honour of being the last commander of the 
Wolfhounds.

The � rst � ve F-15A/Bs departed 
Soesterberg on October 13, 1993, headed 
for Otis ANG Base on Cape Cod, and the 
last three left amid the great fanfare of a 
Dutch-American ‘End of an Era’ ceremony 
on January 13, 1994.  Except for those 
slated for staff or command colleges, I was 
very proud of the fact I was able to obtain 
� ying assignments for all the pilots I had 

commanded – no one had to go 
to a desk job or drive a jeep (be 
a forward air controller).  There 
were no ‘have nots’ while I was in 
charge of the squadron.

My wife Annie and I departed 
Europe with a sense of pride 
that I had done my bit to help 
win the Cold War.  We boarded 
the Queen Elizabeth 2 in France 
and sailed home much like the 

victorious GIs of World War Two.  After Air 
War College I was promoted to full colonel 
and was privileged to be the 33rd Fighter 
Wing’s vice commander at Eglin AFB, 
Florida.  But like almost all others lucky 
enough to have been a squadron boss, I’d 
already experienced the high point of my 
military career.

“for such a large fi ghter the F-15 
is nimble, light on the controls, 
and responded instantly to the 
pilot’s inputs. It was a viscerally 
exhilarating aeroplane to fl y!”
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A pair of Wolfhounds’ F-15Cs take off from Soesterberg.  Kees van der Mark
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I
t’s often said variety is the spice of life 
and that’s certainly been true for Air 
Atlantique and its � eet of Douglas DC-3 
Dakotas.  The company’s ‘Daks’ are 

perhaps best remembered for their airshow 
appearances, transporting enthusiasts to 
shows throughout the UK and carrying 
members of the public on pleasure � ights.  
But they also earned their keep hauling 
cargo, patrolling the coastline for oil spills 
and carrying out aerial surveys – even 
journeying as far a� eld as Africa on charter 
� ights.  

The Air Atlantique story began in 
September 1969 when Jersey resident Mike 
Collett formed General Aviation Services.  
Based at Jersey Airport, the company 

specialised in aircraft sales and air-taxi work 
using small twin-engined types.  Operating 
charter � ights to northern France, it began 
using the name Air Atlantique in 1974 to 
re� ect its Gallic associations.

The name was not formally adopted, 
however, until March 1977, following the 
acquisition of two Dakotas (G-ANAF and 
G-AMCA) for cargo work.  The � rst freight 
service � ew on July 19, 1977 carrying a 
consignment of lobsters from Jersey to 
Morlaix in Brittany, France.  The Dakotas went 
on to operate cargo and livestock charters 
throughout Europe, North Africa and the 
Middle East.

In October Air Atlantique operated the 
� rst of a series of freight charters for the 
Ford Motor Company between Coventry and 
Cologne, leading to the establishment of a 
base at Coventry.

INTO AFRICA 
By 1982 the company had diversi� ed into 
passenger work, and in January a DC-3 � ew 
race officials and support personnel from 
Paris to Senegal for the Paris-Dakar Rally.  
The operation was repeated the following 
year, Dakota G-AMSV visiting exotic 
destinations such as Ouargla and El Goléa 
in Algeria and Korhogo in Ivory Coast during 
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AIR ATLANTIQUE DAKOTAS
DIVERSE OPERATIONS

Charles Woodley 
examines the career 

of Air Atlantique’s 
Dakotas, two of which 

remain in service 
with the company.

One of Air Atlantique’s two remaining Dakotas, G-AMPY, at the engineering base at Blackpool 
Airport in June 1983.  All photos Charles Woodley unless stated
One of Air Atlantique’s two remaining Dakotas, G-AMPY, at the engineering base at Blackpool 
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the course of its 21-day trip.  
Other work saw a Dakota in Africa used 

by Africair for � ights on behalf of Air Senegal 
(a contract that would run until April 1983), 
a charter to carry live mink from Aalborg, 
Denmark, to Cork, Republic of Ireland, and 
being hired by a businessman to � y a client 
to his company’s Christmas lunch – a hop 
of a mere 14 miles (22.5km).  By November 
1982, Air Atlantique had a � eet of eight 
Dakotas available for long-term or ad hoc 
charters.

The following year the company won 
a three-year Ordnance Survey mapping 
contract, which necessitated setting up a new 
operation, Atlantic Surveys, and recon� guring 
G-ANAF for this specialised work.  Meanwhile 

three Dakotas carried out newspaper 
delivery � ights to the Isle of Man and Belfast 
from Blackpool, where Air Atlantique had 
established an engineering base and usually 
kept a 36-seat passenger-con� gured Dakota 
for charter work.

Two aircraft were based at Newcastle 
operating night mail services to Liverpool 
� ve times a week and in November 1983 
Air Atlantique’s Dakotas were used by 
Elan International for overnight express 
parcel services between the UK, Ireland 
and the Benelux countries.  The � eet also 
undertook oil-rig support � ights, moved car 
components around Europe and offered 
pleasure � ights at airshows.

On June 6, 1984, G-AMPO operated a 

special day-trip charter � ight from Coventry 
to Normandy for D-Day veterans and the 
press on the 40th anniversary of the Allied 
landings.  Later that month all activities – 
apart from air-taxi � ights – were consolidated 
at a new base at Stansted.

ATLANTIC AIR TRANSPORT
In 1985 the � rm adopted the name Atlantic 
Air Transport and its � ve remaining Dakotas 
(three had been sold to Air Luton, along with 
the Post Office mail contract) transferred to 
Stansted to operate under the new identity – 
although the Air Atlantique name was still used 
for passenger charter operations.  The move 
proved short-lived, and in the summer of 1985 
they returned to Coventry Airport.  
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AIR ATLANTIQUE DAKOTAS
DIVERSE OPERATIONS

Above: Air Atlantique’s � eet of Dakotas 
have been used for a wide range of 
tasks during the company’s long 
association with the type – from 
transporting passengers and cargo 
to conducting oil spill response and 
aerial survey work.  AirTeamimages.com/
Derek Pedley

Left: Douglas DC-3 G-AMPO was still 
wearing the basic livery of her former 
operator, Eastern Airways, at Blackpool 
in October 1982.
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The Dakota � eet’s varied work during 
1986 included carrying a team of ITN 
television reporters, technicians, a portable 
broadcasting system and satellite dish from 
Luton to Sumburgh, in the Shetland Islands, 
and back.  The aircraft also took part in the 
distribution of the British Gas privatisation 
portfolio with � ights from Gatwick and 
Norwich to Jersey and Guernsey and from 
Stansted to Cardiff.  

In November, G-AMCA was unveiled in a 
new Air Atlantique grey, green and white livery, 
but without tail markings.  In the new year the 
airline held a competition among its customers 
to create a suitable design, which led to the 
eventual adoption of an osprey tail logo.  

Dakota G-AMPY was repainted in period 
Northwest Orient Airlines livery in 1987 for a 
� lm about the composer Dmitri Shostakovich 
and used in the ground sequences shot 
at Coventry.  It retained the livery for the 
airshow season when, together with G-AMSV, 
it operated day-trip airshow charters for 
enthusiasts from Coventry to Jersey, RAF 
Church Fenton, Beauvais (for the Paris Air 
Show), RAF Fairford and RAF Valley.  

POLLUTION CONTROL
The Dakota � eet increased to seven aircraft 
during 1987, a year when the airline was 

awarded a contract by the Department of 
Trade for marine pollution control � ights.  
The � ve-year agreement was later expanded 
to require up to seven aircraft on permanent 
standby at Coventry, Lydd and Inverness 
and for two of them to be converted to carry 
and drop detergent solution.  The � rst Dakota 
for the role was despatched to Wyoming 
in the US for the � tment of spray-bars and 
internal equipment.  

Despite its long-term commitment to the 
contract, Air Atlantique remained active in 
pleasure � ying and general charter.  For 
example, in August 1991 Dakota G-AMPZ 
operated from Aberdeen Airport for four 
days offering hourly sightseeing � ights over 
Tall Ships Race participants moored in the 
harbour.  Adults paid £25 for the 30-minute trip.

The following summer G-AMPZ and 
G-AMRA were still engaged on general 
charter work while G-AMPZ operated 
enthusiast charters to airshows, including a 
lengthy sortie from Coventry to the Erfurt Air 
Show in Germany in July.  Cargo charters 
by G-AMRA that month included carrying 
freight stranded at ports by a French lorry 
drivers’ blockade.  

In a notable � ight on March 18, 1993, 
G-AMPZ, in passenger con� guration, 
followed the last airworthy Avro Vulcan, 

XH558, from RAF Waddington, Lincolnshire, 
to Bruntingthorpe, Leicestershire, on what 
was thought at the time to be its � nal � ight.  

Nine Dakotas were in service in 
September that year, seven of them 
committed to oil-spill patrol and dispersal 
duties – the company claiming a “better 
than 97% despatch reliability” for the aircraft 
engaged in the work.  The other two retained 
their Public Transport-category Certi� cates 
of Airworthiness, so they could still be used 
for passenger and cargo charters.  

ATLANTIC GROUP
A restructuring of the organisation in the mid-
1990s – under the Atlantic Group umbrella 
title – included the creation of Atlantic Cargo, 
responsible for freight services; Atlantic 
Airways, covering passenger operations; and 
Atlantic Reconnaissance, which conducted oil 
pollution patrols and other survey work.  

In 1996 two Dakotas were stationed at 
Inverness for marine pollution survey � ights 
under the management of Air Alba, another 
part of the Atlantic Group.  Meanwhile, the 
Air Atlantique Historic Flight was created 
to care for and operate types such as the 
Scottish Aviation Twin Pioneer and the de 
Havilland Rapide.  Another reorganisation 
in March 1998 grouped all passenger and 
cargo operations under the Atlantic Airways 
name, but pleasure � ights were still operated 
by Air Atlantique.  At the time the group still 
had eight Dakotas in service.  

Pleasure � ying and air display work kept 
Air Atlantique and its Dakotas in the public 
eye into the 21st century, the airline staging 
the Fifties Air Show at Coventry Airport 
in August 2000.  Pleasure � ights were 
conducted by G-AMPZ, now repainted in 
RAF Transport Command livery, and other 
aircraft in the company’s vintage � eet, with 
one of the highlights of the display a � ypast 
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Above: Three of Air Atlantique’s Dakotas 
– G-AMPY, G-AMRA and G-AMSV – at the 
Coventry Classic Air Show in 2003.  Key 
Collection

Left: Dakota G-AMRA at the International Air 
Tattoo at RAF Fairford in July 1991 wearing 
‘Empire Airways’ livery, applied for the � lming 
of an Agatha Christie story.

Below left: Current Air Atlantique Dak G-AMPY, 
in period Northwest Orient Airlines livery 
at the 1987 International Air Tattoo at RAF 
Fairford.
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by seven Dakotas (G-AMCA, G-AMHJ, G-AMPY, G-AMPZ, G-AMRA, 
G-AMSV and G-ANAF) in formation.

By the summer of 2003 the four airworthy Dakotas remaining in 
the � eet were all to be seen at the Coventry Classic Air Show over 
the weekend of May 31-June 1.  Pleasure � ights were offered by 
G-AMRA and a variety of other Air Atlantique types, and during the 
afternoon G-AMPY, G-AMRA and G-AMSV displayed in formation.

The following day G-AMRA, stripped of its passenger seats, 
carried car components on a four-hour � ight from Coventry to 
Gothenburg, Sweden.  It returned to Coventry the following afternoon 
and, speedily turned around, � ew a Coventry-Stavanger charter 
the same evening.  Late that night the Dakota returned as far as 
Prestwick and, after an overnight stay, positioned back to Coventry, 
having completed 14 hours of � ying in a two-day period.  

In July, Air Atlantique � ew a Dakota shuttle service between 
Kemble and RAF Fairford, carrying spectators to the Royal 
International Air Tattoo.  That summer the airline also ran enthusiast 
� ights to airshows at Duxford, Biggin Hill and RAF Waddington.   

The following July, Atlantic Airlines was the subject of a 
management buy-out.  The Air Atlantique Historic Flight was split off 
and became a separate entity called Classic Flight, with Mike Collett 
as its managing director.  

On December 16, 2007, G-AMRA, wearing Classic Flight titles, 
conducted a series of pleasure � ights at Coventry to commemorate 
the 72nd birthday of the DC-3 – but changes were in the wind that 
were to bring Dakota passenger � ying in the UK to a halt.  

For several years the two Public Transport-category Dakotas 
(G-AMPY and G-AMRA) had operated under a series of exemptions 
from EU rules granted by Britain’s Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), 
but on July 16, 2008 the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 
replaced the CAA as the UK’s designated airworthiness authority.  

To comply with EASA regulations the Dakotas would have to 
be � tted with such features as an in-� ight public address system, 
weather radar, cockpit voice recorders, emergency oxygen supplies 
and escape slides.  Their incorporation would not have been cost-
effective and so passenger operations ceased from midnight on July 
15, 2008 after G-AMPY operated the � nal � ight of Air Atlantique’s 
Dakota Farewell tour – which had offered pleasure � ights from 
air� elds around the UK over the previous � ve months.  But this may 
not be the end of this chapter of the story.

Air Atlantique currently operates two Dakotas which are based 
at Coventry: G-AMPY – a World War Two and Berlin Airlift veteran 
wears its former RAF livery and KK116 serial, and still has a static 
parachute line running the length of the cabin.  The other is Air 

Below: As part of Air Atlantique’s oil spill response contract 
G-AMYJ was converted to spray detergent.  Key Collection

Above: Dakotas assigned to the oil spill response contract were � tted 
with internal tanks to hold detergent for spraying on affected areas.  
Key Collection  

Below: A close-up of a spray-bar on the rear fuselage of a Dakota.  Key 
Collection
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Atlantique’s � rst Dakota, G-ANAF which, 
used to test radar systems for Racal and 
Thales, is painted in a striking red and black 
colour scheme.  Both aircraft were leased 
out to the East Midlands-based RVL Group 
for pollution patrol duties during the summer 
of 2014 and they remain on standby to 
perform spraying duties.

Air Atlantique is hoping in the long term 
to convert the Dakotas back to passenger 
con� guration in anticipation of once again 
gaining authorisation to use them for pleasure 
� ying.  Trevor Bailey, Air Atlantique’s Aviation 
Director, told Aviation News: “The current 
operational block on resuming passenger 
� ights is that both of our remaining aircraft 
continue to be on long-term lease as 
spray Daks for the Marine and Coastal 

Agency and are unlikely to be available for 
conversion back to passenger con� guration 
before the end of 2015.”  He added: “Given 
that status, there is little point entering a 
serious conversation with the CAA about 
requirements for resuming passenger � ights 
until we are much closer to getting them back 
without any ongoing spray Dak operational 
commitments.  That said the conversations 
we have had with the CAA in this regard in 
recent years have been positive.”

Air Atlantique is therefore hopeful that 
exemptions can be granted in the future 
similar to those formerly sanctioned by 
the CAA.  Although that day is some way 
off, it is just possible the public may get 
the opportunity to take to British skies in a 
Dakota once again.
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“By 1982 the company 
had diversifi ed into 
passenger work, 
and in January a 
DC-3 fl ew race 

offi cials and support 
personnel from Paris 
to Senegal for the 
Paris-Dakar Rally.”

Air Atlantique’s � rst Dakota, G-ANAF, 
displays the under-chin radome and 
extra aerials � tted for radar trials work.  
Classic Air Force

Above: World War Two veteran G-AMPY, 
displaying the RAF Transport Command 
livery the aircraft wore during the Berlin 
Airlift.  Special dispensation has been 
issued by the Civil Aviation Authority for 
her to carry her original RAF serial, KK116.  
Classic Air Force

Left: Douglas DC-3 G-AMSV at Air Atlantique’s 
Coventry base displaying ‘Pollution Control’ 
titles.  Key Collection
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LIGHTNING 
1954-2014
Book
Written by: 
Ian Black
Price: £39.99 
plus postage

This book is 
from Ian Black 
who is an ex-
Lightning pilot 
and esteemed 
photographer.  
He has published some fascinating information and excellent photos 
on the English Electric Lightning over the years.  

His back catalogue provides perhaps the de� nitive Lightning 
reference collection.

With this release he has produced a beautiful selection of 
Lightning photographs, the majority air-to-air and all from his own 
camera.  The book’s brief text consists of a foreword by Air Vice-
Marshal George Black, Ian Black’s father, himself a former Lightning 
pilot, and an introduction by Black junior.  Otherwise the pages carry 
only photographs, all beautifully reproduced and presented in an 
uncluttered design.

I was initially a little disappointed to � nd that none of the 
photographs were captioned.  Then I discovered a series of thumbnail 
images at the end of the book, in an index of photographs, each with a 
brief but adequate caption.  

A large-format landscape hardback of 128 high-quality pages, 
this book is one to be dipped into and enjoyed time and again.

Published by Firestreak Books; and available from 
www.� restreakbooks.com

AIR3: AVIATION 
PHOTOS 
AND FLIGHT 
EXPERIENCES
Book
Written by: Sam Chui 
and Charles Kennedy
Price: $29.99

The latest instalment 
of spectacular airliner 
photographs from 
globetrotting photographer 
Sam Chui includes a series 
of delightfully illustrated 
Trip Report essays by 
the photographer himself 
and Charles Kennedy, who will be known to many readers as a 
contributor to Aviation News.

The high standard of reproduction and careful design demonstrate 
the passion behind this book but it is perhaps the unusual angles on 
familiar subjects that are most engaging.  Sam Chui is a master of 
helicopter photography, hiring aircraft so that he is able to photograph 
well-known airports from the air, with spectacular results.

The 11 Trip Reports are based on country tours, others on 
individual aircraft and are a counterpoint to the 11 airports featured 
in the main photography.  The reports include North Korea, Saha’s 
Boeing 707 and African DC-9s are some of the subjects covered, 
while the airports photographed include Tehran’s Mehrabad 
International, London Heathrow and Sydney.

Some readers might prefer to have aircraft types described in every 
caption, but the supplied registrations should be sufficient to identify 
anything unfamiliar with an Internet search.  This unusual book is part 
� ne art, part letter home and well worth a look for airliner fans.

Published by Pixelium Company; ISBN9789881370907 and is 
available from www.pixelium.net and www.samchuiphotos.com SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE MK.IIA

1/32 model
Revell
Price: £22.99

Revell has 
released an 
all-new 1/32 
Spit� re Mk.IIa (kit 
no.03986) and it 
is impressive...
and very welcome 
considering the 
lack of kits of this variant in the scale.

Competitively priced at £22.99, it features excellent interior detail, 
with a well-appointed cockpit and re� ned instrument panel.  External 
panel lines are engraved and subtle, although the fuselage details 
and particularly the rivets might seem slightly over-accentuated to 
some.  However, this could easily be remedied by a coat of primer.  

There are two accuracy points that need addressing, though: the 
spinner, which is too pointed for the Rotol propeller used on most 
Mk.IIs, and the oil � lter, which is of the circular type � tted to the Mk.V, 
rather than the semi-circular unit for the Mk.II.  The colour schemes 
are as follows: 

P7849, QV-J, 19 Sqn RAF, Fowlmere, June, 1941
P7665, YT-L, 65 Sqn RAF, Kirton-in-Lindsay, July, 1941
www.revell.de/en

WARBIRD PINUP 
GIRLS – YANKS 
& ALLIES 2015
Calendar
Price: $22.00

The 2015 Pinup Girls 
calendar features 12 models 
photographed with 12 warbirds.  
Each month features a full-
page image of the model and 
aircraft, while the date page 
below includes a photograph 
of the warbird without model, 
along with the logo and web address of the organisation owning the 
aircraft.  The dates are marked with US-relevant events, as well as the 
more universal occasions, including Easter, St Patrick’s Day, and so on.

The photography is wonderful, as is the variety of aircraft and 
costumes worn by the models.  From January to December, featured 
aircraft are AT-11, Spit� re Mk IX, Mosquito, P-47 HUN HUNTER XVI, 
P-40, B-25, PT-26, T-6, P-47 WICKED WABBIT, Lancaster Mk X, Yak-
9 and Hurricane.

Published by Elysium Multimedia.
Available from www.warbirdpinups.com

YANK BOMBER BOYS IN NORFOLK – 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF THE 
USAAF IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR
Book
Written by: Peter W Bodle FRAeS
Price: £25.00

Compiled from the photographic collections 
of individual troops and station photographic 
sections, this unusual book gives a view of 
US Army Air Force operations in Norfolk.  The 
primary aviation fare is the Consolidated B-24 
Liberator, but a scattering of other types, 
US and RAF, appears, including a Bristol 
Beau� ghter, captioned on page 218 as a 
“British medium bomber”.  It is regrettable that some photographs 
appear to have suffered in quality from being reproduced beyond 
their scanned dimensions, rather than from being more than seven 
decades old.

The captions are generally weak, but sufficient to identify 
locations and the units depicted, although most readers will simply 
be absorbed in the photographs.  There are scenes of domesticity 
and regular air� eld life, as well as more harrowing images of crashed 
and, in some cases, burning bombers.  Those fortunate enough to 
live in or around Norfolk will enjoy the possibility of spotting a familiar 
air� eld, pub or other location.  This is a book to be dipped into at 
leisure, rather than read cover to cover.

Published by Fonthill Media; ISBN9781781553565, available from 
www.fonthillmedia.com

A CENTURY OF AIR WARFARE WITH NINE (IX) 
SQUADRON RAF – STILL GOING STRONG
Book
Written by: Gordon Thorburn
Price: £25.00

Given IX Squadron’s century of service – it formed 
as a Royal Flying Corps unit in December 1914 – 
author Gordon Thorburn begins his history with a 
look at the origins of bombing and airborne radio.  
The unit was a pioneer in both � elds.

The excellent narrative describes the 
squadron’s early and inter-war history in 
considerable detail, before the author embarks into an unusual 
presentation of its World War Two campaign.  A run through of aircraft 
types and operations might be expected – IX Squadron Lancasters 
may or may not have been responsible for causing Tirpitz to capsize 
in an attack � own alongside 617 Sqn, for example (opinions on which 
unit dropped the vital Tallboy depend on which squadron personnel 
one is talking to) – but instead the story is presented through the eyes 
of different aircrew and groundcrew.  The result is as engaging as it is 
informative. 

Through the Cold War, IX Squadron operated the Avro Lincoln and 
English Electric Canberra, before returning to Avro with the Vulcan.  The 
latter gave way to the Panavia Tornado as the unit once again took on 
a pioneering role, introducing the swing-wing strike aircraft into RAF 
service.  There are hair-raising accounts from crews involved in the 
Tornado’s � rst combat operations over Iraq in 1991 and coverage of 
subsequent action over the Balkans, Afghanistan and Libya.

All of the many photographs are reproduced in black and white, 
which is a pity given the many colour images of IX Squadron’s 
operations from more recent times.  Readers will notice that the Bristol 
Scout shown on page 18 is a Bristol Fighter and might puzzle at Litening 
being described as a radar defence pod rather than a targeting pod, but 
given the extent of the book’s coverage, these are minor criticisms.

Published by Pen & Sword Aviation; ISBN1783036346, available 
from www.pen-and-sword.co.uk

FROM SPITFIRE TO METEOR
Book 
Written by: Albert Horton
Price: £9.75 plus postage

Given the quality of reproduction of its black 
and white photographs and inconsistent 
typography, the self-published origins of this 
book are immediately apparent, but neither 
detracts from the excellence of its content, 
which essentially comprises the memoirs of 
Royal Air Force � ghter pilot Albert Horton.

Horton graduated onto the Supermarine Spit� re in June 1949, 
after training on the de Havilland Tiger Moth and North American 
Harvard.  Moving on from the Merlin-engined Mk 16, he accumulated 
the majority of his Spit� re hours on the PR.Mk 19 and FR.Mk 18, 
both of them Griffon engined.  Photographic reconnaissance became 
his speciality and Horton was posted to the Middle East with 208 
Squadron.

His was a fascinating time, for the RAF was transitioning to jets 
and he made the change from piston power to the Gloster Meteor 
FR.Mk 9, gleefully noting that he � ew faster in a Spit� re than he was 
permitted to in the Meteor.  Horton gives engaging recollections of 
� ying in the relative freedom of the immediate post-war world and the 
excitement of service life.

This is a book written by someone who was there, and his 
passion for � ying and the Spit� re in particular, shines through.  
Although it repeats a couple of photographs and would bene� t from 
tighter editing in places, this modest book is recommended as an 
engaging, illuminating and entertaining read.

Published by Robert Davies; ISBN9781291969085, available from 
www.lulu.com

OSPREY AIRCRAFT OF THE ACES 
– SPITFIRE ACES OF NORTHWEST 
EUROPE 1944-45
Book
Written by: Andrew Thomas
Price: £13.99

This new title from Osprey is number 122 in its 
acclaimed Aircraft of the Aces series and the 
fact that it is written by RAF authority Andrew Thomas, with cover 
artwork by Mark Postlethwaite and colour pro� les by Chris Thomas, 
all under the careful editorial guidance of Tony Holmes, will add up to 
recommendation enough for many readers.

For those not familiar with Aircraft of the Aces, this would be an 
excellent � rst volume.  Dealing with the Supermarine Spit� re in its 
last year of service over Northwest Europe, it abounds with artwork, 
photographs and � rst-hand accounts set into Andrew Thomas’s 
authoritatively researched narrative.  The beautifully rendered pro� les 
– 36 altogether – illustrate Mks VB, VII, IX and XVI, and are complete 
with extensive captions.  An appendix detailing individual pilot scores, 
a bibliography and comprehensive index round off another superb 
package from Osprey.

Published by Osprey Publishing Ltd; ISBN9781782003380, 
available from www.ospreypublishing.com
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M
ilitary tension raised by seven 
months of hostilities in Ukraine 
has inevitably evoked memories 
of the Cold War.

The USSR was regarded by the West as 
a potential adversary during the period that 
arguably ran from the end of World War Two 
to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991.  
Advance notice of hostile actions was crucial, 
yet for almost 20 years the airborne early 
warning (AEW) component of UK air defence 
relied on an antiquated aircraft, the Avro 
Shackleton AEW.2, whose origins could be 
traced back to the World War Two Lancaster.

Originally designed by Sir Roy Chadwick 
as a long-range maritime patrol aircraft, the 

Shackleton � rst � ew on March 9, 1949 and 
remained in service until 1991, with 185 
aircraft being built.  The Hawker Siddeley 
Nimrod MR.1 began to replace it in 1969, but 
in 1972 with the withdrawal from service of 
the Royal Navy’s large aircraft carriers and 
its Fairey Gannet AEW.3s, RAF Shackleton 
MR.2s (rather than the fatigue-plagued 
MR.3s) were modi� ed to take over the AEW 
role for the � eet.  The MR.2 was selected 
in preference to the later MR.3 as the high 
operating weights of the latter resulted in a 
pair of Armstrong-Siddeley Viper jet engines 
being � tted in the rear of the outboard 
nacelles.  It had had an adverse impact on 
airframe fatigue life.

The Gannet’s AN/APS-20 radars were 
used in World War Two, having been 
transferred from Royal Navy Douglas AD-4 
Skyraiders, and they were now reinstalled in 
the AEW.2s (re-designated from MR.2 for the 
new role).  The Shackleton AEW.2 entered 
service on January 1, 1972 – a 1950s-era 
aircraft � tted with a 1940s radar!  It had 
been decided that 8 Sqn would operate the 
AEW.2s and the unit was re-formed at RAF 
Kinloss, Moray though in late 1973 moved to 
the nearby RAF Lossiemouth.

A Shackleton would be despatched to 
� y what was called a ‘Barrier’ – an oval 
racetrack pattern around a nominated point 
to provide long distance early-warning cover.  
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SHACKLETON 
RAF COLD WAR AEW

The Shackleton AEW.2 played a pivotal role in defending the 
UK during the Cold War, providing airborne early warning from 
1972 to 1991.  Hugh Trevor talked to two aircrew, a pilot and 
tactical coordinator, about their experiences on the aircraft.
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Either a ground-based � ghter controller or 
one of the crew on the Shackleton directed 
the � ghters onto the target of interest, which 
were usually Soviet air force or navy aircraft 
referred to as ‘Zombies’.  

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING
Flt Lt (later Sqn Ldr) Mal Murdoch � ew 2,500 
hours on Shackletons with 8 Sqn from 1980 to 
1985.  The squadron originally had 12 aircraft, 
reduced to six after defence cuts in 1981.  

Mal recalls: “I wasn’t a volunteer for the 
Shack, when I arrived I thought I’d joined the 
Battle of Britain Memorial Flight.  I’d managed 
to avoid going to Shackletons when I trained 
as a � ight engineer in 1972.  Then I went 

through pilot training, � ying Jet Provost T.5s, 
and then I got slower – most people get faster 
– I went to Jetstreams, Shackletons and then 
I went to Bulldogs at CFS [Central Flying 
School].  Then there was a rumour we were 
going to get airships for AEW, and I thought 
I’m de� nitely the man for that!  Fortunately, I 
went to the AWACS instead.

“AEW was the primary role of the 
Shackleton, with SAR secondary.  AEW 
Shackletons were the low-level adjunct to 
UKADGE [UK Air Defence Ground-radar 
Environment], as they couldn’t see low � iers.  
We’d be positioned at a strategic point to 
provide maximum low-level detection.  We’d 
also provide long range early warning for the 

� eet, work on exercise with carriers in the 
North Sea and do weather checks for the 
Sea Harriers, with whom we developed a 
strong bond.  Sometimes we’d approach the 
Norwegian coast and occasionally land and � y 
the odd mission from Bodø or Gardermoen.  
At other times Buccaneers, also based 
at Lossiemouth [12 and 208 Squadrons], 
attacked ships using our radar picture.  

“Mostly we worked with air defence 
Phantoms and Lightnings, us spotting 
tracks and relaying the air picture by voice, 
usually on HF radio to the aircraft and Sector 
Operations Centres [SOCs] at RAF Buchan 
[Aberdeenshire], Boulmer [Northumberland] 
or Neatishead [Norfolk] to update the 
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Far left: Flt Lt (later Sqn 
Ldr) Mal Murdoch.  via Mal 
Murdoch

Left: Flt Lt Ken Moore in the 
Shackleton’s galley.  via Ken 
Moore

Main photo: Shackleton 
AEW.2s of 8 Sqn at RAF 
Lossiemouth, Moray provided 
airborne early warning for 
the UK during almost two 
decades during the Cold War.  
Geoff Lee/Planefocus
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ground radar environment.  This 
was known as Cross-Tell.  The 
Lightnings and Victor tankers 
stayed pretty close together due 
to the former’s short range.  

“We would often exercise 
with the Lightnings when they 
were based in Cyprus on APC 
[Armament Practice Camp, 
to hone their gunnery skills].  
Student Lightning pilots practised 
their attacks using the Shack as 
a large slow-moving target, then 
later in the exercise a student 

would be tasked as our defender and he’d 
be weaving around behind us trying not 
to overtake.  A QWI [Quali� ed Weapons 
Instructor] in another Lightning would 
then try and attack us, coming in at high 
speed, while we had a second QWI in our 
astrodome telling us which way to go, left or 
right, which was great sport.”  

AN/APS-20 RADAR
The antiquated AN/APS-20 radars used 
on the Shackleton proved a challenge 
for the crew to operate.  “The radar was 
very powerful, 1 megawatt (compared to 

the 1 kilowatt cloud/collision radar in the 
Airbus I now � y), and we sat on top of it,” 
explained Mal.  “In the climb it took about 
10-15 minutes to warm up the magnetrons, 
they’d be brought up slowly otherwise the 
radar wouldn’t work.  The Rolls-Royce 
Griffon engines didn’t have constant speed 
units so we’d have to run them at a speci� c 
speed, 2,175rpm, for the AC generators on 
numbers three and four engines to work 
and power the radar, which reduced the 
range.  However, if necessary we could 
run one engine at 2,175 and switch on the 
inverter, that enabled us to power down 
the other three to 1,600rpm and � y for 12 
hours or more – which was a long time in an 
immersion suit, but you eventually got used 
to it.  
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Above: The Shackleton mission crew seen 
looking forward along the fuselage.  The 
second crew member is Flt Lt Ken Moore in 
the TACO’s ‘Bravo’ seat just beyond the main 
spar.  via Ken Moore

Right: A photo of 8 Sqn in 1981.  RAF 

Below: Shackleton AEW.2 WR963 shows 
off the bomb bay used to deliver liferafts 
and other rescue equipment during SAR 
missions.  Hugh Trevor

Below: Lightning F.6 XS903 guarding 
Mal Murdoch’s Shackleton over Cyprus.  
Mal Murdoch
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“The radar had quite good capability 
against aeroplanes with big propellers, like 
Bears, but against more modern jets with 
slimmer profiles it struggled.  Our most 
economical altitude was about 4-5,000ft.  
Basically the higher we flew the further 
we could see, but there were limitations 
depending on fuel and time available.  We 
usually controlled aircraft up to 80 miles 
away, dependent on weather conditions, 
height, and so on.”  

QRA
One of the Shackleton’s roles was to support 
Quick Reaction Alert (QRA) and they would 
often be scrambled to help intercept Soviet 
aircraft.  “We held QRA for AEW on two 
hours’ standby, so not exactly quick reaction,” 
continued Mal.  “We could be at home and 
then be brought into the squadron.  We’d 
get early warnings from the Norwegians 
that Russian Bears, Badgers or Bison 

were coming round the corner [over the 
top of Norway] into the North Sea or North 
Atlantic, so we’d come up to various states 
of readiness and then get airborne.  The 
Barrier position might cover the Iceland-
Faroes gap, which was a three-hour transit.  
We usually stayed below 8,000ft as we 
weren’t pressurised, but on QRA I once flew 
up to 24,000ft, using oxygen, when chasing 
a Bear.  The fighters and tankers would be 
at about 30,000ft.  

“At the height of the Cold War we might 
be called out once a week.  Sometimes 
Badgers and Bison would come down the 
North Sea and photograph the oil rigs.  

“I take my hat off to the guys down the 
back, controlling on radar scopes only seven 
inches in diameter – it seemed a black art 

to me.  The cathode ray screens had no 
afterglow so they used a yellow chinagraph 
pencil to mark a blip, wait until the radar 
went round and mark it again if it had 
moved, producing a chain of dots.  It was all 
very rudimentary.”  

THE MISSION CREW
Mal said: “It was a nine or ten-man crew; two 
pilots, a flight engineer, a navigator and the 
mission crew of five or six, which included 
a ‘radio nav’ who kept a log of contacts 
detected and R/T transmissions, a TACO 
[tactical coordinator] in charge of the radar 
team, plus a fighter controller and three 
operators to monitor the tracks on the three 
scopes.  The off-duty operator would be in the 
galley making food and drinks for the crew.”  

Flt Lt Ken Moore was the TACO on Mal’s 
crew (Shackleton crews were put through 
training together and Ken also served on 8 
Sqn from 1980 to 1985), and takes up the 

story:  “QRA was the raison d’être of the 
Shack, mind games, you against them.  It 
was for us to detect the Bears etc., and then 
to direct the fighters on to them.  Initially 
the mission crew was entirely composed 
of navigators, including myself, with the 
occasional AEO (Air Electronics Officer), 
but then fighter controllers were brought in; 
now on the AWACS the majority are fighter 
controllers.  

“Facing to port were the three radar 
stations, labelled A, B and C from left to 
right.  The TACO sat in the middle Bravo 
seat and once he got a mission the aircraft 
was his to control.  [He would say:] ‘I want 
the aircraft this high, pointing that way, then 
I want to go round here’.  The pilot’s job was 
to put the aircraft where he wanted it.  The 

fighter controller sat next to the TACO at the 
Alpha screen.  The controller spoke to the 
fighters and the TACO told him what to do 
with them.  The guy on the Charlie screen 
was marking the dots and telling ground 
what the picture was.  If more fighters came 
up, the TACO could take them himself, and 
if we were really busy all three could be 
controlling, and not report the picture back to 
ground.  So we were adaptable.

“As TACO, I’d have a map of the northern 
North Sea on two A4 sheets of paper and an 
eight inch piece of knee-pad plastic, which 
had a scale indicating in hours the distance 
travelled by a Shack (at 220kts) on one edge 
and the equivalent for a Bear (at 360kts) 
on the other.  On the reverse was a ruler 
in miles as per the scale on the map.  The 
ground radar station at Buchan would tell 
us the last position and time for the Bears 
and I plotted their position and worked out 
an intercept.  We’d climb to 8,000ft and go 

flat out and then loiter so we could pick them 
up – although they usually detected us much 
earlier.  They’d often fly towards us because 
they knew that in the centre of my radar 
screen I had a sea return [due to breaking 
waves] the size of an orange, where I could 
see nothing – so I could basically just see 
from 50 to 200 miles.  

“As soon as we saw the Bears we’d turn 
in the direction they were going, go flat out 
and start descending because that made 
the orange reduce to the size of a tangerine.  
However they would overtake and go 
into our overhead, and if they were clever 
they’d turn and come out of our overhead 
in a different direction or split up, as they 
always flew as a pair.  As they flew out of our 
‘tangerine’ we’d start climbing again to 
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“The fastest I flew was 260kts when we were chasing a Bear;  
the engineer was jumping up and down as he thought  

the cowlings were going to come off!”

The AEW role was transferred from the Shackleton AEW.2 to the Boeing E-3D Sentry in 1991.  Geoff Lee/Planefocus
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increase radar range and track them for as 
long as possible.  That’s if they were going 
to Cuba.  If they were on exercise, dropping 
buoys or whatever, we had to hunt them and 
decide which one to pursue, what to do with 
our � ghters and so on.  I loved it.”

SEARCH AND RESCUE
While the Nimrod MR.1 (and later MR.2) 
was the primary � xed-wing SAR platform, 
the Shackletons of 8 Sqn continued to 
provide support in that role.  Mal explained: 
“To practise our secondary role of search 
and rescue we were cleared down to 100ft 
over the sea to drop our air-sea rescue gear, 
which we usually did from 140ft at 140kts, 
and for the guys to take photographs of 
ships from the beam.  

“We enjoyed practising SAR.  We’d book 
a danger area to ourselves off the coast, 
� y around and drop things out of the bomb 
bay – � ame � oats, which lasted about � ve 
minutes, and marine markers, smoke � ares 
which lasted about an hour, both being 
ignited by contact with the sea.  At night 
we’d use parachute � ares – climb to 10,000ft 
to release them, then dive beneath as the 

sea was lit up.   Launchers down the side 
� red 1.75in illuminating � ares which burnt 
for three seconds, so we’d set them to � re 
off every 1.5 seconds.  The smell of cordite 
down the back was like something from the 
gun-deck of HMS Victory.”  

The Shacks carried lifeboats in the 1950s 
because the bomb doors had been removed.  
Three decades later, Lindholme Gear, 
comprising three big yellow tubes and a ten-
man dinghy in a container roped between 
two supply containers was used.  The wind 
direction was found via � ame � oats and 
the equipment was dropped just upwind of 
survivors to drift down to them.  The dinghy 
in� ated on hitting the water and the supply 
containers with food, water and protective 
clothing drifted around the survivors and 
encircled them.

Mal continued: “One night in January 
as we were returning from a mission, the 
rescue Sea King asked if we could provide 
some illumination, they were looking for a 
trawlerman who had fallen overboard near 
Buckie, on the Moray Firth coast.  When the 
parachute � ares ran out we � ew over the top 
of the helicopter and started pumping out 
the 1.75in � ares, which they [the helicopter 
crew] thought were fantastic.  Then they 
ran out too, so we radioed the guys at base 
to get all the � ares out of the other aircraft 
while we returned to Lossie to pick them up.  

In all we must have dropped about 300.  It 
was an interesting night, but unfortunately 
the trawlerman wasn’t found.  The chances 
of survival in January in the Moray Firth are 
pretty slim, so it was a sad ending.”

DEPLOYMENTS
The Shackletons’ overseas deployments 
were limited and very often challenging as 
Mal recalls:  “We didn’t get deployed much – 

Cyprus, Gibraltar and Iceland mainly.  We’d 
normally go to Ke� avik for about a week in 
winter so the weather was dreadful, � y a 
mission on the way up, � y one mission if we 
were lucky with the weather and then � y back.

“We worked with USAF Phantoms at 
Ke� avik, they were good, a lot of them 
were Air National Guard; later they had 
F-15s.  The [US] AWACS crews hosted us.  
A few of their guys had previously � own 
EC-121 Warning Stars, modi� ed Lockheed 
Constellations, but now that the AWACS had 
replaced them there wasn’t really anything 
we could offer.  It was more of a social 
occasion than operational; they looked on 
the Shacks as a bit of an anachronism.  

“Money was tight; I don’t recall many 

upgrades during my time.  We still used 
crystal sets for the ILS [Instrument Landing 
System]; you couldn’t dial up the frequency.  
If we were going to Akrotiri and then 
Sigonella the engineer would have to get the 
right crystals out and re-crystallise the sets.  
On the radar they added an Airborne Moving 
Target Indicator (AMTI) which was supposed 
to reduce clutter but it didn’t work very well.

“On top of the fuselage was the Orange 
Harvest radar warning receiver, it looked like 
a big spark plug and if a � ghter locked us up 
it gave a display on a three inch cathode ray 
tube above the Charlie operator’s position.  
To change the bandwidth the head had to be 
unbolted and a different one attached, but 
as far as I’m aware that never happened.  I 
think we realised we were expendable in 
the old ‘Shacklebomber’ force, which was 
why we had great affinity with the Lightning 
squadrons.  Their kit was antiquated and so 
was ours, so we had to work very hard to get 
the best out of it.  The F-4s were lucky, their 
kit usually worked properly!”  

FLYING A FOUR-ENGINED 
TAILDRAGGER
“The Shack’s performance wasn’t great, 
Gibraltar to Lossiemouth was about ten and 
a half hours at 150kts, but if it was hot and 
you were full of fuel you’d have to take-off in 
the cool of the night to avoid landing at St 
Mawgan to refuel,” Mal said.  

“On take-off you’d give a big push forward 
on the column at 70kts to get the tail up 
then, depending on weight, it would get 
airborne at about 120kts.  Landing was 
about 112kts and 153kts was our maximum 
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RED CAN – PLAYING A DEFECTOR
During Tactical Evaluations (TacEvals) the 
Shackletons would be assigned to Operation Red 
Can where they played defecting Russian aircraft.  
“We had Russian speakers on board, and I used to 
babble in Welsh occasionally just to confuse things,” 
revealed Ken.  “One time we landed at an American 
base where they took things very seriously and 

gave my mate Steve a full search, including 
‘cavities’!  He didn’t volunteer for that again.  
‘Defectors’ could be uncertain of the reception 
they’d get so might want to get away; one guy in the 
crew took his own push-bike with him.  Sometimes 
we had a ‘casualty’ on board and some guys took it 
to extremes with the realism.”

Shackleton AEW.2 WR965, which was involved in an accident on April 30, 1990.  All ten crew 
were lost when it struck the ground about 30ft below the summit of a cloud-covered 823ft hill 
on the Isle of Harris in the Outer Hebrides.  Ian Black

Lossiemouth-based Shackleton AEW.2 WR790 of 8 Sqn visiting Waddington in May 1990.  
AirTeamImages.com/Keith Blincow
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range speed.  The fastest I � ew was 260kts 
when we were chasing a Bear; the engineer 
was jumping up and down as he thought 
the cowlings were going to come off!  It 
was extremely noisy as you were 4ft from 
a contra-rotating propeller and the exhaust 
from a Griffon 32 lit piston engine.  

“The groundcrew loved working on them 
and did us proud, they kept them going 
years after they should have been scrapped.  
The engines were at the end of their lives 
and had water-methanol injections to give 
more power which didn’t do them much 
good.  Engine failures were fairly common, 
so we didn’t get too excited about them.  

“The single hydraulic system had no 
failure warning; the � rst sign was a draught 
around your ankles as the bomb doors 
sagged open.  The � rst item on the failure 
checklist was to check the windscreen wiper, 
which needed 3,000psi, so if the wiper 
didn’t work you knew you had a problem.  
However, the landing gear could be blown 
down using a nitrogen cylinder.

“Despite all that, � ying the aeroplane was 
great, it was a challenge, the � ying controls 

were manual and you really had to work 
hard.  I’d never � own a tail-dragger before or 
a piston-engined aircraft so � ying a four-
engined tail-dragger was quite exciting close 
to the ground, particularly in crosswinds.  For 
� ghter jocks the landing was just something 
you did at the end of the � ight, but for us it 
was quite a big deal.”

AND SO TO AWACS
The AEW role transferred to the Boeing 
E-3D Sentry AEW1 at Waddington on July 
1, 1991.  It is still 8 Sqn which performs the 
role today.

“The Shack was a very good breeding 
ground for young navigators who’d passed 
the course but needed to mature,” said Ken.  

“You’d be put on a multi-crew aircraft like 
Vulcan, Victor or Shackleton, with someone 
to keep an eye on you.  The carrot was that 
if you did well you’d go on to fast jets, which 
happened to several of us.  I went on to 
Phantoms and Tornado F3s and � nally left 
the service in 2013 after 14 years on the 
E-3D AWACS.”

Mal was involved in the set-up of the 
E-3D force at Waddington and left the RAF in 
1993.  He believes his time on the Shackleton 
provided the perfect training.  “They took 
quite a few guys from 8 Sqn on to the Nimrod 
AEW.3 development team to try to get it into 
service,” he said.  “Then when they signed 
up for the AWACS E-3D Sentry instead of 
the Nimrod, they took more people from 
the squadron, and those who had recently 
left, and sent us to � y the NATO AWACS at 
Geilenkirchen, West Germany in 1989.

“Looking back, the Shackleton provided an 
aviation education that would be hard to � nd 
in the current technological environment.  No 
navigators or � ight engineers today, only GPS 
and diagnostic computer programmes.  You 
could say, we learnt about � ying from that.”

A Shackleton AEW.2 displaying the sheathed Arabian dagger insignia of 8 Sqn.  Key Collection
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The large AN/APS-20 radar and 
contra-rotating propellers gave the 

Shackleton a unique look.  Key Collection

“...when I arrived 
I thought I’d joined 
the Battle of Britain 
Memorial Flight.”
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liveries, a lot of low-cost airlines as well 
as widebody traffic from Europe and 
Asia. The programme was filmed from 
locations right around the touchdown 
zone with great views of the Las Vegas 
skyline in the background!
Region-Free Blu-Ray Disc, 
Running time: 202 minutes.ONLY

£19.49
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Region-free Blu-Ray, 
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commentary from real-life A7 pilots! 
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Running time 60 minutes.
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Osaka Airports Spectacular DVD
Join AirUtopia and discover 
what makes Osaka a true 
aviation paradise for both the 
passionate enthusiast and the 
casual observer. The dual airport 
system of Itami and Kansai offers 
extensive viewing facilities that 
are simply some of the best in 
the world. 
Region-free DVD, 
Running time 90 minutes.

Aviation News binder
Keep your Aviation news collection 
in pristine condition with these 
high-quality binders. Each binder 
will hold up to 12 editions of your 
favourite aviation magazine. 

New York JFK 
Classic Airport DVD

Journey back in time to America’s 
most famous airport - NEW YORK 
JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT! 
AirUtopia takes you back to the 
early 1980s for a glimpse at the 
classic airlines and airliners that 
helped make JFK one of the 
greatest airports in the history of 
aviation! 
Region-Free DVD. 
Running time: 60 minutes. 

Code: DVD318 Code:ANBINDER

ORDER VALUE
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United Airlines Boeing 777-200 
DVD

United Airlines carries more than 
87 million passengers a year on 
2300 daily flights with more than 
600 aircraft. United was the launch 
customer for the Boeing 777 on 
15 October 1990 and became the 
first airline in the world to introduce 
the 777 into commercial service 
on 7 June 1995 from Washington 
Dulles to London Heathrow. 
Region-free DVD, 
Running time 125 minutes.

ONLY
£18.49

F-14 Cockpit DVD
A Are you ready to go where few 

have been before? Join AirUtopia 
onboard an F-14 during a real 
wartime mission! Enjoy low 
level flights up to Mach 2 over 
desert and mountain terrain from 
carrier takeoff to carrier landing! 
Experience the view from an 
F-14 during taxi and take off and 
experience barrel rolls.
Region-free DVD. 
Running time 70 mins.

Code: DVD311

RIAT 2013 Collector’s 
Edition DVD

One of the first widebody airliners, 
the DC-10 features three engines 
with the centre engine positioned in 
the vertical tail. Although not a new 
design, hundreds are still in daily 
service around the globe and safely 
deliver both passengers and freight. 
Featuring a massive 38 high-quality 
worldwide liveries spread over 15 
model variations, the DC-10 is a 
great addition to the F-lite range. 
Region-free DVD,
Running Time: 
183 minutes

Code: DVD569
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B
ack in the summer of 2004 the 
smoke trail of Belavia’s Tupolev 
Tu-134s and Tu-154s arriving and 
departing at Gatwick were a regular 

sight on their three times a week service 
from Minsk, but as the Belarusian airline has 
modernised its � eet with Boeing 737s and 
Embraer 175s and 195s the chance to � y on 
a Soviet-era Tu-154 has diminished.  

In March a fellow enthusiast told my 
cousin and I that Belavia was planning to 
operate a Tupolev Tu-154M on the scheduled 
Minsk-Warsaw route in June.  

I had recently been looking into � ying 
on the type, expecting to � nd numerous 

examples to � t the bill, yet to my surprise I 
struggled to � nd many.  Even Belavia was 
using them only as spare aircraft and on 
routes where noise regulations allowed them.

Further investigations and a thorough 
search of Belavia’s website showed just one 
return service featuring the TU5 code relating 
to the Tu-154M – � ight B2895 on June 7.  

Doing some more digging we came 
across Merlintour; a Belarusian company 
offering an aviation trip that featured the 
Tupolev Tu-154M � ight.  The three-day tour 
was to originate in Warsaw and involved 
� ying on the Tu-154M to Minsk where 
enthusiasts would have the chance to 

experience pleasure � ights on a Ruby Star 
Ilyushin Il-76 and Antonov An-12PB plus a 
Genex An-26 before returning to Warsaw on 
the trijet on June 9.

We discussed the trip with Merlintour 
and were offered the chance to create a 
bespoke trip.  It included return � ights to 
Minsk from Gatwick and the opportunity 
to � y on the Tu-154M as it headed down to 
Warsaw to collect the main tour party before 
returning to the Belarusian capital.  The deal 
also incorporated two nights in Minsk.  With 
our trip booked, we visited the Belarusian 
embassy in London to buy a double entry 
transit visa for our 48-hour stay.

TUPOLEV Tu-154 EXPERIENCE

Matt Wise recently fl ew on board a Belavia Tupolev Tu-154M.  
Here he recounts his trip on this classic Soviet airliner.

Below: Tupolev Tu-154M EW-85703 on the ramp at Minsk National Airport awaiting its next � ight.  All photos Matt Wise unless stated
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TUPOLEV Tu-154
An impressive 1,026 Tu-154s were built 
between 1968 and 2009.  Aero� ot took the 
� rst deliveries in 1970, beginning passenger 
services in 1972, with the � nal example 
handed over to the Russian Defence Ministry 
in 2013.  Despite the large number produced, 
only a few operators use them today.  They 

include Alrosa Mirny Air Enterprise (seven), 
Air Koryo (two), Gazpromavia (four), Kaz Air 
Trans (one), Kazaviaspas (one), Kosmos 
Airlines (two), Tajik Air (two), Tatarstan 
Airlines (two) and Belavia (four).  

Belavia, formed by the Belarusian 
Government in 1996, started with 24 Tu-
154s � ying from Minsk and Gomel.  It now 
runs a more westernised � eet made-up of 
Boeing 737s, Bombardier CRJ200s and 
Embraer 175s and 195s as well as the 
company’s four remaining Tu-154Ms.  One of 
the latter, EW-85815, is operated by the VIP 
division of the Government of Belarus and is 

sometimes used by the country’s president 
Alexander Lukashenko.  The remaining three, 
EW-85703, EW-85748 and EW-85741 are 
in regular passenger use.  We � ew on EW-
85741, which was built in 1992 and originally 
delivered to Aero� ot.  Belavia purchased it 
from ELK Estonian in 1998 and it has served 
with its present owner ever since.  

BOARDING
Our departure from a gloomy Minsk National 
Airport was scheduled for 09:40 and with 
other enthusiasts, who had arranged to � y 
on the outbound leg, we were collected from 
our hotel and taken to the airport to check-in 
alongside the � ight’s regular passengers.  The 
terminal at Minsk is pleasant landside with 
a few shops and a relatively modern feel, 
however, once airside, the duty-free shopping 
and gate areas are rather cramped.

The short walk from the gate to the aircraft 
provided some excellent photo opportunities.  

Window seating was allocated to everyone 
on the tour and we chose row 24 towards 
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TUPOLEV Tu-154 EXPERIENCE

Above: The author’s � ight lands at Warsaw 
on June 7.  Belavia uses its Tu-154M � eet 
sparingly following the airline’s acquisition of 
more modern types.  AirTeamImages.com/Jan 
Ostrowski

Left: Unlike most short-haul airliners the 
Tu-154 also has a door for boarding midway 
down the fuselage.

Below: Walking out to the aircraft, passengers 
get a close look at the Tupolev Tu-154M.  
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the back of the aircraft to make the most of the 
view from behind the wing and fully experience 
the sound of the aircraft’s engines.  

We settled into our seats and shortly 
afterwards the Tu-154M’s Soloviev 
D-30KU-154 turbofans began to whir into 
life (on older Tu-154B variant’s less efficient 
Kuznetsov NK-8-2 engines were used).  The 
engines powered up a notch and their high-
pitched noise increased, a distinctive feature 
of older generation Russian jet airliners.  
Cabin crew offered passengers a tray of mint-
humbug sweets while the aircraft taxied out 
and then extra power was applied for take-off 
and we climbed into the sky.

IN FLIGHT
The onboard service offered snacks and 
non-alcoholic drinks during a very smooth 1hr 
10min journey.  During the � ight I got up to 
have a proper look around the cabin of EW-
85741, which is con� gured with all economy 
seating for 138 passengers.

Curiously, in the very back row on both 
sides there are old-fashioned wooden veneer 
cabinets between the window and seat, each 
containing an in� atable emergency escape 
slide, leaving two seats on each side as 

opposed to the usual three.
As the clouds cleared and we approached 

Warsaw I returned to my seat to enjoy the 
� nal moments of the � ight.  As the aircraft 
crossed the threshold I awaited the ‘bump’ 
of wheels on runway, but the landing was so 
gradual and smooth I hardly noticed that we 

had touched down.  Within a split second the 
reverse thrust was activated which produced 
an exhilarating noise from the engines. 

THE RETURN JOURNEY
Disembarking the aircraft offered enthusiasts 
another chance to take some more shots 
of the Tu-154M.  However, a security guard 
soon ushered us onto the bus to take us 
to the airport terminal.  By the time we 
passed security our � ight, B2896, which 
was scheduled for departure at 11:10, was 

already showing as boarding.  We hastily 
got to our gate and were bussed back out 
to the aircraft ready for the return journey to 
Minsk along with more enthusiasts who had 
joined the trip at Warsaw and the airline’s 
regular passengers.  The � ight was again 
very comfortable and over rather too quickly.  

We taxied in, the engines were shutdown 
and the group was permitted a quick visit to 
the cockpit with its distinctive turquoise fascia 
around the instruments common to Soviet-
era airliners.  While many of the enthusiasts 
continued to their next � ight on an An-12 
we headed outside to watch the remaining 
movements of the day.  

Belavia have been using the Tu-154Ms 
on charter routes this summer from Minsk 
to the Bulgarian cities of Bourgas and 
Varna and are expecting to do so again in 

2015.  The company intends to keep the 
type in operation until 2017-18.  Merlintour 
plans to offer enthusiasts another trip on a 
Tu-154M and other Soviet types between 
next May and June and hopes to have more 
information on this in the New Year.

Visit merlintour.by for details.

“The engines powered up a notch and their high-pitched noise increased, 
a distinctive feature of older generation Russian jet airliners.”
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Right: Tupolev Tu-154 EW-85741 is con� gured 
with an all-economy cabin in a 3-3 layout and 
138 seats.

Below: Ground staff in Warsaw ready EW-85741 for the return journey to Minsk.
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A-10 Supporter
It is a shame that the A10 ‘Warthog’, featured 
in your in-depth article in last month’s issue, 
is again threatened with retirement.  It has 
been updated for modern warfare and is more 
capable than ever.  When it was under threat 
earlier in its career after the end of the Cold 
War, its participation in the � rst Gulf War with 
Iraq in 1991 showed the aircraft’s true worth as 
it undertook a wide range of roles successfully.  
Such was its contribution that it won new 
admirers and received a reprieve.  The desert 
campaign proved that the aircraft could do 
more than its original purpose of destroying 
armour – had the Cold War turned hot.  

It seems to me that the aircraft is just as 
relevant today as it has ever been.  Ground 
attack aircraft have been much in demand in 
Afghanistan and more recently in Iraq once again.  
While I understand that the USAF has to ‘cut its 
cloth’ to � t its budget it is a pity that such a capable 
aircraft has to be sacri� ced.  The type has always 
been widely admired by troops for its close air 
support prowess and, bearing in mind those 
troops are usually from the US Army or Marine 
Corps, perhaps one of those services should 
consider adopting or funding the A-10 � eet?

Andrew Nicholson,
Leeds

A Supersonic Day
In response to our request for Concorde 
stories, Dave Pearce writes in with this:

In December 1988 my wife treated me 
to a Champagne lunch � ight on Concorde 
round the Bay of Biscay for my 40th birthday.  
On a rainy Sunday morning I set off for 
Manchester Airport, to catch the shuttle � ight 
to Heathrow.

After boarding the half-empty British 
Airways Boeing 757, I asked the steward if I 
could visit the cockpit.  He checked with the 
� ight crew and I was invited ‘up front’.  The 

crew pulled out the extra seat between them, 
gave me a set of headphones and strapped 
me in and I was allowed to stay in the cockpit 
for the landing at Heathrow.  What a start to 
the day!

My seat on Concorde was in row 2.  
Everyone on the � ight was invited to the 
cockpit, but as there was 100 people on 
board not everyone would get the chance to 
visit during the � ight.  The steward told me 
that if I went without the sweet from a lovely 
meal, with metal cutlery and a real glass for 

the champagne, I would have a bit longer in 
the cockpit.  So into the very cramped cockpit 
I went, with the extra captain doing a running 
commentary on Mach 2.  It was an amazing 
day.  The only downside was I forgot to get 
my certi� cate signed by the crew.

The British Airways crew on the Boeing 
757 and Concorde were brilliant and I can’t 
thank them enough for making my birthday a 
really special one.

Dave Pearce,
Wigan

AIR MAIL

British Eagle 
and its Britannias

After another excellent article last month 
featuring the Bristol Britannia, Charles 
Woodley gave us an insight into the early 
years of the aircraft’s development and entry 
into commercial service with the state-owned 
carrier BOAC (British Overseas Airways 
Corporation).  Mention was made of British 
Eagle International Airlines whose chairman 
and managing director was Harold Bamberg.  
Its Britannias played such an important part 
in the carrier’s development as a major player 
in the UK aviation scene that, even today, 
the mention of either the Britannia or British 
Eagle evokes strong memories from all 
concerned within the industry.

British Eagle and its predecessors in total 
operated 23 Britannias of various marks on 
domestic scheduled, overseas charter and 
freight services during the 1960s, and many 
a serviceman or migrant to Australia’s sunny 
shores found themselves on the airline’s aircraft.

British Eagle lost two Britannias in 

accidents, the � rst in February 1964 when 
G-AOVO Bonaventure crashed into Mount 
Glungezer in Austria while making an approach 
to Innsbruck with the loss of all souls on board.  
The second incident in April 1967 involved 
G-ANCG Trojan, which encountered problems 
after take-off from London Heathrow on a 
Ministry of Defence charter to Adelaide in 
Australia.  The aircraft was diverted to Manston 
in Kent for an emergency landing on a bed 
of foam and all passengers and crew were 
successfully evacuated.  The aircraft was 
eventually scrapped on site.

British Eagle ended operations on the 
evening of November 7, 1968 when Captain 
Adrian Bishop and his crew brought Britannia 
312 G-AOVG in from Rotterdam in the 
Netherlands after � ying from Paramaribo, the 
capital city of Suriname, South America on a 
passenger charter.  The aircraft parked outside 
the British Eagle maintenance base at London 
Heathrow to end a story of motivation and 
enterprise and one man’s dream to challenge 
the state-owned carriers.

Bob O’Brien, 
Liverpool

Write to Aviation News incorporating Classic Aircraft, Key Publishing, PO Box 100, 
Stamford, Lincs, PE9 1XQ, UK 

or e-mail dino.carrara@keypublishing.com, giving your full name and address.

The Editor reserves the right to edit all letters.

Welcome to the Aviation News 
incorporating Classic Aircraft letters 
page.  The writer of the Letter of the 
Month, Dave Pearce, will receive three 
DVDs: Vulcan: Spirit of Great Britain, 
Air Canada Airbus A330-300 and 
Mirage 2000-5.

LETTER 
OF THE MONTH

British Eagle International Airlines Britannia 312 G-AOVF at Heathrow in 1968.  Bob O’Brien Collection
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W
hen it comes to operating in the mountainous terrain 
of Canada’s west coast the DHC-5 Buffalo is still king.  
Despite dating back to the 1960s, the aircraft is tasked with 
providing the fixed-wing element of the Royal Canadian 

Air Force’s (RCAF’s) search and rescue (SAR) mission along Canada’s 
Pacific seaboard.  Its ability to operate in tight valleys, coupled with short 
take-off and landing (STOL) capabilities, makes it ideal for the task.

De Havilland Canada (DHC) had a long reputation for building 
robust STOL aircraft able to operate in austere conditions and it was 
only natural the manufacturer would enter into the tactical military 
transport market – but it was the US Army, rather than the RCAF, that 
played a leading role in the early development of the DHC-5 Buffalo. 

The company’s first foray into the military transport market began 
with the DHC-4 Caribou, which first flew in 1958.  A high-wing design 
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RCAF BUFFALO 
STILL ROAMING THE WEST COAST

The de Havilland  
Canada DHC-5 Buffalo  
has served the Royal  
Canadian Air Force  
for nearly 50 years.   

Barry D Smith  
assesses its career  
with the air force.
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with large flaps and sturdy landing gear, it was powered by two Pratt 
& Whitney R-2000 engines of 1,450hp each and featured a rear cargo 
ramp for quick loading and unloading of troops and cargo.  With an 
8,000lb (3,629kg) payload, it could carry 32 troops or two 4x4s or 
similar small vehicles.  The US Army took delivery of 159 DHC-4s, 
designated the C-7, in 1961 and they gave stellar service in Vietnam, 
operating from unimproved airstrips as short as 1,200ft (366m).

In early 1962 the US Army announced a request for a STOL 
tactical transport that could carry the same 10,000lb (4,536kg) 
payload as its Boeing Vertol CH-47A Chinook helicopter.  DHC’s 
response was the DHC-5 Buffalo, an enlarged DHC-4 powered by 
two turboprop engines.  The design won the competition and four 
were delivered to the US Army in 1965 for test and evaluation prior 
to a production contract.  Development costs were shared between 
DHC, the US Army and the Canadian Government.

However, inter-service rivalry killed the purchase of the DHC-5, 
which had been given the designation C-8 by the US military.  This was 
because, in 1966, an agreement was reached stating the US Army 
would operate no large fixed-wing aircraft while the US Air Force would 
not try to limit the number of helicopters operated by the army.  As a 
result, the C-8 became a USAF programme and none were ordered.

Nonetheless, two military variants were built, the DHC-5A and 
the DHC-5D, and deliveries made to several air forces around the 
world (the DHC-5B and C models were never produced but a civilian 
version was marketed as the DHC-5E).  In the end, 126 of all types 
were produced between 1965 and 1986. 

CANADIAN ORDER
The RCAF ordered 15 DHC-5As, designated CC-115, in late 1964.  
Deliveries began in 1967 and were completed by 1968.  The Buffalo is 
79ft (24m) long and has a wingspan of 96ft (30m).  It is a high-wing, T-tail 
design featuring very large trailing edge flaps.  With a standard payload 
of 12,500lbs (5,670kg), maximum take-off weight is 41,000lbs (18,597kg).  
The original engines were General Electric CT64-820-1s which gave a 
maximum of 2,825shp at take-off.  They were later upgraded to CT64-
820-3 standard, delivering a take-off rating of 3,130shp.

To operate the Buffalo, a new unit, 429 Tactical Transport Squadron 
(TTS), was formed at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) St Hubert, 
Quebec.  The aircraft were given a camouflage paint scheme and 
tasked with supporting the ground operations of Mobile Command, 
such as dropping paratroops, aerial resupply and delivering cargo 
to forward airstrips.  In 1970, 429 TTS was disbanded and search 
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Above left: Buffalo 9457 (before the serials were changed to reflect the CAF designation CC-115) at Shannon, Co Clare, in 1969.  The aircraft 
displays the original camouflage colours adopted by the Royal Canadian Air Force.  Malcolm Nason

Above right: DHC-5 115463 in UN markings at Shannon, Co Clare, in 1976.  Canada assigned four different CC-115s to 116 Air Transport Unit 
between 1974 and 1979 when their role was to support Canadian Forces peacekeepers in the Middle East.  Malcolm Nason

Below:  The DHC-5 can land in as little as 500ft (153m) and take off in 1,200ft (366m) making it the ideal aircraft for search and rescue missions in 
Canada’s mountainous terrain.  All photos Barry D Smith unless stated
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and rescue added to the Buffalo’s transport mission, replacing the 
Grumman Albatross and Douglas CC-129 Dakota.

The CC-115s were transferred to 413 Transport Rescue Squadron 
(TRS) at CFB Summerside on Prince Edward Island in eastern 
Canada, 424 TRS at CFB Trenton, Ontario, and 442 TRS at CFB 
Comox, British Columbia.  Training for the Buffalo was handled by 
426 Transport Training Squadron at Trenton. 

Meanwhile four different CC-115s were assigned to 116 Air 
Transport Unit from 1974 to 1979 to support Canadian Forces United 
Nations peacekeepers in the Middle East.  They were painted white 
overall with ‘United Nations’ in blue along the fuselage and, when not 
in the Middle East, were operated by 424 TRS.

Buffalo s/n 115461 was shot down on August 9, 1974, killing 
all nine personnel aboard.  It had been supporting Canadian 
peacekeepers monitoring a UN-brokered cease� re agreement 
between Egypt and Israel and was on a routine scheduled supply 
mission from Ismailia, Egypt, to Damascus, Syria.  The crew received 
radio permission to � y into Syrian airspace but, shortly after entering 
it, was hit by a surface-to-air missile � red from a Syrian air� eld.  The 
aircraft began a descent and was hit by two more missiles which 
completely destroyed it.  Syrian officials did not co-operate with 
the investigation and Canadian investigators were never able to 
determine if the incident was accidental or deliberate.  

By 1975, the type had taken on a primarily search and rescue 
role and the camou� age paint scheme was changed to overall white 
with red markings.  By the early 1980s, the CC-115s were sporting a 
bright yellow scheme with red markings.

In 1992, 424 and 413 TRS Buffalo were replaced by SAR-equipped 
CC-130 Hercules.  Six of the DHC-5s were sold to Sky Relief, a civilian 
operator in Zimbabwe, and another two were withdrawn from use.  The 
last six active CC-115s are assigned to 442 TRS at Comox.

442 TRANSPORT AND RESCUE SQUADRON
Although beginning to feel its age, the Buffalo is ideally suited to the 
SAR mission in western Canada, where 442 TRS’s area of responsibility 
reaches from the British Columbia border with the US to above the Arctic 
Circle and from the Canadian Rockies in the east to 200nm (370km) 
out into the Paci� c Ocean to the west.  Thousands of square miles of 
rugged mountains, deep canyons, glaciers and thick forest characterise 
the terrain in western Canada and most of the unit’s missions are 
emergencies involving civilian aircraft or federal waterways. 

A typical crew consists of two pilots, a navigator, a � ight engineer 
and two SAR technicians – a pair of highly trained paramedics who 
are skilled mountain climbers, parachutists, survival experts and 
scuba divers.

In addition to its STOL capabilities, the Buffalo also excels at mountain 
� ying.  Crews typically � y mountain search missions with 7° of � ap which 
makes for good manoeuvrability.  If needed, they can select 17° and add 
power for very tight turns.  For searching very steep canyons the crews 
perform what they call a ‘valley chute’ manoeuvre which is a low-power, 
high-drag descent.  Power is reduced to idle with full � aps and the 
landing gear lowered, resulting in a descent rate of about 2,000ft (610m) 
per minute at 90-95kts of airspeed.  The pilots consider it the safest way 
to search narrow canyons and can bring up the gear and � aps and apply 
power to get out of the location quickly if necessary. 

Many airports in western Canada are short and may be in valleys 
surrounded by steep mountains and have dirt or gravel runways.  
The Buffalo is excellent on austere strips thanks to its wide, strong 
landing gear, and the high wing and position of the engines help to 
avoid debris kicked up by the wheels. 

For a STOL landing, pilots use approach pitch settings on the props 
which � atten the blade angle and create a lot of drag with the power 
on.  It is done close to the stall speed of the aircraft and described as a 
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Above left: Buffalo 115463 of 424 Tactical Transport Squadron at CFB Trenton.  Ron Cembrowski

Above right: By 1975 the role of the Buffalo had changed to search and rescue and the CC-115s were repainted in high-visibility white with red 
markings.  AirTeamImages.com/Caz Caswell

Below:  Buffalo 115465 preparing to make 
a STOL landing, during which there is 
no excess energy, so the pilots keep 
the power on all the way down to the 
� are when the nose is raised to the 
touchdown attitude.    Andy Cline
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high-performance finesse manoeuvre.  There is no excess energy, so 
the pilots keep the power on all the way down to the flare when the nose 
is raised to the touchdown attitude.  The idea is to firmly plant the aircraft 
on the runway and, as soon as it touches down, deploy the spoilers and 
reverse the props.  Depending on wind, the DHC-5 can land in as little 
as 500ft (153m); and, depending on weight, wind and density altitude, it 
can take off with as little as 1,200ft (366m) of runway. 

Typical cruise speed is 210-215kts indicated, which can give a 
true airspeed of 230-240kts, depending on altitude.  If the crew need 
to slow down to fly search patterns, they will put 7° of flaps down and 
fly at 115-120kts.

The Buffalo can carry a maximum of 13,000lb (5,897kg) of fuel 
and has a burn rate of around 2,000lb/hour (907kg/hour).  Crews 
don’t normally carry a full fuel load if they’re flying over high terrain 
because the weight affects performance. 

EQUIPMENT
Buffalo crews do not use night-vision goggles so they stay above 
terrain at night.  Every aircraft carries six flares which burn for five 
minutes and can be dropped to illuminate an area for their own 
purposes or for a helicopter or surface vessel.  They also release 
them if they need to drop equipment or SAR ‘techs’ into difficult 
terrain at night. 

Navigation and communication equipment has been upgraded 
over the years.  The main navigation tool is GPS with a Garmin 
430 mounted in the cockpit for the pilots and a Garmin 530 at the 
navigator’s station.  But some of the old techniques no other unit 
uses – such as taking sun shots with an octant – are still practised, 
particularly in the high arctic regions where the magnetic compass 
is useless and even the GPS signals can be unreliable.  The aircraft 
is also equipped with a RDR-1400C colour weather radar which 
can also be employed for navigation and is often used to let down 
through cloud over the ocean for maritime missions.

For communications the aircraft has UHF, VHF-FM, VHF-AM and 
HF radios and a satellite phone, which is the most reliable long-range 
communication device for the crews, enabling them to talk directly to 
rescue services on the ground and even to victims.  

The Buffalo carries extensive rescue, survival and medical 
equipment that can be paradropped to the scene for a large rescue 
effort or if SAR techs need to be on the ground for two to three days: 
kit for this situation includes food, tents, sleeping bags and even 
chainsaws for felling trees.

Mountain climbing kits include rope, harnesses, patient litters and 
other climbing equipment.  Medical kits are also carried that provide 
enough supplies to handle a dozen or more trauma patients.  

For a maritime situation with a disabled boat, the Buffalo carries 
a dewatering pump which can be dropped by parachute; and four 
Sea Rescue Kits (SRKs) are deployed on the aircraft at all times.  
These feature life rafts that inflate when they hit the water, survival 
equipment, warm clothes and other appropriate items.  Two rafts/
SRKs would be dropped together (joined by a rope) upwind of the 
victims so they drift towards them. 
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Above left: The Buffalo is suited to operations in Canada’s mountainous terrain.  Its sturdy, wide landing gear and STOL capabilities mean it can 
operate out of unprepared airstrips and in narrow valleys.

Above right: Buffalo 115454, operating from an unprepared airstrip in the mountains.

Below:  A typical Buffalo crew includes two SAR technicians – trained paramedics as well as skilled mountain climbers, survival experts, scuba 
divers and parachutists.
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WORKING WITH THE CORMORANT
As well as the CC-115s, 442 TRS has � ve AgustaWestland CH-
149 Cormorant rescue helicopters – and sometimes both a Buffalo 
and a Cormorant will be sent on a SAR mission.  Being faster, the 
Buffalo will be � rst on the scene and its SAR techs can parachute in 
if required.  When the Cormorant arrives it can extract those needing 
rescue along with the SAR techs – or put its own technicians down 
before winching everyone up.

Cruise ships traverse the coastal waters of British Columbia and 
it is not uncommon for a passenger to fall ill or be injured.  In such a 
rescue situation a Buffalo will be sent ahead of a Cormorant to � nd 
the ship and brief its crew on what is going to happen.  They also 
report the local weather and sea conditions to the helicopter crew 
and instruct the ship on the best speed and course for a hoist rescue 
– essential when the ship is at the edge of the helicopter’s range and 
time on scene is limited.

Once the Cormorant has arrived, the Buffalo will � y top cover 
to provide communication support, drop � ares for night hoist or be 
prepared to drop SRKs if the helicopter has to ditch.  If the ship is 
far from a shore hospital, the Buffalo can meet the helicopter at the 
nearest landing strip, pick up the patient and � y them to a major 
hospital much faster.  It also puts the helicopter back into service for 
another rescue mission sooner. 

An Operational Training Flight (OTF) trains all new Buffalo pilots 
and � ight engineers.  Two three-month classes are held every year.  
The instructor pilot spends six months of the year with students and 
the rest of the time as a regular SAR pilot.

The OTF only train four pilots a year, two on each course, and 
the half-a-dozen available aircraft are shared between training and 
rescue operations – a challenge given their age and the level of 
maintenance needed to keep them � ying.

THE FUTURE
Approaching 50 years of service, the Buffalo needs replacing and 
spare parts are increasingly difficult to � nd.  The path to a new � xed-
wing SAR aircraft has been rough with many starts and stops.  A 
replacement plan was originally announced in 2002 but a contract 
award, expected by the middle of 2005, never occurred.  In 2006 
the project was halted and then relaunched in 2009, but nothing 
signi� cant happened until 2012 when a statement of operational 
requirements was issued – but it had to be revised after complaints 
were � led that it favoured one particular aircraft.

An order was expected to be placed in 2014, but again nothing has 
happened.  If a competition and contract award were set up in early 
2015, it would be at least 2018 before the CC-115s could be replaced.  

Contenders for the competition are the Alenia Aermacchi C-27J 
Spartan and Airbus C295 while Lockheed Martin is expected to 
offer a version of the C-130J.  Bell-Boeing has expressed interest in 
bidding with its V-22 Osprey and Viking Air is expected to offer a new 
version of the Buffalo called the DHC-5 NG (Next Generation).  The 
company previously bought the manufacturing rights to the Buffalo 
from de Havilland Canada and would provide new-build aircraft with a 
glass cockpit and modern engines.  In the meantime the Buffalo will 
continue to roam over Canada helping to save lives.

Above left: Capt Duane Drobot (left) and Capt Bryn Evans at the controls of a 442 Transport and Rescue Squadron Buffalo on a SAR exercise near 
Kelowna, British Columbia.  Cpl Sylvie Kervin, 19 Wing Imaging, © 2013 DND-MDN Canada

Above right: Serving with the Royal Canadian Air Force for nearly 50 years, six CC-115s are still active, including 115456.  CF Photo/Sgt Blair Mehan

Below:  CC-115 115465 at Jack Garland Airport in North Bay, Ontario, during SAREX06, an annual SAR exercise held by the Royal Canadian Air 
Force.  Andy Cline
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Lancaster Crew Tribute in France
The 70th anniversary of the crash 
of Avro Lancaster III PB129 has 
been marked with the unveiling of 
a memorial plaque in Ambleteuse, 
France, close to the site where the 
405 Sqn aircraft came down on 
September 25, 1944.  The Path� nder 
Force bomber was badly damaged 
by � ak while on its way to a target in 
the Pas de Calais.  Three of the eight 
crew were able to bale out, but the 
others perished when the Lancaster 
broke up and crashed.

The memorial was unveiled on 
September 27, in the presence of 
relatives of the deceased, local 
dignitaries and a large crowd paying 
their respects.  After a minute’s 
silence at 11:00 and overlooked by 

14 � ag-bearers, Deborah Ward, 
grand-daughter of navigator Fg Off 
Wilfred Goddard DFC, and Emma 
Saunders, great-niece of wireless 
operator Fg Off Charles Laishley, 
stepped forward to reveal the plaque.  

Several � oral tributes and a 
wreath were then laid at the foot of 
the memorial by family members, 
the Mayor of Ambleteuse and 
others.  An audio recording of a 
Lancaster � ypast was played and 
eight white doves were released 
from a poppy-laden basket, each 
representing one of the men aboard 
PB129.  Deborah Ward

Submerged Ju 87 Located
A virtually intact Junkers Ju 87 Stuka has been found at 
a depth of 92ft (28m) in the Adriatic Sea off the Croatian 
island of Žirje.  The dive bomber is thought to have been 
an Italian-operated aircraft from 239 Squadriglia of 97 
Gruppo bombardamento a tuffo.

On April 12, 1941 two Ju 87s were shot down when 
they attacked a group of Yugoslavian Navy seaplanes 
moored in a bay near Šibenik.  One of the aircraft was 
destroyed with the loss of its crew and the other – almost 
certainly this one – was forced to ditch in the sea.

Members of the Croatian Department of Underwater 
Archaeology, diving club ZG-SUB and the Ministry of 
Defence Military Museum conducted a dive which located 
the Stuka, after receiving information from local � sherman.  
Croatian authorities have said they expect to recover the 
wreck, but have yet to set a time frame.

Seagry Spitfi re Memorial
A stone memorial and plaque has been dedicated to two Supermarine 
Spit� re pilots who lost their lives in Seagry, Wiltshire, in 1941.  The 
accident occurred during a training exercise on April 6, 1941 when 
two 118 Sqn pilots – Plt Off Harold A Williams (23) � ying Spit� re Mk.Ia 
X4826, and Fg Off John Brewster (25), at the controls of X4822 – 
collided in mid-air.

RAF and British Legion representatives attended the ceremony at 
Seagry on September 14, along with relatives of the deceased and 
others.  The events included a � ypast from two de Havilland Hornet 
Moths and Spit� re IX MK912.  Martin Painter

RAF Carnaby Remembered
The former RAF Carnaby in East Yorkshire 
is now remembered by a stone placed 
by aviation charity The Air� elds of Britain 
Conservation Trust (ABCT).  Carnaby, near 
Bridlington, was one of three special air� elds 
created during World War Two as Emergency 
Landing Grounds (ELG), built especially 
for heavy bombers.  The others were 
Woodbridge in Suffolk and Manston in Kent.  
Each runway was 9,000ft (2,744m) in length 

(not including grass extensions at either end) 
and 750ft (229m) wide.  The runways were 
also equipped with a fog-clearing device 
(known as FIDO - Fog, Intensive, Dispersal 
Of) which consisted of a network of pipes and 
petrol burners that cleared fog from runways.

After opening in March 1944, RAF 
Carnaby enabled more than 1,500 aircraft to 
land safely, saving many lives in the process.  
After some peacetime use as a relief landing 

ground, Carnaby became one of Britain’s 
Thor intermediate-range ballistic missile 
bases in 1959 and served as home to 150 
Sqn.  These nuclear devices were joined the 
following year by the defensive Bloodhound 
surface-to-air missiles of 247 Sqn but both 
units were disbanded by the end of 1963.  
The site is now an industrial estate bisected 
down the line of the old runway by Lancaster 
Road.

Representatives of the RAF and the Seagry Spit� re committee with the 
new memorial.  Martin Painter

Deborah Ward and Emma Saunders 
unveil the plaque in Ambleteuse, 
France.  Deborah Ward

Havoc Rediscovered in Russia
The wreckage of a Douglas A-20 Havoc (DB-7), which was lost in 1943 en 
route to the Soviet Air Force from the United States over the Alaska-Siberia 
air ferry route, has been rediscovered 48 years after it was � rst found.  

The crash site was discovered by a hunter in 1966, but after leaving 
the aircraft, he was unable to retrace his steps to � nd it again.  The A-20 
remained missing until July this year when it was rediscovered in the 
Kuznetsky Alatau wildlife reserve on the slopes of Zelyonaya Mountain.  
There seems to have been no trace of the crew and it remains unclear 
what caused the crash.  The aircraft was one of 3,400 of the type provided 
by the USA as part of the wartime Lend-Lease scheme, which provided 
the Soviet Union with over $11bn worth of supplies and military equipment.  
The Siberian Times reports the A-20 carried the identi� cation number F216 
which is unusual, as it was still en route and would normally have only 
worn its original United States Army Air Force serial number on the � n.  
As many as 44 aircraft were lost on the ferry route from the US terminal 
at Fairbanks, Alaska, and some are still missing.
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G-CIJI 406CA5 GEFA-Flug AS-105 GD 0044 Alex Air Media Ltd, (Langford, 
North Somerset)

G-CIJN 406CB0 Boeing E75 (N2S-5 Kaydet) 75-5164 RD King, Stonefi eld Park, 
Chilbolton, Hampshire

G-CIKR 406CBA Best Off SkyRanger Nynja 
912S(1)

BMAA/HB/659 CM Wilkes, (Hythe, Hampshire)

G-CIMS 406CB4 Aeropro Eurofox 912(1) BMAA/HB/658 SM Sperring, (Weston-Super-
Mare, North Somerset)

G-DIGA 4065AF Robinson R66 0031 AT and P Rentals Ltd, Stainsby 
Hall Farm, Thornaby-on-Tees, 
North Yorkshire

G-EFON 404D31 Robinson R22 Beta II 3833 NT Burton trading as NT Burton 
Aviation, Costock, Nottinghamshire

G-EIVC 406C9F Cessna F182Q 0162 K Barnstein, Elsenthal-Grafenau, 
Bayern, Germany

G-EZWY 406B91 Airbus A320-214 6267 easyJet Airline Company Ltd, 
Luton, Bedfordshire (NB)

G-FBCY 4052FA Skystar Kitfox Mk.7 PFA 172D-
14696

A Bray, Wellesbourne Mountford, 
Warwickshire

G-FOKZ 406C1A Aeropro Eurofox 912(iS) LAA 376-15282 RJ Evans, (Meldreth, 
Cambridgeshire)

G-GVSL 406CBD Evektor EV-97 EuroStar SL LAA 315B-15288 G Verity, Barley Hay, Stretton, Cheshire

G-HKCC 406CA2 Robinson R66 0516 HQ Aviation Ltd, Denham, 
Buckinghamshire

G-IDYL 406BCE AutoGyro Cavalon (Assembled 
by Rotorsport UK Ltd)

RSUK/
CVLN/012

MJ and JM Newman, Denham, 
Buckinghamshire

G-JAYK 404A29 Robinson R44 Raven II 10147 HQ Aviation Ltd, Denham, 
Buckinghamshire

G-JMCU 406C76 Boeing 737-301(SF) 23513 Atlantic Airlines Ltd, Coventry, 
Warwickshire

G-LCYU 406C43 Embraer 190 19000674 BA CityFlyer Ltd, London City 
(NB)

G-MRVP 406C94 Van's RV-6 PFA 181A-
13403

MR Parker, (Worcester, 
Worcestershire)

G-MZSP 406C9C Spacek SD-1 Minisport 111 SI Hatherall, (Brymbo, Wrexham)

G-OEMZ 40387F Pietenpol Air Camper (Built by 
PF Bockh)

PFA 047-12402 C Brockis, (Worthing, West 
Sussex)

G-OLAR 406C91 Liberty XL-2 0050 C Partington, Ronaldsway, Isle of Man

G-OMPH 406AA1 Van's RV-7 (Built by V Maciulis) 71648 RJ Luke, Popham, Hampshire

G-OTME 406CB3 Nord 1002 Pingouin (Built by 
Societe Nationale de Constructions 
Aeronautiques du Nord)

197 SH O'Connell, White Waltham, 
Berkshire

G-RBEN 406C62 Bombarier BD-700 Global Express 9083 Hangar 8 Management Ltd, Oxford

G-SACN 406C10 Scheibe SF-25C Rotax Falke 44731 The Royal Air Force Gliding and 
Soaring Associaion, RAF Halton, 
Buckinghamshire (NB)

G-SRNE 406C69 Eurocopter BK117C-2 9283 Starspeed Ltd, Fairoaks, Surrey (NB)

G-TIMI 406C98 BRM Aero Bristell NG5 Speed 
Wing (Built by T Harrison)

LAA 385-15295 Oracle Star Sourcing Ltd, 
(London W1S)

G-TOPP 406CA1 Van's RV-10 LAA 339-15289 SE Coles and D. Topp 
(Wavendon/Lillingstone Lovell, 
Buckinghamshire)

G-XLEG 406B20 Airbus A380-841 161 British Airways PLC, London Heathrow

RESTORATIONS
REG’N MODE(S) TYPE C/N OWNER

G-ALAH 406C92 Miles M.38 Messenger 4A --- CWP Turner, (Snitterfi eld, Warkwickshire)

G-AMSV 406B03 Douglas C-47B-25-DK 
Dakota 3

16072/32820 Hindustan Infrastructure Global 
Investments Inc, Cotswold, 
Gloucestershire

G-BKKP 406C6B Cessna 182R Skylane 182-67968 Eurowings Aviation Ltd, Armshold 
Farm, Great Eversden, Cambridgeshire

G-BVHV 403388B Cameron N-105 3215 CJ Dunkley, (Wendover, Buckinghamshire)

G-CBVE 404806 Raj Hamsa X'Air Falcon 
912(1)

BMAA/HB/229 TA England, (Dowsby, Lincolnshire) 

G-DCCJ 405E01 Schleicher KA.6CR 6145 S Badby, Shenington, Oxfordshire

G-KKKK 404A29 Scottish Aviation Bulldog 
Srs.120/121

BH120/199 MR Badminton, Topcliffe, North 
Yorkshire

G-MTEY 40287A Mainair Gemini/Flash 518-387-5-W217 A. Wells, (Ellenthorpe, North Yorkshire)

G-MTZS 402B44 Solar Wings Pegasus XL-Q SW-WQ-0061 S Danby, (Leeds, West Yorkshire)

G-MYMV 40385F Mainair Gemini/Flash IIA 971-1193-7-
W767

AJ Evans, (Pembrey, Carmarthenshire)

G-MYUB 4039DA Mainair Mercury 1014-1194-7-
W812

RG Jeffery, Ince Blundell, Merseyside

G-MYUJ 4039FF Murphy Maverick 430 PFA 259-12750 UJ Anderson, (Dyke, Lincolnshire)

G-MZEP 403D0C Mainair Rapier 1103-1296-7-
W906

AG Bird, (Stourport-on-Severn, 
Worcestershire)

G-TIGJ 400F59 Airbus Helicopters 
AS332L Super Puma

2042 Vector Aerospace Financial Services 
Ireland Ltd (Dublin, Republic of Ireland)

NEW REGISTRATIONS
REG’N MODE(S) TYPE C/N OWNER

G-CIFC 406BA7 SOCATA TB-200 Tobago XL 1634 SM Tanner, Headcorn, Kent

G-CIGN 406BFE Cameron Z-90 11838 Elgas SRL, (Lucca, Tuscany, Italy)

G-CIHH 406C32 AutoGyro MTOSport 
(Assembled by Rotorsport 
UK Ltd)

RSUK/
MTOS/057 

AD Gordon, Lude Estate, Blair 
Atholl, Perth & Kinross

G-CIIE 406C5B Cameron Z-56 11845 Pearl Balloon SPRL, (Court-
Saint-Etienne, Belgium)

G-CIIG 406C5E SOCATA TB-10 Tobago 295 R Bannier and H Schulter, Hodenhagen, 
Niedersachsen, Germany

G-CIIS 406C8F Cessna 172S Skyhawk SP 172S10244 A Feseck, Diepholz, 
Niedersachsen, Germany 

G-CIIU 406C90 Tiger Cub Developments  
Sherwood Ranger ST

PFA 237B-
14590

SK Moeller, (Langford, 
Bedfordshire)

G-CIIW 406C93 Piper J3L-65 Cub 3372 RH and JA Cooper, Wickenby, 
Lincolnshire

G-CIJC 406C83 Sikorsky S-92A 920240 Bristow Helicopters Ltd, Aberdeen

G-CIJD 406C97 Lindstrand LBL 90A 1485 Lindstrand Asia Ltd, (Oswestry, 
Shropshire)

G-CIJF 406C9A Schempp-Hirth Duo Discus T 182 LR Marks and JA Pereira, 
Lasham, Hampshire

G-CIJG 406C9E A-I-R ATOS-VR/La Mouette 
Samson 

12119512/
1307725SAC

AJ Hollidge, (Ashwell, 
Hertfordshire)

G-CIJH 406CA4 Alisport Silent Club 012 PD Harvey, Lasham, Hampshire

REGISTER REVIEW 
The latest changes on the UK, Irish, Isle of Man and Guernsey registers.

Avro RJ85 C-FLRJ about to depart Southend on September 22, at the start of its delivery � ight to Summit Air of Yellowknife, Canada.  
The aircraft was last operated by Brussels Airlines as OO-DJY and had latterly been registered as G-CHKP.  Paul White
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CANCELLATIONS
REG’N TYPE C/N REASON

G-AHCN Auster J/1N Alpha 1980 Cancelled as destroyed. (Badly 
damaged by fire at Bakersfield, Weldon, 
Northamptonshire 6.4.11)

G-ARML Cessna 175B Skylark 175-56995 Cancelled by CAA (Damaged during 
abandoned take-off at Wellcross Farm, 
Slinfold, West Sussex 24.4.14)

G-AVGU Cessna F150G 0199 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (CofA 
expired 15.6.12. Last noted stored at 
Cranfield in poor condition 8.14)

G-AYLV Jodel D120 300 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (Permit 
to Fly expired 13.9.83. Last known of 
stored at Stancombe Farm, Askerswell, 
Dorset 11.10)

G-BCCC Cessna F150L 1041 To Bulgaria

G-BJEE Britten-Norman BN-2T Islander 2120 To USA

G-BJKW Wills Aero 2 A3JKW Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (No Permit 
to Fly issued, believed not completed)

G-BMLW Cameron O-77 813 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (CofA 
expired 7.8.95)

G-BMVT Thunder Ax7-77A 102 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (No 
CofA issued)

G-BNBY Beech 95-B55 Baron TC-1347 To USA

G-BWSC Piper PA-38-112 Tomahawk 38-81A0125 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (CofA 
expired 8.7.11)

G-BXBM Cameron O-105 3990 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (CofA 
expired 10.2.07)

G-XSTV 406C8A Cessna 560XL Citation XLS 560-5788 Arena Aviation Ltd, Biggin Hill, 
Greater London

EI-FEE 4CA174 Boeing 737-8MD (Officially 
registered as a Boeing 737-8AS) 

44686 Ryanair Ltd, Dublin (NB)

EI-FEF 4CA175 Boeing 737-8MD (Officially 
registered as a Boeing 737-8AS) 

44687 Ryanair Ltd, Dublin (NB)

EI-FEO 4CA033 ELA Aviacion ELA 07S 03061030722 H Graham, (Monaghan, Co. Monaghan)

EI-MRB 4CAB52 Denney Kitfox Mk.2 PFA 172-11752 D Doyle, Limetree, Portarlington, 
Co. Laois

M-ABGX 43EA32 Boeing 737-8AS 29925 Wilmington Trust SP Services (Dublin) 
Ltd,  Trustee for CIT Aviation Finance II 
Ltd. (Stored at Lasham, Hampshire) 

M-ABGY 43EA30 Boeing 737-8AS 29926 CIT Aerospace International Inc, 
(Stored at Lasham, Hampshire)

M-ALTI 43EA1E Bombardier Challenger 605 5733 Hartsage International Ltd, TBA

M-ARGO 43EA29 Bombardier Global 6000 9554 Sun Burst Invest & Finance Inc, TBA

M-BASH 43EA1B Bombardier Challenger 605 5745 Channel IT, Isle of Man Ltd, 
Moscow-Vnukovo, Russia 

M-EMBC 43EA2A Embraer ERJ 145LR 14500815 GB-Avia Ltd, (for lease to 
Komiaviatrans State Air 
Enterprise, Syktyvakr, Russia)

M-FIVE 43E9DC Dassault Falcon 2000EX 253 Dassault Aviation SA, Paris-Le 
Bourget, France

M-GEAA 43EA18 Boeing 737-7JW 38408 Tigerlily Ltd, TBA

M-HOME 43EA20 Bombardier Global 6000 9577 Symphony Master (IOM) Ltd, TBA

M-IBID 43EA21 Bombardier Global 5000 9401 Rensis Ltd, Ronaldsway, Isle of Man

M-SIRI 43EA27 Bombardier Global Express XRS 9329 Supreme Sun Ltd, TBA

M-SOBR 43EA24 Gulfstream G450 4303 Sobha & BR Aviation Ltd, TBA

M-SWAN 43EA2E Gulfstream G450 4181 FalconCrest Resources Inc, TBA

M-TINK 43EA22 Dassault Falcon 900LX 277 Stark Ltd, TBA

M-YULI 43EA1D Bombardier Global 6000 9596 Woodlock Holdings Ltd, Tel Aviv-
Ben Gurion International, Israel

2-LYSE 43EB15 Airbus A330-243 462 ILFC Ireland Ltd, (Stored Lake 
Charles-Chennault International, 
Louisiana, USA)
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Robinson Raven II R44, G-JAYK was re-registered by HQ Aviation on 
September 5 having previously flown with the company as G-MACU.  
Brian G Nichols

REG'N P.I.

 G-AMSV  ex N347DK

 G-BKKP  ex N679LS

 G-CIFC  ex 9V-BAT

 G-CIIG  ex EC-DRX

 G-CIIS  ex D-ETIP

 G-CIIW  ex N24713

 G-CIJC  ex N240E

 G-CIJF  ex PH-1406

 G-CIJI  ex HJ-305 (Colombian Ultralight register)

 G-CIJN  ex ZK-RDK

 G-DIGA  ex N4478K

 G-EFON  ex G-SCHO

 G-EIVC  ex D-EIVC

 G-EZWY  ex D-AVVT

 G-FBCY  ex G-FBOY

 G-HKCC  ex N664VA

 G-JAYK  ex G-MACU

 G-JMCU  ex OO-TNC

 G-KKKK  ex G-CCMI

 G-LCYU  ex PR-EHF

 G-MYUJ  ex G-ONFL

 G-OEMZ  ex G-IMBY

 G-OLAR  ex M-OLAR

 G-OMPH  ex LY-BAW

 G-OTME  ex N108E

REG’N P.I.

 G-RBEN  ex VP-CEB

 G-SRNE  ex M-SRNE

 G-TIGJ  ex OB-2069-P

 G-XLEG  ex F-WWSK

 G-XSTC  ex D-CLIC

 EI-FEE  ex N1786B

 EI-FEO  ex G-CENR

 EI-MRB  ex G-BSHK

 M-ABGX  ex VT-SGL

 M-ABGY  ex VT-SGO

 M-ALTI  ex G-MACO

 M-ARGO  ex C-GUIY

 M-BASH  ex N593CH

 M-EMBC  ex B-3065

 M-FIVE  ex M-TINK

 M-GEAA  ex G-CICL

 M-HOME  ex C-GVRO

 M-IBID  ex OE-III

 M-SIRI  ex 9H-XRS

 M-SOBR  ex N303GA

 M-SWAN  ex N123LV

 M-TINK  ex F-HNLX

 M-YULI  ex C-GXBM

 2-LYSE  ex B-5907

PREVIOUS IDENTITIES

G-BXXS Sky 105-24 116 To Slovenia

G-BYCD Cessna 140 (Modified) 13744 To Republic of Ireland

G-BYLL Sequoia Falco F8L PFA 100-10843 To Netherlands as PH-FLO

G-BZRA Rans S.6-ES Coyote II PFA 204-13683 Cancelled by CAA (Permit to Fly expired 
17.8.14. Was based in Republic of Ireland)

G-BZRB Mainair Blade 1270-0201-7-
W1064

To Malaysia

G-CBFY Cameron Z-250 10023 To Mexico

G-CCMI Scottish Aviation Bulldog 
Srs.120/121

BH120/199 Re-registered as G-KKKK

G-CCUO Hughes 369D 400711D Cancelled as Destroyed (Crashed near 
Stonebridge Cross Business Park, 
Droitwich, Worcestershire 27.1.14)

G-CEMW Lindstrand LBL Bananas 388 To USA

G-CFME SOCATA TB-10 Tobago 1795 Cancelled as Destroyed (Crashed at 
Downside School, Stratton-on-the-
Fosse, Radstock, Somerset 30.9.13)

G-CHBN Westland SA.341B Gazelle AH.1 1560 To Russia

G-CHKP British Aerospace Avro RJ85 E2302 To Canada as C-FLRJ

G-CHYV Westland SA.341B Gazelle AH.1 1351 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (No 
CofA issued, believed not converted)

G-CHZF Westland SA.341B Gazelle AH.1 1682 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (No 
CofA issued, believed not converted)

G-CICL Boeing 737-7JW 38408 To Isle of Man as M-GEAA

G-CIIJ Agusta A.109E Power 11652 To Switzerland

G-CJTV Cesna 525A CitationJet CJ2 525A0083 To USA as N716JS

G-DENT Cameron N-145 4135 To Mexico

G-DWPH UltraMagic M-77 77/109 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (CofA 
expired 18.3.13. Was based in Spain)

G-ECAI Cessna 560XL Citation XLS 560-5631 To USA as N631JD

G-EDAY British Aerospace Jetstream 
3101

639 Cancelled by CAA. (No CofA issued. 
Used as film prop in Batman film "The 
Dark Knight Rises". Broken up for spares 
at Humberside 2013)

G-FBOY Skystar Kitfox Mk.7 PFA 172D-14696 Re-registered as G-FBCY

G-GSMT AutoGyro MTOSport RSUK/MTOS/001 Cancelled by CAA (Crashed near Stonehill 
Farm, Crawfordjohn, Lanarkshire 28.2.14 
after a multiple bird strike)

G-IIIZ Sukhoi Su-26M 04-05 To Finland

G-IMBY Pietenpol Air Camper PFA 047-12402 Re-registered as G-OEMZ

G-IOPT Cessna 182P Skylane 182-61731 Cancelled as destroyed (CofA expired 9.8.13. 
Parted out at Elstree, Hertfordshire 10.13)

G-KFZI Williams KFZ-1 Tigerfalk PFA 153-11054 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (No 
Permit to Fly issued. Not completed) 
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G-MACO Bombardier Challenger 605 5733 To Isle of Man as M-ALTI

G-MACU Robinson R44 Raven II 10147 Re-registered as G-JAYK

G-MFLC Robin HR200/120B 317 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (Crashed 
at Leeds-Bradford, West Yorkshire 20.6.14)

G-MMBL Southdown Lightning DS/Puma 80-00083 Cancelled by CAA. (Exemption to Fly 
expired 7.3.92)

G-MNZS Aerial Arts 130SX/Alpha 130SX/376 To Italy

G-MPMP Bombardier Challenger 604 5528 To Turkey

G-MTAI Solar Wings Pegasus XL-R SW-WA-1103 Cancelled by CAA. (Permit to Fly expired 
1.2.06)

G-MTEY Mainair Gemini/Flash 518-837-5-W217 Cancelled by CAA (But restored again 
later in the month)

G-MTGA Mainair Gemini/Flash II 535-587-5-W293 Cancelled as Destroyed. (Permit to Fly 
expired 20.12.13)

G-MTVV Thruster TST Mk.1 8028-TST-061 To Republic of Ireland

G-MVKC Mainair Gemini/Flash IIA 709-1188-6-W499 Cancelled as destroyed. Crashed on take-
off from Caernarfon, Gwynedd 15.5.14)

G-MYBI Rans S.6-ESD Coyote II PFA 204-12186 Cancelled by CAA (Crashed on take-off 
from Ashcroft Farm, Winsford, Cheshire 
10.6.14)

G-MYLP Kolb Twinstar Mk.III PFA 205-12391 Cancelled by CAA (Permit to Fly expired 
27.5.99)

G-MYMV Mainair Gemini/Flash IIA 971-1193-7-W767 Cancelled by CAA (But restored again 
later in the month)

G-MYPC Kolb Twinstar Mk.III (Modifi ed) PFA 205-12437 Cancelled as Destroyed. (Permit to Fly 
expired 12.9.14. Last noted at Mill Farm, 
Shifnal, Shropshire 17.5.14)

G-MZAJ Mainair Blade 1067-0196-7-
W869

Cancelled by CAA (Permit to Fly expired 
24.6.02)

G-MZDL Whittaker MW.6-S (Modifi ed) PFA 164-12412 Cancelled by CAA (Crashed on landing at 
Rayne Hall Farm, Rayne, Essex 4.7.09)

G-MZEP Mainair Rapier 1103-1296-7-
W906

Cancelled by CAA (But restored again 
later in the month)

G-MZKV Mainair Blade 912 1144-0198-7-
W947

Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (Permit 
to Fly expired 24.5.14)

G-OJBM Cameron N-90 2899 Cancelled by CAA (CofA expired 23.9.93)

G-ONFL Murphy Maverick 430 PFA 259-12750 Re-registered as G-MYUJ

G-ONON RAF 2000 GTX-SE PFA G/13-1313 Cancelled as Permanently WFU  (Crashed 
at a private strip 4 miles [6.43km] NE of 
Canterbury, Kent 14.8.12). 

G-PEPE Cessna 560XL Citation Excel 560-5265 To USA as N248SF

G-PMHT SOCATA TBM-700N 440 To USA as N456CK

G-PRTT Cameron N-31 1374 To Slovak Republic

G-RCUB Piper L-18C (Modifi ed) 18-1980 Cancelled by CAA. (Crashed at Tandragee-
Kernam Valley. Co. Armagh, NI 25.12.13)

G-RLEF Hawker Hurricane Mk.XII 42020 Cancelled as Permanently WFU. (No 
Permit to Fly issued. Rebuild abandoned) 

G-SCHO Robinson R22 Beta II 3833 Re-registered as G-EFON

G-SVNC Rolladen-Schneider LS4 4190 To New Zealand as ZK-GSC

G-TABS Embraer EMB-110P1 Bandeirante 110212 To USA as N766KM

G-TOYI Boeing 737-3Q8 28054 To USA as N54AU

G-VFAR Airbus A340-313 225 To USA (Ferried to Lake Charles-
Chennault International, Louisiana 
8.9.14 for storage/parting out)

G-VUEA Cessna 550 Citation II 550-0671 Cancelled as Destroyed. (CofA expired 
21.5.12. Parted out at Cambridge) 

EI-CXS Sikorsky S-61N 61816 To USA

EI-DOX Solar Wings Pegasus XL-R SW-WA-1089 Cancelled at Owner's Request- Removed 
from Service

EI-ERD Boeing 737-36N 28563 To USA as N836TM

EI-FCW Boeing 737-3U3 28733 To Georgia as 4L-AJW

EI-FEB Boeing 737-8KN 40234 To United Arab Emirates as A6-FDD

EI-FEC Boeing 737-8KN 40235 To United Arab Emirates as A6-FDE

EI-FED Boeing 737-8KN 40236 To United Arab Emirates as A6-FDF

EI-JRD Boeing 737-4Y0 24917 To South Africa as ZS-JRD

EI-JRE Boeing 737-4Y0 26065 To South Africa as ZS-JRE

EI-RCG Sikorsky S-61N 61807 To USA

EI-WAV Bell 430 49028 To South Africa

M-EMCT Cessna 560 Citation V 560-0236 To USA as N840CT

M-HOIL Bombardier Learjet 60 60-313 To USA as N61WF

M-OLAR Liberty XL-2 0050 To United Kingdom as G-OLAR

M-OTOP Beech C90A King Air LJ-1793 To USA as N94BA

M-SRNE Eurocopter BK117C-2 9283 To United Kingdom as G-SRNE

M-TINK Dassault Falcon 2000EX 253 Re-registered as M-FIVE

M-YULI Bombardier Global Express XRS 9283 To USA as N706RJ

2-CSLA ATR 72-212A 638 To Indonesia as PK-KSC

2-PAEK Airbus A320-214 1450 To Armenia as EK32050
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 G-AFZN  Became F-AYZN 9.9.14

 G-ANHU  Became SP-YHU 8.14

 G-BYBO  Became ZS-OGG 15.7.14

 G-BBNH  Became N68GF 13.8.14

 G-BETL  Became ZS-BTL 25.7.14

 G-BILL  Became ZS-BLL 24.7.14

 G-BNFS  Became AP-BJW 30.6.14

 G-BPGC  Became PH-DAV 12.9.14

 G-BSHK  Became EI-MRB 3.9.14

 G-BTGH  Became AP-BJX 30.6.14

 G-BUBU  Became SP-UBU 

 G-CDVA  Type offi cially changed to a SkyRanger Swift 912(1) 28.8.14

 G-CEHJ  Became N373BR 2.5.13

 G-CENR  Became EI-FEO 16.9.14

 G-CERO  Became SX-HSK

 G-CFKF  Became 4R-ISN

 G-CGXS  Became CP-2889 8.14

 G-CHDW  Became D-6226 23.5.14

 G-CHJO  Builder offi cially changed to D Hoffman 3.9.14

 G-CIBS  Became A7-IKA 12.13

 G-CIDK  Became D2-EZN 5.14

 G-CIDM  Became D2-EZM 5.14

 G-CKMZ  Type offi cially changed to an ASW-28-18E 3.9.14

 G-COML  Became SE-JVX 24.7.14

 G-DCZZ  Became N5945

 G-FIRZ  Became SE-VSU 17.7.14

 G-GAFA  Became SP-APR 24.6.14

 G-HUES  Became D-HHPR

 G-HURN  Became N229FM 3.9.14

 G-IDWR  Became D-HBRM

 G-JETZ  Became 4X-BJK 25.5.14

 G-LHCD  Became N404TB 11.8.14

 G-LOOP  Type offi cially changed to a Pitts S-1D 22.8.14

 G-MANN  Became YU-HVZ 6.14

 G-MAYO  Became TU-GAD 3.10

 G-MNYU  Type offi cially changed to a Solar Wings Pegasus XL-R (Modifi ed) 13.8.14

 G-MTKW  Type offi cially changed to a Mainair Gemini Flash IIA (Modifi ed) 15.8.14

 G-MTSS  Type offi cially changed to a Solar Wings Pegasus XL-R (Modifi ed) 11.8.14

 G-MTUT  Type offi cially changed to a Pegasus XL-Q (Modifi ed) 29.9.14

 G-MWCG  Type offi cially changed to a Microfl ight Spectrum (Modifi ed) 30.9.14

 G-MWYC  Type offi cially changed to a Pegasus XL-Q (Modifi ed) 22.9.14

 G-NMID  Type offi cially changed to an EC135T2+ 19.8.14

 G-OSGU   Builders offi cially changed to AP Be ow, DG Coats, J Eagleton, M Forster, JM Thompson 
and C Guthrie 19.8.14

 G-REVE  Builders offi cially changed to BP Smallcorn, RC Dyer and SJD Winder 15.8.14

 G-WCAO  Type offi cially changed to an EC135T2+ 30.9.14

 G-ZENR  Builder offi cially changed to DJ Hunter 30.9.14

 EI-ELV  Became G-MVEF 8.8.14

 M-AIRS  Became N276BG 2.9.14

 M-CTLX  Became 9A-JSC 22.7.14

 M-JMMM  Became D2-ANT

UPDATES & CORRECTIONS

Boeing 737-8MD EI-FEF at Boeing Field prior to delivery to Ryanair.  
The aircraft is the second to be handed over from the company’s 
latest 737-800 order.  Joe G Walker

Key: NB – Nominal Base
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AIRPORT MOVEMENTS
A round-up of notable aircraft that have visited UK airports.

ABERDEEN
2/9 OO-ALX Citation 680 Sovereign; EC-GNK Falcon 

2000.  4/9 HA-TAD SAAB 340A Fleet Air International.  

5/9 C-FORB Gulfstream IV.  7/9 OO-GMJ Beech 350 

Air Service Liege.  8/9 OO-NAD Falcon 7X; D-FBRS 

Extra 500.  10/9 G-CIGZ S-92A delivered to Bristow.  

18/9 OO-LET Beech 200 Air Service Liege.  23/9 

OY-EJD Falcon 7X.  25/9 G-CIJC S-92A delivered to 

Bristow.  30/9 SE-DJH Citation 550 Bravo.

BELFAST INTERNATIONAL
5/8 EC-KLD 757-236F Cygnus Air op for TNT also 5th 

- 8th.  7/8 LN-DHY Vampire FB.6.  9/8 N740AX 767-

232F ABX Air op for TNT; HB-GPI Beech 300LW; LN-
DHZ Vampire T.55; D-BADC Do.328JET ADAC.  13/8 

N740AX 767-232F ABX Air op for TNT.  22/8 N650XY 

Gulfstream G650.  2/8 A7-HMD EC155B1 Gulf 
Helicopters; A7-HHH A340-541 Qatar Amiri Flight.  

24/8 LX-LOU Learjet 60.  26/8 OY-JTK 737-4Y0F Jet 

Time op for TNT.  28/8 EC-LYL Citation 560XLS+. 

BIGGIN HILL
1/6 OH-BCX Beech C.90.  2/6 D-CHEC Citation 680 

Sovereign n/s.  3/6 9H-VTA Global 5000 VistaJet.  

4/6 N4ST Citation M2 dep 22nd.  5/6 9H-VTC 

Global 5000 VistaJet.  6/6 D-EMIV Cirrus SR-22 dep 

9th; D-GGTT PA-34-220T.  8/6 I-PREE Avanti.  9/6 

N367HP Beech A36 dep 11th on round-the-world 

� ight; T7-LSV PC-12 dep 11th.  10/6 OE-IXX Global 

5000 dep 12th.  11/6 F-GKCR PA-28RT-201T n/s; 

OK-PCD Pilatus PC-12 n/s.  12/6 F-HSLA PA-28-181; 

M-KATE Airbus A319-133X.  14/6 D-EVXA Extreme 

Air XA-41; D-EYXA Extreme Air Sbach 342.  16/6 

D-ERFM Diamond DA-40D dep 18th.  17/6 C-FREE 

Gulfstream G150 dep 19th; 2-BOYS Commander 114B 

n/s.  18/6 D-ECET Cessna T.182T.  20/6 D-EMVR 

Cessna 182Q; D-IESG Beech 60 dep 23rd; 2-ROAM 

Commander 114B.  21/6 S5-DIA Cessna 172S dep 
2/7; S5-PDW Pipistrel Virus dep 22nd.  22/6 N20TC 

Beech A.36 dep 24th on round-the-world � ight.  24/6 

F-HBFP Hawker 800XP; VP-COK Challenger 601 

n/s.  25/6 D-IHIT Beech 58P dep 28th.  26/6 OO-LEG 

Cessna T.182T.  29/6 OH-STL Diamond DA-40D n/s.  

BIRMINGHAM
2/9 YU-SPC Citation 560XLS+.  4/9 D-IROL Do.228-

100 Business Wings; D-CRIS Gulfstream G150; 

PH-NDK Falcon 900B.  5/9 LZ-ABR An-26B Air Bright 

also 11th.  7/9 D-CGGG Learjet 31A.  8/9 PH-TCN 

Avanti.  10/9 LY-ETM ATR 42-312F Aviavilsa; OY-TLP 

Avanti.  11/9 ES-AEC E170ST Estonian Air.  16/9 

PH-PST Phenom 100.  17/9 OO-IDE CitationJet 525C 

CJ4.  21/9 UR-CZZ An-12BP Ukraine Air Alliance also 

23rd.  23/9 PH-FHB PA-46-500TP.  24/9 OE-GMM 

Citation 680 Sovereign; 9H-VLZ Citation 560 Ultra.  

25/9 OY-RUG ATR 72-202 Danish Air Transport.  26/9 

UR-CGW An-12BP Ukraine Air Alliance.  27/9 VP-CBE 

A330-202 Hong Kong Jet; TC-LER A310-308F ULS 

Cargo.  30/9 D-ISAG Premier 1.

BLACKPOOL
7/7 D-CHDC Citation 680 Sovereign.  9/7 F-BSPQ 

Robin DR.300/120.  19/7 9H-BBJ 737-7BC BBJ dep 

21st.  21/7 OY-SNK Falcon 2000 n/s.  22/7 EI-EEH 
BRM Land Africa n/s, type f/v.

BRISTOL INTERNATIONAL
4/8 OH-BLI 717-2CM Blue1 op for SAS.  8/8 OH-BLQ 

717-23S Blue1 op for SAS.  10/8 D-CBGR Learjet 

55.  12/8 EC-JFT Citation 560 Ultra; EC-JNB CRJ900 

Air Nostrum dep 13th.  19/8 LX-INS Citation 560XLS 

also 26th.  22/8 D-CGGG Learjet 31A.  26/8 UR-DWH 

CitationJet 525B CJ3.  27/8 OK-HWT Cirrus SR-22T.  

31/8 EC-HYI Falcon 2000.

DONCASTER SHEFFIELD
1/7 EI-JSK Gulfstream G650.  3/7 OE-HAC Citation 

750 X.  4/7 PH-RLY Cessna 402B dep 6th; F-GPJD 

Beech E.90 & F-GHDO Beech A.90 both dep 7th.  

7/7 VP-COK Challenger 601.  8/7 D-ILHD CitationJet 

525 CJ1+ Lufthansa Flight Training.  14/7 D-ILHE 

CitationJet 525 CJ1+ Lufthansa Flight Training.  19/7 

S5-AAG CRJ200LR Adria Airways.  20/7 D-CRIS 

Gulfstream G150 n/s; B-8160 Gulfstream G550 dep 
23rd.  24/7 D-BOOK Falcon 2000EX. 

13/8 N81560 & N81562 Cessna 208Bs on delivery 
to Abu Dhabi AF, both n/s.  18/8 D-FKAI PC-12 n/s. 

DURHAM TEES VALLEY
7/6 C-GTLA Falcon 900EX EASy dep 11th.  8/6 

F-GINM Robin DR.400/140B.  12/6 D-ELKN Cessna 

172R; D-EGTS PA-28-181.  13/6 OK-OKV PA-42-720 
Cheyenne 3.  16/6 HB-JZA Robinson R-44.  23/6 LN-

HOT CitationJet 525B CJ3; D-EKNA Mooney M.20F.  

25/6 PH-PBA DC-3C Dutch Dakota Association.  30/6 

EC-KHP Citation 550 Bravo n/s.

3/7 SE-RBY Citation 550 Bravo; OE-VTX Diamond 

DA-42M-NG n/s.  4/7 HB-PLZ PA-28-181 n/s; HB-PLC 

PA-28RT-201T n/s; HB-PQB PA-28-181 n/s.  15/7 SP-

Denham played host to three visitors on September 29 when AS350B2 Ecureuil F-GYRJ and 
Piper PA-46-350P Malibu Mirage N53517 were joined on the grass by Citation Mustang N397CM.  
Clive Glaister

Kenya Airways’ latest Boeing 737-8HX 5Y-CYA routed via Manchester on October 19 on its 
delivery � ight.  It arrived at Manchester from Boeing Field via Goose Bay before continuing on 
to Cairo and then Nairobi.  Nik French
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LPE 767-341ER ex LOT, arrived for scrapping.  16/7 

ZZ418 Shadow R1 14 Sqn, RAF. 

EAST MIDLANDS
2/8 LX-WCV 747-4R7F Cargolux also 30th.  4/8 UR-

82027 AN-124-100 Antonov Airlines also 7th;  9H-WII 

Citation 650 VII; 5/8 N903AR 747-428 Centurion Air 
Cargo.  6/8 EC-KLD 757-236/F Gestair op for TNT; 

F-HKIL Citation 510 Mustang.  8/8 LX-DCV 747-8R7F 

Cargolux.  9/8 N435KD MD-11F Western Global 
Airlines.  11/8 N740AX 767-232F ABX Air op for TNT.  

13/8 EW-394TI An-12BK Ruby Star also 30th; LX-

VCH 747-8R7F Cargolux.  15/8 TC-MCG A300-605R 

MNG Airlines.  19/8 N745AX 767-232F ABX Air op 

for TNT; D-IDBA Premier 1A.  21/8 OO-FTS Citation 

560XL.  22/8 RA-26142 An-26B Pskovavia; UR-CJN 
An-12B Cavok Air.  26/8 D-FFHZ PC-12.  27/8 I-VITH 

Beech 400A; OY-JTK 737-4Y0F Jet Time op for TNT; 

EC-MCL BAe146-300QT TNT.

EXETER
1/8 D-INKY Avanti; D-EPKO PA-46-310P.  8/8 SE-RMO 

Learjet 45XR.  9/8 D-CELI Citation 550 Bravo.  13/8 

HB-DIK Mooney M.20J.  16/8 LX-JFN PC-12.

Flybe Aviation Services engineering movements: 

1/8 EI-FCL E190LR returned from Norwich in BoraJet 

colours, since re-registered TC-YAI.  5/8 OH-ATL 
ATR 72-212A Flybe Nordic dep 25th.  11/8 G-FBEE 

E195LR returned from Norwich in Vim (Russia) colours.  

14/8 A9C-HWR RJ85 Bahrain Defence Force.

GLASGOW
2/8 3A-MGA Falcon 7X; SE-RBY Citation 550 Bravo; 

ZS-PWU CitationJet 525 CJ1.  3/8 D-CFGG Learjet 

35A; 253 CN-235-100MPA 101 Sqn, Irish Air Corps.  

4/8 N659FM Falcon 2000EX.  9/8 SE-DJG Legacy 

600.  16/8 N737GG BBJ2; OY-JJB Do.328JET Sun 

Air.  17/8 LX-LOU Learjet 60.  20/8 A6-PFC 787-8 
Abu Dhabi Amiri Flight.  22/8 163555 UC-12F AOD 
Atsugi, USN dep 25th; N88CD TBM-900 c/n 1027 on 

delivery; N200AB Gulfstream III; N531EE Phenom 100.  

24/8 VT-SDJ Beech 200.  28/8 VQ-BRI Hawker 4000; 

F-HAFS E145EP Enhance Aero Group.  31/8 OK-LAZ 

Let L-410UVP-E Van Air Europe.

GUERNSEY
4/8 F-GLAL SOCATA TB-9 also 22nd.  5/8 ZD252 Lynx 

HMA8SRU 815 NAS.  7/8 D-EPUT Cessna 172M; 

HB-DIK Mooney M.20J.  9/8 VH-RIU Hawker 850XP 

dep, arrived 31/7 as M-YCEF; F-HSDG Mooney M.20K; 

D-MZNZ Tecnam P96 Golf.  10/8 D-EIFB SOCATA 

TB-21.  11/8 D-ELPX PA-28-181.  14/8 D-EDIK PA-

28R-200; PH-AMI Cirrus SR-20.  15/8 LX-FDA Falcon 
7X; HB-SDM Diamond DA-42 also 16th; F-BXVY Robin 

DR.400/180; F-GJQR Robin DR.400/140B.  16/10 

F-HACF Aquila A.210.  18/8 F-HPTV Cessna 172R.  

19/8 EC-KTC Do.28G-92; F-HFPJ Cessna 182T.  

21/8 F-AZTF/XX639:D Bulldog T.1; F-GVYC Robin 

DR.400/120.  23/8 D-EKEU PA-46-350P; HB-PDU PA-

28RT-201.  27/8 OO-PRM Citation 510 Mustang.  29/8 

F-GDLK PA-44-180T.  1/8 F-HUGE Cirrus SR-22.

INVERNESS
3/8 D-ELXC Cessna R.182T.  6/9 DU-142 AW139 & 

A6-HEH 737-8AS BBJ2 Dubai Air Wing both also 

8th.  8/8 68/F-RAFA Falcon 7X ET00.060, French 
AF; N74589 Douglas C-47A n/s also 10th.  9/8 HB-

VPC CitationJet 525A CJ2 dep 11th.  13/8 D-CFOR 

Learjet 35A.  14/8 OY-EJD Falcon 7X n/s also 19th; 

T-785 Falcon 900EX EASy LTDB, Swiss AF.  24/8 

D-CARO Citation 680 Sovereign+ n/s; PH-SVX 

PA-31T2 Cheyenne 2XL also 27th; PH-TXA Citation 

510 Mustang dep 26th.  27/8 LY-ETM ATR 42-300/F 

Aviavilsa.  31/8 PH-HGT Citation 680 Sovereign. 

JERSEY
1/9 65 Xingu 28F, French Navy.  4/9 D-GVCC Diamond 

DA-42.  6/9 F-GRRF Issoire APM-20 Lionceau; 

F-GYDS Cessna 172R.  7/9 D-EHKY Bölkow Bo.207; 

D-ELGG Cessna 172S.  8/9 SE-IHR PA-23-250E.  

11/9 D-EDNE Bölkow Bo.208C; D-ERLL Aquila A.210; 

HB-FVG PC-12; C-GVRA/KB726:VR-A Lancaster 
B.X Canadian Warplane Heritage; F-AZKM/55454 

Rockwell OV-10B; F-AZKU/2105915 Curtiss 

P-40N; F-AZZM T-6G ‘Zero’ Replica; SE-DXG/614 
SAAB Sk.60E, SE-DXN/37098 SAAB AJSF-37 
& SE-DXP/35810 SAAB SK-35C all operated by 
Flygvapnet Veteran� yvdivisionen.  The vintage 

aircraft were present for the Jerset International Air 

Display on 11/9.  13/9 D-EIPN Cessna 182T; F-HAEC & 

F-HFPB Cessna 172Ss.  14/9 D-IFMG Premier 1.  16/9 

7 Falcon 50 24F, French Navy.  17/9 F-HTMS Falcon 

900DX n/s dep as N900VL; HZ-ATG Challenger 605; 

103 TBM-700A ETAC00.065, French AF.  18/9 F-HLXS 

Falcon 2000LX.  19/9 OO-SSR Commander 114A; 

OK-LAZ LET-410-UVP-E Van Air Europe.  20/9 OO-

SDT Beech 350.  22/9 185 Falcon 10MER 57S, French 

Navy.  23/9 F-GSNK Falcon 900LX.  25/9 VP-BEJ 

Challenger 601-3A; 107/YV Xingu EAT00.319, French 

AF.  26/9 EI-VII Van’s RV-7; OO-ACO Citation 510 

Mustang.  27/9 D-EKNA Mooney M.20F.  28/9 EI-EWY 

Van’s RV-8.  

LEEDS BRADFORD
3/7 F-GXPE & F-GZOO AS350B2s; F-HAUF AS350B3; 

F-GCTO, F-GJRP & F-GDXR AS350BAs.  4/7 F-HODB 

PA-31-350; F-HPIX BN-2B-26; OO-LAC Beech 

200C.  5/7 F-HELA ERJ 145EU Enhance Aero Group; 

F-HDPO Falcon 7X; PH-CTR Citation 680 Sovereign.  

9/7 F-GPLK Beech 90; OY-JTF 737-382QC Jet Time op 

for Multi� ight also 23rd.  14/7 D-IKOB Beech 200.  27/7 

F-HAFS ERJ 145EP Enhance Aero Group; N650RR 
Gulfstream G650.  

1/8 D-CQAJ Learjet 35A; F-HFKC ERJ 145LR 

Enhance Aero Group.  3/8 OE-GUN Citation 560XL.  

9/8 05-4613 C-40C 73rd AS, 932nd AW, USAF.  15/8 

OY-GKC Citation 560XLS+.  19/8 CN-IAM Challenger 
604.  20/8 HB-ERO Fairchild UC-61K Argus.  28/8 

B-8108 Gulfstream G550; OO-DFG Falcon 2000EX. 

LIVERPOOL
2/7 LN-WDF Dash 8-Q400 Widerøe Airlines also 3rd.  

3/7 N117MS Gulfstream III.  5/7 F-GJAD Beech 90 dep 

7th.  6/7 ES-SAL A320-214 SmartLynx Airlines also 

13th & 20th.  7/7 EC-KPJ Gulfstream G150.  17/7 OH-

RBX Citation 560XL; OO-EPU Learjet 45.  18/7 PH-

JUR PA-32R-301T.  19/7 ZS-DJI 767-216ER Aeronexus 

Corporation; VQ-BPH Hawker 900XP also 20th.  22/7 

OK-SIM Robinson R44.  25/7 HB-GLB Beech 200.  

26/7 OK-PBS CitationJet 525 CJ1.

2/8 YR-FKA Fokker 100 Carpatair.  7/8 OM-ATM 

Citation 560 V.  10/8 D-AWUE BAe.146-200 WDL.  

12/8 OE-FXM CitationJet 525A CJ2.  15/8 D-ESGN 

Aquila AT.210.  19/8 OO-INN Beech 200; D-IAVA Beech 

C.90B.  20/8 D-EEMK AA-5B Tiger.  23/8 A7-HMD 
EC155B1 Gulf Helicopters also 24th; PH-DRK 

Citation 560XL.  30/8 EC-LQF Citation S550 S.II n/s.

LONDON GATWICK
1/9 TC-TJO 737-86N Corendon Airlines.  6/9 LY-CGC 

737-4Y0 Grand Cru Airlines op for Small Planet.  8/9 

PK-GIF 777-3U3ER Garuda, � rst service from Jakarta; 

OY-GWK Falcon 2000S.  10/9 LN-NHA 737-8JP 

Norwegian Air Shuttle; PK-GIE 777-3U3ER Garuda.  

12/9 PK-GIA 777-3U3ER Garuda.  13/9 D-ALPJ A330-

223 Air Berlin; EI-FDS 737-86N Meridiana Fly; PK-GID 

777-3U3ER Garuda; YI-ASJ 737-81Z Iraqi Airways.  

19/9 TC-OBV A321-231 Onur Air.  21/9 YI-ASF 737-81Z 

Iraqi Airways.  22/9 9A-JSC CitationJet 525A CJ2.  

24/9 EC-MBY A320-214(SL) Vueling Airlines.  25/9 

EI-FFK 737-81Q Meridiana Fly.  26/9 SU-BRG Citation 

US Navy Boeing P-8A Poseidon 168756 was present at Durham Tees Valley from October 1 to 17 
for Exercise Joint Warrior.  Matt Falcus

Boeing 727-2U5 Adv HZ-AB3 performing one of a number of low approaches at Exeter Airport 
on September 28.  The aircraft positioned over from Bournemouth and after carrying out some 
more training at Southampton it went to Lasham.  Ian Simpson
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680 Sovereign; TC-RSA Jetstream 32 Redstar 
Aviation.  29/9 9H-JET Gulfstream G150.

LONDON HEATHROW
1/9 B-2047 777-39LER Air China; JY-BAA 787-8 Royal 
Jordanian Airlines.  4/9 A7-HSJ A320-232 Qatar Amiri 

Flight.  5/9 B-LJG 747-867F Cathay Pacific.  6/9 B-KQQ 

777-367ER Cathay Pacific; EC-MCS A320-214 Iberia 

Express; EZ-A015 737-82K Turkmenistan Airlines.  

7/9 VQ-BQF 777-3M0ER Aeroflot.  10/9 S2-AHK 

777-266ER Biman Bangladesh Airlines.  12/9 LZ-HBZ 

BAe 146-200 Bulgaria Air.  13/9 EZ-A017 737-82K 

Turkmenistan Airlines; VP-CEC 737-9HW BBJ3.  14/9 

S2-AHL 777-266ER Biman Bangladesh Airlines.  17/9 

RP-C3436 A340-313X Philippine Airlines.  18/9 SP-

LRD 787-8 LOT.  19/9 EC-MBK A320-214(SL) Vueling 

Airlines.  20/9 A6-ETS 777-3FXER Etihad Airways; YU-

APD A319-132 Air Serbia.  23/9 D-AIUI A320-214(SL) 

Lufthansa.  26/9 B-LJL 747-867F Cathay Pacific; EI-ICU 
S-92A Irish Coast Guard.  29/9 OM-CEX 737-436 Air 

Explore op for Air France.

LONDON LUTON
2/9 N1KE Gulfstream G650.  3/9 A9C-BAH Gulfstream 

G650 Bahrain Amiri Flight.  4/9 HB-JIN Falcon 900EX.  

5/9 I-NDOF 767-306ER Neos Air for maintenance.  

8/9 CN-TLB CitationJet 525 CJ1; S5-ABZ 737-

4K5 Solinair/DHL.  9/9 C-GKGN Challenger 604.  

11/9 D-ALPD A330-223 Air Berlin.  12/9 N585EE 

Phenom 300; B-8215 Falcon 7X.  15/9 HA-LYH A320 

Airbus-232(SL) Wizz Air.  16/9 D-ASTE A321-211(SL) 

Germania.  17/9 N68HB Hawker 4000.  18/9 N1216K 

Falcon 7X; PR-NOC Gulfstream G550.  24/9 N650GU 
Gulfstream G650.  25/9 PR-VCO Gulfstream G450.  

26/9 EC-LVR 737-85P Air Europa.  27/9 D-ITEM PA-

31T2 Cheyenne 2XL.  28/9 5N-EXJ Hawker 800XP2.  

29/9 N206FS Gulfstream G280; LX-NYO Global 

Express.  30/9 TC-JNB A330-203 Turkish Airlines; OY-

VIZ Global 5000; OO-XLS Citation XLS+.

LONDON SOUTHEND 
1/9 HB-ZOO AS355NP Heli-Alpes.  3/9 D-ITFC Beech 

200.  6/9 EI-FBM 717-2BL Volotea Airlines; P4-KCU 

757-23N Air Astana to ATC (Lasham).  8/9 EC-LQF 

Citation S550 S.II; F-GDAP Cessna 206H; HB-VRV 

Phenom 100.  10/9 SP-MRB SAAB 340A SkyTaxi.  11/9 

PH-1106 Grob G-109B.  12/9 D-ELFB Cessna 172S.  

13/9 F-BVTP PA-23-250C; EI-FCB 717-2BL Volotea 

Airlines.  16/9 D-IATE Cessna F.406 Air-Taxi Europe.  

18/9 N515AR DHC-6-300 Twin Otter International.  

22/8 P4-YAS A319-132 Air Astana to Air Livery dep 

30th; C-FLRJ RJ85 dep on delivery to Summit Air 
ex G-CHKP.  25/9 A6-FLH Gulfstream IV n/s; D-ICCC 

Cessna F.406 Air-Taxi Europe.  27/9 OH-BEX Beech 

90 Scanwings op for Woodgate Aviation.  29/9 PH-ECC 

PC-12.  

MANCHESTER
3/8 C-FKCJ 757-236F Cargojet Airways; 9H-FWW 

Premier 1.  4/8 N767MW 767-277 Pace Airlines.  5/8 

N322SG 747-481 Atlas Air Charters n/s.  6/8 D-AIHP 

A340-642 Lufthansa, medical diversion MUC-ORD.  

8/8 OY-RUE MD-83 Danish Air Transport op for BH Air; 

D-CDRF Learjet 45.  9/8 I-ADJK E195LR Air Dolomiti; 

RA-74005 AN-74TK-100C Shar Ink, Medevac flight; 
N592CL Falcon 900EX EASy.  11/8 9A-BTE Fokker 100 

Sun Adria; N531EE Phenom 300.  12/8 LY-SPC A320-

231 Small Planet Airlines.  16/8 D-AIUH A320-214(SL) 

Lufthansa; PH-EXC E190LR KLM Cityhopper; LZ-AWA 
A330-223 BH Air.  17/8 N15PV Gulfstream G150.  

18/8 TC-JLJ A320-232 Turkish Airlines.  20/8 D-AIUG 

A320-214(SL) Lufthansa.  21/8 TC-JVC 737-8F2 Turkish 

Airlines, Dublin diversion.  22/8 F-HREX Hawker 800XP.  

24/8 SE-RMJ CitationJet 525B CJ3.  27/8 OE-FID 

Citation 510 Mustang.  31/8 EI-CMD 767-324ER Blue 

Panorama op for Monarch.

2/9 1302 KC-30A MRTT Sqn, UAE AF, also 6th; 

F-HIKJ Falcon 2000EX EASy.  3/9 EC-LZO 767-35DER 

Privilege Style; OE-GTH Beech 350.  8/9 F-HIPE 

Phenom 300.  10/9 I-NEOZ 737-86N Neos op for Jet2.  

12/9 PH-CDE 737-8GQ Corendon Dutch Airlines op 

for Jet2.  15/9 D-CARO Citation 680 Sovereign+.  17/9 

SP-ENH 737-405 Enter Air.  18/9 HZ-AK13 777-368ER 

Saudia.  22/9 OY-JTB 737-3Y0 Jet Time.  26/9 D-CMHA 

Do.328-110 MHS Aviation op for Sun Air.  29/9 HZ-AK14 

777-368ER Saudia; EI-DSE A320-216 Alitalia.  30/9 

EI-EUB A320-232 Livingston.

NORWICH
9/8 EC-LOF BAe 146-300QT TNT.  11/8 F-HDOM 

Falcon 2000EX to Air Livery; D-AFAB Challenger 604 

dep ex Air Livery.  14/8 T-785 Falcon 900EX EASy 

LTDB, Swiss AF also 20th.  17/8 D-CEXP Learjet 35A.  

24/8 PR-GOT 737-8BK GOL Transportes Aéreos; 

PH-TXA Citation 510 Mustang also 26th.  25/8 PJ-JCT 
Fokker 70 Insel Air International dep on delivery.  

27/8 OO-LFS Learjet 45; ZJ692 Sentinel R1 5 Sqn, 

RAF training.  28/8 OO-ACC 525A CitationJet CJ2+.    

PRESTWICK
1/8 164998 C-130T VR-53, USN; KAF342 C-17A 
41 Sqn, Kuwait AF, also 6th; 130605 CC-130J 436 

TS, RCAF.  2/8 130602 CC-130J 436 TS, RCAF.  3/8 

HB-FVO PC-12; N567CA 757-223 National Airlines; 

TJ-CAC 767-33AER Camair.  6/8 58-0083 & 60-0367 

KC-135Rs 121st ARW, Ohio ANG.  9/8 N8300L Dash 
8-315 USAF.  10/8 10-0728 & 10-0729 MC-12Ws 427th 

RS, USAF; 165741 UC-35C MWHS-4, USMC.  11/8 

N254GA Gulfstream G280 on delivery; 130601 CC-

130J 436 TS, RCAF.  12/8 10-0730, 10-0739 & 10-0742 

MC-12Ws 427th RS, USAF.  14/8 177704 CC-177 429 

TS, RCAF.  17/8 130615 CC-130J 436 TS, RCAF.  18/8 

HB-FSJ PC-12 c/n 1488 on delivery.  19/8 N8300L 

Dash 8-202 USAF.  21/8 EW-378TG An-26A Vulkan 
Air.  22/8 UR-CAH An-12BK Cavok Air.  23/8 130613 

CC-130J 436 TS, RCAF.  25/8 HB-FSL PC-12 c/n 1490 

on delivery.  26/8 N255GA Gulfstream G280 c/n 2055 

on delivery.  28/8 01-0040 C-40B 1st AS, 89th AW, 

USAF.  29/8 UR-DWF An-12BK Ukraine Air Alliance, 

crashed 30th in Algeria.  31/8 UR-CKC AN-74TK-100 
Cavok Air; 164598 C-130T VR-55, USN.

SOUTHAMPTON
2/8 XA-FXL Falcon 900B.  13/8 N863MF Gulfstream 

V.  15/8 G-BZMY Yakovlev C-11.  22/8 SX-BHR 737-5L9 

Hermes Airlines, Lourdes charter.  25/8 N144BS Falcon 

900C.

1/9 C-GSUN Challenger 300.  9/9 G-CIGZ S-92A 

arrived from docks on delivery to Bristow.  14/9 N1TF 
Gulfstream G650.  17/9 OY-WWW CitationJet 525B 

CJ3. 

Key: f/v first visit; n/s night stop; o/s overshoot.

With thanks to: D Apps, D Banks, D Bougourd, S Boyd, J Brazier, N Burch, P Claridge, A Clarke, I Cockerton, KW Ede, M Farley, N French, P Gibson, D Graham,  
A Greening, J Gregory, I Grierson, D Haines, M Harper, K Hearn, G Hocquard, B Hunter, S Lane, G Morris, S Morrison, R Richardson, R Roberts, E Russell,  
RJ Sayer, M Shepherd, A Smith, D Turner, JA White, G Williams, Blackpool Aviation Society, Manston Movements, Solent Aviation Society/‘Osprey’,  
South Wales Aviation Group, CIAN, GSAE, The Aviation Society, EGPE ATC, www.dtvmovements.co.uk, Aerodata Quantum Plus, RHADS.

Arab Republic of Egypt Cessna 680 Citation Sovereign SU-BRG arriving at Gatwick on 
September 26.  Mark Stevens

Nigerian Air Force Boeing 737-7N6 BBJ 5N-FGT departing from Heathrow on September 23.  
Richard Vandervord
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RAF BRIZE NORTON
6/8 2465 C-130M 1 GT/1 GTT Brazilian AF.  7/8 A41-
211 C-17A 36 Sqn, RAAF.  10/8 130602 CC-130J-30 

436 TS, RCAF.  11/8 RA-30078 An-30 Russian AF; 

5699 C-130J-30 335 Skv, Royal Norwegian AF.  13/8 

130603 CC-130J-30 436 TS, RCAF.  19/8 177704 

CC-177 429 TS, RCAF.  23/8 CM-02 Falcon 20E-5 

15 Wing, Belgian Defence – Air Component; KAF327 
KC-130J 41 Sqn, Kuwait AF.  29/8 CH-11 C-130H 15 

Wing, Belgian Defence – Air Component.

1/9 188734 (dep 8th) & 188788 (dep 7th) CF-188As 425 
TFS, RCAF.  The large number of � ghters visiting base 

was in connection with the � ypast over the NATO Summit 

at Celtic Manor on September 5.  2/9 CH-02 C-130H 

15 Wing, Belgian Defence – Air Component; B-538 

C-130J-30 Esk.721, Royal Danish AF n/s also 7th n/s; 

E-600 & E-610 F-16AMs Esk.727/730, Royal Danish AF 

both dep 6th; 016 C-295M 13 ELTr, Polish AF dep 15th; 

49, 67 & 108 MiG-29s 1 ELT, Polish AF all dep 5th; 16706 

C-295M Esq 52, Portuguese AF n/s also 5th n/s; 15116 

& 15115 F-16AMs Esq 201/301 Portuguese AF both 

dep 6th; 30+53 Typhoon TLwG73, German AF; 30+98 

Typhoon TLwG31, German AF both dep 5th; 120/115-KC 

Mirage 2000C EC02.005, French AF dep 5th.  3/9 15005 

CC-150T 437 TS, RCAF dep 7th.  5/9 A39-002 KC-30A 
33 Sqn, RAAF.  7/9 188782 CF-188A 425 TFS, RCAF 
dep 7th; 198/62-HF CN-235M ET03.062, French AF; 

MM62193 C-130J-30 46 BA, Italian AF.  11/7 177704 CC-

177 429 TS, RCAF; 0007/AA A400M ET01.061, French 
AF also 24th.  12/9 CB-8010 C-17A 81 Sqn, Indian AF.  

15/9 MM62183 C-130J 46 BA, Italian AF.  21/9 130338 

KCC-130H 435 TRS, RCAF dep 23rd.  24/9 CH-03 

C-130H 15 Wing, Belgian Defence – Air Component; 

1301 KC-30B MRTT Sqn, UAE AF n/s also 28th.  27/9 

CS-TRJ A321-231 15 Wing, Belgian Defence – Air 

Component.

RAF CONINGSBY
8/9 MM55092/4-25 & MM55095/4-23 TF-2000A 

Typhoons 4° St, Italian AF.  17/9 078/YE Xingu 

EAT00.319, French AF.  24/9 CE-03 ERJ 145LR 15 

Wing, Belgian Defence – Air Component also 30th.  

FAIRFORD
9/9 68-10336/BB U-2S 99th RS, 9th RW, USAF dep 

10th; 80-1076/BB U-2S 99th RS, 9th RW, USAF dep 

18th; N85 Challenger 600 FAA.  10/9 80-1079 & 80-

1086 U-2S 99th RS, 9th RW, USAF both dep 11th.

LAKENHEATH
3/9 R-01 AB.412SP SAR Flt, Royal Netherlands AF 

n/s.  4/9 92-1454 C-130H 156th AS, NC ANG n/s.  5/9 

94-0066 C-17A 62nd/446th AW, USAF n/s.  17/9 08-

8194 C-17A 62nd/446th AW, USAF n/s.  

RAF LEEMING
28/7 6064, 6066 & 6054 L-159As 21.ztl/212.tl, Czech 
AF dep 1/8; 0455 C-295M 24.zdl/242.tsl, Czech AF.

RAF LEUCHARS
5/9 G-273 C-130H-30 336 Sqn, Royal Netherlands AF.  

25/9 G-988 C-130H 336 Sqn, Royal Netherlands AF.

RAF LINTON-ON-OUSE
10/9 F-GUKO & F-GUKP Grob G-120A-Fs E-CATS, 

French AF both n/s. 

RAF LOSSIEMOUTH
24/9 51+10 & 50+69 Transalls LTG61, German AF. 

MILDENHALL
3/9 09-0015 C-32A 1st AS, 89th AW, USAF dep 
5th.  4/9 96-1008 C-130H 109th AS, Mn ANG n/s.  5/9 

89-0511 (also 22nd-24th) & 90-0167 (also 27th-4/10) 

AC-130Us 4th SOS, 1st SOW, USAF both dep 8th; 99-
1933 EC-130J 193rd SOS, Pa ANG still present 4/10; 

168755/755 P-8A VP-30, USN dep 7th.  7/9 168073/

QH KC-130J VMGR-234, USMC n/s.  11/9 90-1791 & 

90-1797 C-130Hs 180th AS, Mo ANG, 92-3281, 92-

3282, 92-3283 & 92-3287 C-130Hs 96th AS, AFRC.  

13/9 08-3172 C-130J-30 317th AG, USAF dep 20th; 

08-3179, 08-5675 & 08-5684 C-130J-30 317th AG, 

USAF all n/s.  15/9 92-1538 & 93-7314 C-130Hs 187th 

AS, Wy ANG both n/s; 66-0219 MC-130P 130 RQS, 

Ca ANG n/s also 23rd n/s; 05-0446 U-28A AFSOC 
n/s.  19/9 1689 C-130H Afghan AF on delivery.  

21/9 05-4613 C-40C 73rd AS, AFRC n/s.  22/9 08-
0835 U-28A 319th SOS, USAF n/s.  24/9 63-3186 

C-130E 222 Filo, Turkish AF n/s also 29th-1/10.  29/9 

MM62186 C-130J 46 BA, Italian AF n/s.

RAF NORTHOLT
7/9 51+02 Transall LTG61, German AF.  11/9 0211 
M-28B-TDIV 7.eds, Polish AF dep 15th.  12/9 166376 

C-37B VR-1, USN dep 15th; 274 AW139 101 Sqn, 

Irish Air Corps.  15/9 4588/61-PM C-130H ET02.061, 
French AF; 50+74 Transall LTG61, German AF; 5105 
Challenger 601 24.zdl Czech AF n/s .

RAF VALLEY
9/9 M-519 & M-513 Merlin Mk.512 Esk.722, Royal 

Danish AF dep 12th. 

RAF WADDINGTON
2/9 MM62215/46-80 C-27J 46 BA, Italian AF.  4/9 084/

YH, 099/YP (also 11th) & 105/YU Xingus EAT00.319, 

French AF.  10/9 078/YE Xingu EAT00.319, French AF.

Key: n/s night stop; o/s overshoot
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AIR BASE MOVEMENTS
A selection of the most interesting aircraft to visit air bases in the UK recently.

Italian Army Aviation 
Dornier 228 MM62157 arrived 

at Lakenheath on October 20 and 
departed the next day.  The aircraft is operated 

by 28° Gruppo Squadroni at Viterbo.  Justin Ward

This US Marine Corps F/A-18A+ Hornet, 163094/VW-06, from VMFA-314 ‘Black Knights’ based 
at MCAS Miramar, California, was one of 12 from the unit that stopped off at Lakenheath on its 
way home from a deployment in the Middle East.  The � rst six arrived on Friday, October 3 with 
the second batch following the next day.  Ten of the 12 jets were able to continue to the US on 
Sunday, October 5 while the remaining two stayed at Lakenheath for a further seven days due 
to technical issues.  Key-Dino Carrara
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H
itler’s Germany was responsible for 
huge advances in aircraft research 
and development, especially in the 
field of jet engines and jet-powered 

aircraft.  The problem was that inter-company 
rivalries, a lack of coherence and firm 
guidance from the Reichsluftfahrtministerium 
(RLM) and the ill-advised direction from some 
senior officers and Hitler himself meant that 
despite being well ahead of the Allies, it was 
too late for the Luftwaffe’s jet aircraft to make a 
significant impact by the time the war turned 
against Germany.  This was very much the 
case for the Arado Ar 234 Blitz (Lightning).

In autumn 1940, the RLM asked German 
manufacturers to look at the feasibility of 
a jet-powered high-speed reconnaissance 
aircraft with a range of approximately 1,340 

GREASED LIGHTNING 
ARADO Ar 234 BLITZ

Top: A line-up of Arado Ar 234 B-2 bombers 
of III./KG 76, in the snow at Burg near 
Magdeburg in December 1944, being made 
ready for their next missions.  EN-Archive

Left: One of the eight prototype Ar 
234As launching from the dolly and skid 
arrangement that was initially used before  
the ’B variant adopted an undercarriage.   
All photos Chris Goss archive unless stated

79www.aviation-news.co.uk

The Arado Ar 234 Blitz (Lightning) was the  
world’s first operational jet-powered bomber  

and reconnaissance aircraft, entering service in  
mid-1944.  German and Allied pilots alike reported 
the aircraft was ‘greased lightning’ – both in flight 
and when landing.  Chris Goss relates the brief  

but notable career of a revolutionary aircraft.
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miles (2,156km).  Professor Walter Blume, 
together with engineer Hans Peter Rebeski, 
initiated studies that would utilise new jet 
engines from BMW and Junkers, and the 
result was the Arado E.370, a high-winged 
design with a Junkers Jumo engine under 
each wing.  This appealed to the RLM and 
the first two prototypes – now named Ar 234 
– were ordered in early 1941, with completion 
by the end of the year.  However, despite the 
airframes being ready by December 1941, 
Junkers announced it was experiencing 
problems with its engines – the result was 
that the Ar 234 sat engineless until February 
1943.  When pre-production engines did 
become available they were found to be 
inadequate.  It was not until June 15, 1943 
that reliable engines were finally delivered, 
fitted, and the Ar 234 V1 got airborne from 
Rheine airfield near Münster with Flugkapitän 
Heinz Selle at the controls.

The undercarriage was the essential 
difference between the early Ar 234s and 
the later machines.  To save weight, Arado 
initially elected to use a jettisonable three-
wheeled trolley, and three retractable skids 
that would be lowered on landing – one under 
the fuselage and one under each engine.  
However, it was soon discovered that this 
was a dangerous arrangement that removed 
steering control and the ability to taxi.  As one 
German pilot put it, landing the Ar 234 was “…
like greased lightning – like landing on soap…”  
However, despite setbacks (which even saw 

Flugkapitän Selle being killed on October 2, 
1943 when V3 caught fire in the air and dived 
into the ground from 4,000ft/1,219m), eight 
prototype Ar 234As were produced (V1 to V8) 
and the RLM decided to press ahead with the 
modified Ar 234B.

The RLM liked what it saw, but in the Ar 
234B version the dolly/skid arrangement was 
replaced by retractable tricycle undercarriage.  
This meant that bombs could not be stored 
internally and were instead carried on 
external hardpoints.  An unusual addition 
were rearward-firing defensive guns, which 
necessitated the fitting of a rear-facing 
periscope.  Although such guns were soon 
discarded, the periscope was retained to 
provide visibility aft of the fuselage.  

So it was that on March 10, 1944, Ar 234 
V9, the first B version, got airborne.  Soon 
after, manufacture of 20 pre-production B-0s 
began and the first of these took to the air on 
June 8, 1944, two days after the Allies landed 
in Normandy.  Heinz Selle’s replacement, 
Joachim Carl, was at the controls.  Despite 
a few teething troubles, the Ar 234 was now 
permitted to undertake operational sorties, 
albeit in very small numbers.

RECONNAISSANCE
The Luftwaffe had been concerned that 
inadequate reconnaissance of the Allied 
invasion would hamper any chances of 
countering it.  Allied air defences were 
making it very difficult for conventional aircraft 

to survive, and so the Ar 234 began its 
operational service in the reconnaissance 
role.  Following the fitment of cameras 
to Ar 234 V4 and V5, these aircraft were 
received by 1.Staffel/Versuchsverband OKL 
at Alt Lönnewitz in Germany.  However, it 
was not until the end of July that V5 and 
now V7 flew to Juvincourt in France to form 
Kommando Götz (named after the senior 
pilot Oberleutnant [Oblt] Horst Götz).  This 
unit’s task was to reconnoitre the Allied 
advance in France.  On August 2, 1944, Oblt 
Erich Sommer took off on what would be 
the world’s first jet reconnaissance sortie, 
an event that he subsequently recounted: 
“I did fly the first jet recce sortie over the 
Normandy landing zone and covered a lot in 
several sweeps.  My excitement was in the 
new feeling of unmolested superiority once 
I was off the ground and that the task could 
be executed in a clean, efficient, exact and 
wonderfully silent way...”

Over the next three weeks, the two 
prototypes flew a number of similar missions, 
as well as one over southern England.  The 
latter almost got Sommer into serious trouble, 
as the German leadership was worried that 
the Ar 234 could fall into Allied hands: “…I 
had to [reconnoitre] the Thames Estuary for 
secondary landing preparations and I (illegally 
[without authority]) went over London.  That 
almost cost me a court martial.  I cannot 
remember the date, but I did meet a Mosquito 
on my way out at 38,000ft [11,582m] over 
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GLOSSARY
Einsatzstaffel = Operational Squadron
Feldwebel = Sergeant
Fernaufklärungsgruppe = Long-range Reconnaissance Group
Flugkapitän = Flight Captain
Gruppe = Group
Hauptmann = Flight Lieutenant
Kampfgeschwader = Bomber Wing
Kommando = Unit
Oberfeldwebel = Flight Sergeant
Oberleutnant = Flying Officer
OKL = Oberkommando der Luftwaffe, Luftwaffe High Command
Rauchgeräte = rocket-assisted take-off gear, literally, ‘smoke equipment’
Reichsluftfahrtministerium = Ministry of Aviation
Sonderkommando = Special Unit
Staffel = Squadron
Unteroffizier = Corporal
Versuchsverband = Test Unit
Werknummer = Construction number

The cockpit of an Arado 234.

An Ar 234, believed to be from Kommando Sperling, getting airborne from Biblis in Germany.
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The Wash.  He had an enormous vapour trail 
behind him and he must have reported our 
meeting as we were at waving distance!”

By late 1944 the Ar 234s of Kommando 
Götz had moved back to Rheine in 
Germany where the unit was subsumed into 
Sonderkommando Sperling and together 
with Sonderkommando Hecht continued to 
carry out reconnaissance missions (including 
over the fringes of the UK).  Early in the New 
Year, Sonderkommando Hecht became 
1.Staffel/Fernaufklärungsgruppe 100 and 
Sonderkommando Sperling became 1.Staffel/
Fernaufklärungsgruppe 123.  About a month 
later, Erich Sommer formed Kommando 
Sommer for missions in the north of Italy.  

By now it was a case of too little too 
late for the Ar 234.  Allied airpower and the 
reducing numbers of crews and airframes 
severely limited the aircraft’s reconnaissance 
effectiveness, and the units were 
grounded.  Despite this, the last recorded 
reconnaissance Ar 234 loss occurred on May 
2, 1945 when Spitfires of 350 Sqn shot down 
what they thought was an Me 262 over the 
airfield of Biblis in Germany – in reality their 
victim was an Ar 234B-2 of 1./(F)123, whose 
pilot, Oblt Fritz Worschech, was killed. 

BOMBERS
Following the introduction into service of the 
reconnaissance Ar 234, it was inevitable that 
the aircraft would be adapted as a bomber.  
The Ar 234B-2 version was intended to carry 
a 1,500kg (3,306lb) bomb load, comprising 
500kg (1,102lb) bombs beneath each 
engine and the fuselage, although smaller 

loads were the norm.  In late summer 1944, 
IV.Gruppe/Kampfgeschwader 76 (IV./KG 76) 
began converting pilots from the rest of the 
Geschwader to the Ar 234 at Alt Lönnewitz.  
In terms of operational units, it is believed 
that II./KG 76 converted to the Blitz first, 
the Einsatzstaffel being Hauptmann (Hptm) 

Gerhard Morich’s 6./KG 76.  It was followed 
by III./KG 76, commanded by Major (Maj) 
Wilhelm Heid, who would soon be replaced 
by Hptm Hans-Georg Bätcher.  

A report on the strength of the Gruppe 
dated October 21, 1944 gives an idea of 
how it was formed.  The Stab or HQ element 
consisted of Maj Heid and four pilots, 7./KG 
76 commanded by Hptm Josef Regler had 
five pilots, and 8./KG 76 commanded by 
Oblt Herbert Kolm had four pilots.  However, 
it would appear that Hptm Dieter Lukesch’s 
Einsatzstaffel was prepared to carry out the 
majority of the missions as it had 12 pilots 
assigned.  

The first operational mission by the 
Einsatzstaffel was apparently not flown 
until December 24, 1944 when nine aircraft 
attacked Liège in support of the Ardennes 
offensive (the Battle of the Bulge).  Targets 
in the month that followed were attacked 
predominantly by day, and pilots carried out 
missions during Operation Bodenplatte, the 
massed attack on Allied airfields on New 
Year’s Day.  After conducting a weather 
reconnaissance towards Antwerp and then 
an airfield attack on Gilze-Rijen, the Ar 234s 
followed up with an attack by night against the 
port of Antwerp.

Poor fuel availability hampered bombing 
missions in the early months of 1945 but an 
improvement allowed KG 76 to play an active 
part in attacking the strategically important 
Remagen Bridge between March 7 and 17, 
1945.  However, losses in combat continued 
to whittle down their numbers and limit their 
effectiveness to such an extent that most 
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Arado 234 B-2, 140153 coded T9+HH of Kommando Sperling at Rheine. A rocket pod being moved for use on an Ar 234 B-2.

Above: Groundcrew remove film magazines 
from Oblt Horst Götz’s Arado 234 T9+GH of 
Kommando Sperling.

Below: The Ar 234C was designed to use four 
BMW 003A turbojets which meant the rocket 
pods were no longer needed.
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sat on the ground waiting for fuel, spares or 
pilots that never arrived.  

In particular, the Ar 234 proved vulnerable 
to flak and Allied tactics were for fighters to 
wait near airfields to catch them landing or 
taking off when they were at slower sleeps 
rather than at altitude.  A prime example 
of how losses were hurting occurred on 
January 21, 1945 when Spitfires of 401  
Sqn encountered what they thought were  
Me 262s in the circuit at Bramsche, in 
northeast Germany.  This was in fact  
8./KG 76 led by Oblt Herbert Kolm, and the 
Spitfires claimed three aircraft destroyed  
and five damaged.  Human losses  
amounted to Kolm, Oberfeldwebel 
Kurt Uhlmann, Oblt Frank Neumeister, 
Oberfeldwebel Anton Drews, Feldwebel 
Horst Porath and Unteroffizier Eberhard 
Sienhold, all experienced pilots who would 
prove impossible to replace.

Of particular interest, the first occurrence 
of a jet attacking another jet occurred on 
March 19, 1945. Hptm Gerhard Morich of 6./
KG 76 led a formation to attack Brussels, 
but due to poor weather and Allied fighters, 
the attacking Ar 234s split up to engage 
alternative targets.  One pilot, believed to 
be Leutnant Werner Croissant, bombed the 
airfield at Melsbroek, damaging a Gloster 
Meteor of 616 Sqn.

Attempts were made to develop the 
Ar 234B-2/N night-fighter but operational 

trials indicated that it was unsuited to the 
role.  The Ar 234C was re-engined with four 
BMW 003A turbojets, which would not only 
free up Junkers Jumo 004s for the Me 262 
but eliminate the need for Walter 109-500 
auxiliary rocket pods (Rauchgeräte) for 
take-off.  As the war ended, only 14 Ar 234Cs 
had been built though engines were in short 
supply.  Most were thus found on airfields, 
their nacelles empty.

SURVIVORS 
The Allies were quick to get hold of airworthy 
examples of the Blitz.  The Royal Air 
Force obtained a number and flew them to 

Farnborough where they were evaluated.  
Test pilot Captain Eric ‘Winkle’ Brown was 
most impressed by the Blitz, also describing 
it as flying like ‘greased lightning’, and later 
wrote: “...It was a magnificent aeroplane of 
which no real equivalent existed in the Allied 
order of battle so it may be said, without fear 
of contradiction, that the Blitz was truly in a 
class of its own.”

Sadly, despite the numbers captured, only 
one Blitz survives.  Ar 234B-2 Werknummer 
140312 coded F1+GS of 8./KG 76 was 
captured in Norway in May 1945 and now can 
be seen at the Udvar-Hazy Center at the Air 
and Space Museum in Washington DC.
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Arado 234 B-2 Werk Nummer 140312 coded F1+GS of 8/KG 76 was captured in Norway in May 
1945 and now can be seen in the Steven F Udvar-Hazy Center which is part the Air and Space 
Museum near Washington Dulles International Airport.  AirTeamImages.com/Andy Martin
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Above: One of a number of Ar 234s captured by the USAAF.

Right: An Ar 234 B discovered by American forces at the end of the war.
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Aircraft are not to scale. Information correct on the 
poster as of November 3, 2014. © Key Publishing Ltd. 2014. 
Artwork and design: © Rolando Ugolini/Airlinerart – rolando@macace.net

Aurigny Air Services
IATA/ICAO codes: GR / AUR
Fleet: 5 x Britten-Norman BN2A Mk.III Trislander, 3 x ATR 72, 
1 x Embraer 195 & 1 x Fokker 50

BA CityFlyer
IATA/ICAO codes: CJ / CFE
Fleet: 11 x Embraer 190, 6 x Embraer 170 & 1 x Saab 2000

Blue Islands
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / BCI
Fleet: 4 x ATR 42, 2 x Jetstream 32 & 1 x ATR 72

bmi regional
IATA/ICAO codes: BD / BMR
Fleet: 14 x Embraer ERJ 145 & 4 x Embraer ERJ 135

British Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: BA / BAW
Fleet: 57 x Airbus A320, 45 x Boeing 747-400, 44 x Airbus A319, 
43 x Boeing 777-200ER, 18 x Airbus A321, 15 x Boeing 767-300ER, 
12 x Boeing 737-400, 12 x Boeing 777-300ER, 8 x Boeing 787-8 
Dreamliner, 8 x Airbus A380-800, 3 x Boeing 777-200 & 2 x Airbus A318 

Citywing
IATA/ICAO codes: NM / BPS 
Fleet: 4 x Let L 410UVP & 1 x Jetstream 31  

Directflight 
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / DCT
Fleet: 2 x Britten-Norman BN2B Islander

Eastern Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: T3 / EZE
Fleet: 18 x Jetstream 41, 9 x Saab 2000, 2 x Embraer ERJ 145 & 
2 x Embraer ERJ 135

easyJet
IATA/ICAO codes: U2 / EZY
Fleet: 136 x Airbus A319 & 65 x Airbus A320 

Flybe
IATA/ICAO codes: BE / BEE
Fleet: 43 x Dash 8-Q400, 13 x Embraer 195 & 11 x Embraer 175

Hebridean Air Services
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / HBR
Fleet: 3 x Britten-Norman BN2B Islander

Isles of Scilly Skybus
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / IOS
Fleet: 4 x De Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter & 
3 x Britten-Norman BN2A Islander

Jet2
IATA/ICAO codes: LS / EXS
Fleet: 22 x Boeing 737-300, 12 x Boeing 737-800, 
11 x Boeing 757-200, 8 x Boeing 737-300QC 
& 1 x Boeing 737-300SF

Loch Lomond Seaplanes
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / n/a 
Fleet: 2 x Cessna 208 Caravan I & 
1 x Cessna T206 Turbo Stationair

Loganair
IATA/ICAO codes: LC / LOG
Fleet: 16 x Saab 340, 5 x Dornier 328, 3 x Saab 2000, 
2 x De Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter & 
2 x Britten-Norman BN2B Islander

Monarch Airlines
IATA/ICAO codes: ZB / MON
Fleet: 27 x Airbus A321, 10 x Airbus A320, 3 x Boeing 757-200 & 
2 x Airbus A330-200

Thomas Cook Airlines
IATA/ICAO codes: MT / TCX
Fleet: 11 x Airbus A321, 10 x Boeing 757-200, 4 x Airbus A330-200, 
3 x Boeing 767-300ER & 2 x Boeing 757-300

Thomson Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: BY / TOM
Fleet: 33 x Boeing 737-800, 15 x Boeing 757-200, 
6 x Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner & 5 x Boeing 767-300ER 

Titan Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: ZT / AWC
Fleet: 3 x Boeing 737-300QC, 2 x Boeing 757-200, 
1 x Boeing 767-300ER, 1 x Airbus A320 & 
1 x Cessna Citation CJ2+

Virgin Atlantic Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: VS / VIR
Fleet: 13 x Airbus A340-600, 12 x Boeing 747-400, 
10 x Airbus A330-300, 4 x Airbus A320, 2 x Airbus A340-300
& 1 x Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner

Aer Arann Islands
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / n/a
Fleet: 2 x Britten-Norman 
 BN2A Islander & 
1 x Britten-Norman 
 BN2B Islander

Irish Airlines

Aer Lingus
IATA/ICAO codes: EI / EIN
Fleet: 33 x Airbus A320, 4 x Airbus A330-300, 4 x Airbus A319, 
3 x Boeing 757-200, 3 x Airbus A330-200 & 3 x Airbus A321

Air Contractors
IATA/ICAO codes: AG / ABR
Fleet: 11 x ATR 72(F), 5 x ATR 42(F), 3 x Boeing 757-200, 
3 x Airbus 300-600R(F), 1 x Airbus A320, 1 x 737-400F, 
1 x Boeing 737-300 & 1 x 737-300F

CityJet
IATA/ICAO codes:WX / BCY
Fleet: 23 x Avro RJ85 & 12 x Fokker 50 

Ryanair
IATA/ICAO codes: FR / RYR
Fleet: 303 x Boeing 737-800

Stobart Air 
IATA/ICAO codes: RE / STK
Fleet: 12 x ATR 72 & 2 x ATR 42

(has a franchise agreement to also operate
for Aer Lingus Regional and Flybe)

(operate for Shetland Islands Council)

Note: Some passenger airlines also have cargo aircraft and for the sake of completeness these have been included in the fleet lists.Aircraft fleet lists were provided by CAPA - http://centreforaviation.com/
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Aurigny Air Services
IATA/ICAO codes: GR / AUR
Fleet: 5 x Britten-Norman BN2A Mk.III Trislander, 3 x ATR 72, 
1 x Embraer 195 & 1 x Fokker 50

BA CityFlyer
IATA/ICAO codes: CJ / CFE
Fleet: 11 x Embraer 190, 6 x Embraer 170 & 1 x Saab 2000

Blue Islands
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / BCI
Fleet: 4 x ATR 42, 2 x Jetstream 32 & 1 x ATR 72

bmi regional
IATA/ICAO codes: BD / BMR
Fleet: 14 x Embraer ERJ 145 & 4 x Embraer ERJ 135

British Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: BA / BAW
Fleet: 57 x Airbus A320, 45 x Boeing 747-400, 44 x Airbus A319, 
43 x Boeing 777-200ER, 18 x Airbus A321, 15 x Boeing 767-300ER, 
12 x Boeing 737-400, 12 x Boeing 777-300ER, 8 x Boeing 787-8 
Dreamliner, 8 x Airbus A380-800, 3 x Boeing 777-200 & 2 x Airbus A318 

Citywing
IATA/ICAO codes: NM / BPS 
Fleet: 4 x Let L 410UVP & 1 x Jetstream 31  

Directflight 
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / DCT
Fleet: 2 x Britten-Norman BN2B Islander

Eastern Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: T3 / EZE
Fleet: 18 x Jetstream 41, 9 x Saab 2000, 2 x Embraer ERJ 145 & 
2 x Embraer ERJ 135

easyJet
IATA/ICAO codes: U2 / EZY
Fleet: 136 x Airbus A319 & 65 x Airbus A320 

Flybe
IATA/ICAO codes: BE / BEE
Fleet: 43 x Dash 8-Q400, 13 x Embraer 195 & 11 x Embraer 175

Hebridean Air Services
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / HBR
Fleet: 3 x Britten-Norman BN2B Islander

Isles of Scilly Skybus
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / IOS
Fleet: 4 x De Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter & 
3 x Britten-Norman BN2A Islander

Jet2
IATA/ICAO codes: LS / EXS
Fleet: 22 x Boeing 737-300, 12 x Boeing 737-800, 
11 x Boeing 757-200, 8 x Boeing 737-300QC 
& 1 x Boeing 737-300SF

Loch Lomond Seaplanes
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / n/a 
Fleet: 2 x Cessna 208 Caravan I & 
1 x Cessna T206 Turbo Stationair

Loganair
IATA/ICAO codes: LC / LOG
Fleet: 16 x Saab 340, 5 x Dornier 328, 3 x Saab 2000, 
2 x De Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter & 
2 x Britten-Norman BN2B Islander

Monarch Airlines
IATA/ICAO codes: ZB / MON
Fleet: 27 x Airbus A321, 10 x Airbus A320, 3 x Boeing 757-200 & 
2 x Airbus A330-200

Thomas Cook Airlines
IATA/ICAO codes: MT / TCX
Fleet: 11 x Airbus A321, 10 x Boeing 757-200, 4 x Airbus A330-200, 
3 x Boeing 767-300ER & 2 x Boeing 757-300

Thomson Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: BY / TOM
Fleet: 33 x Boeing 737-800, 15 x Boeing 757-200, 
6 x Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner & 5 x Boeing 767-300ER 

Titan Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: ZT / AWC
Fleet: 3 x Boeing 737-300QC, 2 x Boeing 757-200, 
1 x Boeing 767-300ER, 1 x Airbus A320 & 
1 x Cessna Citation CJ2+

Virgin Atlantic Airways
IATA/ICAO codes: VS / VIR
Fleet: 13 x Airbus A340-600, 12 x Boeing 747-400, 
10 x Airbus A330-300, 4 x Airbus A320, 2 x Airbus A340-300
& 1 x Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner

Aer Arann Islands
IATA/ICAO codes: n/a / n/a
Fleet: 2 x Britten-Norman 
 BN2A Islander & 
1 x Britten-Norman 
 BN2B Islander

Irish Airlines

Aer Lingus
IATA/ICAO codes: EI / EIN
Fleet: 33 x Airbus A320, 4 x Airbus A330-300, 4 x Airbus A319, 
3 x Boeing 757-200, 3 x Airbus A330-200 & 3 x Airbus A321

Air Contractors
IATA/ICAO codes: AG / ABR
Fleet: 11 x ATR 72(F), 5 x ATR 42(F), 3 x Boeing 757-200, 
3 x Airbus 300-600R(F), 1 x Airbus A320, 1 x 737-400F, 
1 x Boeing 737-300 & 1 x 737-300F

CityJet
IATA/ICAO codes:WX / BCY
Fleet: 23 x Avro RJ85 & 12 x Fokker 50 

Ryanair
IATA/ICAO codes: FR / RYR
Fleet: 303 x Boeing 737-800

Stobart Air 
IATA/ICAO codes: RE / STK
Fleet: 12 x ATR 72 & 2 x ATR 42

(has a franchise agreement to also operate
for Aer Lingus Regional and Flybe)

(operate for Shetland Islands Council)

Note: Some passenger airlines also have cargo aircraft and for the sake of completeness these have been included in the fleet lists.Aircraft fleet lists were provided by CAPA - http://centreforaviation.com/
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